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Farewom 

The National Photographic Interpretation Center (NPIC) 

was established in January 1961 under the Director of Central 

Intelligence to provide efficient and tinely exploitation of 

photography as a source of foreign intelligence in response to 

the needs of national security. Though the Center is jointly 

manned by personnel fxan several departnents and agencies rep

resented on the United States Intelligence B::>anl, it is the lineal 

desoeOOent of three successive photo intelliqence.organi.zations 

established and nurtured by CIA. They am, in order of foundi.DJ, 

the Photo Intelligence Division (D/GP), Project ~ (Hm), 

and the Pboto Intelligence Center (PIC) • 

'l'his history is the first of ~ vol\mll!S p~ to 

trace the evolution of photo interpretation in the national 

center and in predecessor organizations. It is the story of 

D/GP, an obscure division fo\Dlded on the assunption that CXlrlp!tent 

photo interpreters exploitinq high-quality, up-to-date photography 

of strategic targets with the aid of all-source collateral infor

nation could produce definitively inportant infcmration oonceming 

the capability and, to SC11e extent, the innediate intentions of 

potential enemies of the United States to initiate military action 

against this country and its allies. It traces the trials and 

frustrations of the early years, during which repeated attercpts 

- ii -
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to fird the right combination of intelligence problems and 

photography yielded many pedestrian aceatplishltents but only 

ram startlinq sucoesses. It closes with the drama.tic develop

nent b-J the Agerc'J of an extraordinary collection vehicle, the 

U-2, 'Which. projected the struggling division into a key mle in 

planninq and preparing far the collection, processing, and 

exploitation of the anticipated photography. 

Much of the cantinui:ty in this narrative and virtually all 

the dates cane fxan doc:une'1ts cw:rent at the t.ine the events were 

taking place. Most inport:ant in providing this franework of facts 

are m::mthly reports of the division and documents relating to 

specific actions, operations, and events. On the other hand, 

reoollections of the participants in the drama, recoz:ded on mag

netic tape, are the source of many of tile eml:lellishreiits that 

qive life and hman interest to what would otherwise be a lifeless 

c:hroni.cle on a clinical examination of the facts. Copies of RDSt 

sources cited in this VDlune are filed in the NPIC Historical 

Collection and can be c::ansulted in the NPIC library. 
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I. A~ Awareness (1950-1952) 

At the opening of the second half of the twentieth century, 

the fledglinq CIA was struggling to assimi.l.ate arxi apply lessons 

lea.med fran ~ld war II. 'l'he impressive acx::CJl1plishnents of 

photographic intelligence duri.rq that conflict coupled with the 

rapid advances in other applications of science to the collection 

aIXJ. processing of in.fcmnation presaged profoWlcl changes in 

intelligence operations. Though sooe of the basic concepts were 

far fran new, the teciu'lological explosio~ generated b.Y.crash 

efforts to apply scientific knowledge to the collection aIXJ. 

evaluation of info:anation about the enemy was soon to pl:()duce 

systems so sophisticated an:l so prolific as substantially to 

emancipate policy.makers aIXJ. operations personnel £ran their 

fo.r:mer dependence on the sha&:My figure of the classical SP'J. 

Indeed, traditional rrethods of obt:aininq infonnation about 

the carrnunist enemy were rapidly becxminq less pxoductive than 

ever. The · aescent of the Iron Curtain on overt reporting, including 

the official release of eoondnic data, shaq>ly curtailed pnwi.ous 

sources of infcmnation on c::cuntries within the Soviet orbit. 

SECRET 
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Moreover, limitations an travel behind the Iron Curtain reduced 

still further the lCM potential of human source collection. At 

' the sama ti.l're, the outbreak of the cold War and inauguration of a 

nev1 anci noxe sophisticated a:cms race dramatized the need for mcxe 

·am better intelligence, not less. At this critical juncture, 

~aphy becarre the beneficiary of heightened interest as 

a possible source of strategic information. 

Fol.l.CMi.BJ \'brld war II, technical survey teams sponsored b'J 

us Forces had been sent to Gel:many and Japan to assist in 

estiire.tinq the effectiveness of photo intelligence during the 

war. The resulting studies, published as part of the United States 

Strategic Banbing Survey reports, concluded that between 80 and 90 

percent of all military intelligence information cane fran aerial 

photography, and that it :was about BS pel:cent accurate·. The fact 

that there we.re in the Aqency many who had been in intelligence 

during w:>rld war ·II ensured that the potential utility of aerial 

reconnaissance and photo inte::pretation for f ill.ing saoo of the 

growing gaps in intelligence WJUld not be overlooked. 

The relationship between evolving N;Jency plans and organ

ization ard the experiences of W:>rld war II was evident in the 

functions that were adopted as well as in the continuity of 

personnel. With the intmduction of cx:mnunications intelligence 

in the k;ency, the General Division, Plans and Policy Staff, Office 

of Reports and Estimates (ORE), became the nucleus for its 

- 2 -
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exploitation. One of the nen engaged in this \«>rk was Frederick 

A. Voigt. During it>rld war II, Voigt had been an ArrrrJ officer 

in G-2 and had ~keel with CQIUNl' materials. J\nonq his contacts 
·--·------- ------------~ 

a fellow officer in G-2, who, as a photo 

interpreter, bad earned sane distinction as the head of a small 

unit assembled late in the war for the joint exploitation of 

reconnaissance photography and cxmuunications intercepts. 

The possibility of undertakinq all-source exploitation in 

one area was often discussed in the General Division, ORE, by 

Voigtc_______ ____ --------------] the Chief I Plans 

·····-- -~ .. ---- - -----···;------,-····~ 
: I 

and Policy Staff. y Reca.llinqi lar.d the success of his , __ __j 

unit in G-2, Voigt advocated the joint exploitation of photography 

and C0."1.INl' as part of the all-source effort. Though the general 

lack of current aerial photography of deilied areas teaPered 
enthusiasm for the proix>sal, the idea got a favorable hearing. 

In due course, Voigt was authorized to contact[~==] then a 

t:eaahe.r at the FoWltain Valley School near Colorado Spr~s, 

Colorado, and invite his interest in s\ll:lnitting a proposal for 

establishing a photo interpretation unit in the Aqency. 

L___]agreed. The result was a lo-page proposal dated 

8 August 1950 and entitled, The Opemti.on of High LiinJsl. Photo 

Inurp:reta.ti.on. y reccmnenied establishmant of a photo 

- J -
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interpretation* unit utilizing all-source materials, including 

cavim:r, and havin:J close working relations with lx>th analysts 

and collectors. To a.cconplish the job, he proposed that staffing 

consist of nine int:erpreters, three liaison officers (with 

experience as interpreters) , two draftsmen, one map and photo 

librarian, and three clericals. 

;-~-:envisaged the hiring of highly experienced photo 

interpreters havin] a solid intelligence ba.ckgrout¥:1 in certain 

specialized fields, such as industry, shipping, aircraft, guided 

missiles, and radar. He stressed the need for constant and free 

interchange of inf o:cmation between PI specialists and their 

analytical counterparts. lie also called for close and confidential 

working relationships between the PI unit and reoannai.ssance 

planners. In all these respects, his concept was decisively 

different fxorn the method of operation. tren current in US military 

photo interpretation. units, whose interest was oriented primarily 

t:owaxd banbing ta.rgets and whose interpreters were discouraged 

25X1 

fl:an usin:J oollateral info:cmation.j ___ l thus, perceived clearly 25X1 

the pecu.liar needs of a photo interpretation effort integrated with 

the production of strateqic intelligence for use by policy makers 

and planners at the highest levels of government. His initial 

*Ph:>to interpretation is mxe familiarly known as PI, and the 
interpreters who practice it are camonly called PI' s. Moreover, 
in the use of tili.s designation no consistent distinction is made 
between "interpretation" and "intelligence." 

. - 4 -
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proposal, made sarewhat in the dark, was a most appropriate one, 

and was destined to ensure that when the breakthrough cane in 

strategic aerial reconnaissance a cadre of trained interpreters 

'WOUld be available in the right place and at the right time 

to exploit the plx>tography. 

The seei which sowed took a long time to sprout, and 

the appearance of the first spiail.y growth took even longer. 

During the renainder of 1950 and early 1951, the Aqercy in general, 

and ORE in particular, was in a state of flux. On 7 CCtober 1950, 

Lieutenant General Walter B. smith asS'Lllred the duties of Director 

of Central Intelligence and William H. Jackson was designated Dep-11ty 

Director of Central Intelligence, thus providing the Aqency with 

a strong managenent team. .tt.oreover, in the fall of 1950, ORE was 

reorganized. Within the. next few months, several new.entities 

were created, i.ncl\XliD} the Office of Research and Reports (ORR). 

Soon thereafter, CCI, with its cadre of analysts having a prilre 

interest in CCMINT, was folllled in part fran ORR. These were days 

when reorganization and reassignment of personnel were pressing 

problems. There was little interest and less opportunity to 

wrestle with the establishment of new functions and problems of 

staffing them. lbwever, in spite of delays and ooopetition with 

ongoin:J problems ,L_~ proposal was not dead. In June 1951, 

Voigt was deleqated to tel{~~--Jthat things were beginning to 

ncve, and to invite him to travel to wasbi.ngton at government . 

- 5 -
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expense tD talk "turkey." y A m::>nth later l---/came tD 
L~-----~ 

Washington, at which time he apparently made formal application 

for Ell'ployment as a part-time PI consultant. 

25X1 

More nnnths passed while[ - ---Jwa.s being investigated and 25X1 

cleared. The definitive break came in March 1952. On the 

t:IN'entieth of that m::>nth Robert IVrory, Jr. , who had l:::leoa're 

Assistant Director, Research and Reports; just three days 

earlier, sent a netD to the OCI seeking approval for hiring 

as a consultant and for bringing him on lx>ard on 26 

Much for an initial two weeks. Approval. was granted. y 
Thus, the action which had been initiated by those concerned 

primarily with CXMI.Nl', but who had subsequently left ORR in the 

spinoff of OCI, now shifted to others in ORR whose chief 

substantive concerns were eooncmic and 9eographic intelligence. 

Though the new organizational relationships were potentially 

excellent, particularly with the geographers who were no strangers 

tD photD interpretation, the shift cx.rnplicated and delayed full 

att:a.irmant of ~---··--objective of integrating the exploitation 

of photography and CCMINT. Nevertheless, action was at last 

urxier way. 

The results of survey were cxmtained in a mem::>randum 
~ .. ~·--···~ 

dated 11 April 1952. §/ In it, he concluded that there was a 

larqe potential "demand" in CIA for photo intelligence, and that 

it could not be iret with the photo interpretation reports and · 

- 6 -
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limited PI services available from the military. advocatecl 

the hiring of a srrall nuni:>er of pmto interpreters, three at the 

beg.inning, who ~uld work directly with analysts at their desks. 

lie characterized this relationship as the "team" approach. He 

also reoc:mtended that ORR have on its staff, at the outset, a 

skilled photo intelligence of fioer who oould advise analysts on 

the use of ph:>tography and train them to·do simple interpretation 

tasks themselves. Far this position, ~ifiedly 
_____ __.j 

reccmnended who had served with 

him in \'ibrld War II. 

I ~= _ _]April 1952 report differed fran his initial 

prop:>sal of August 1950 primarily in that it was much less 

expansive. For one thing, it was based on a cu:rrent, first

harxi survey of the statu,s of ph:>to interpretation inside ani 

outside the Aqerr:y. It is not apparent, hcMever, how he 

reconciled his exceed.inqly low-profile proposal with what he 

characterized as the "large dernard.. for photo intelligence. 

In just a few DDnths the Agercy was to dem:lnstrate a willingness 

25X1 

25X1 

25X1 

25X1 

to approve a nu::h larger cx:mnitnent thanl~-=-_Jrecxmrerxled. 25X1 

Though he did not change his philosophy ani, indeed, stressed 

his belief that the Agercy requirement was for photo intelligence 

-7-
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rather than photo interpretation,* his proposal rrJW was 

for one photo intelligence officer, who l«>uld occupy a senior 

J,X>Sition, an:i a a::mpleirentary group of photo interpreters. 

Likewise, instead of speaking oonficlently of a unit cai:posed of 

photo intelligence officers, using all-source materials, he was 

rrJW expressing the hope that the initial three photo interpreters 

might serve as a "pilot operation to l«>rk out the techniques 

of coordinating intelligence on an all-source basis." Very 

likely the latter change reflected the divorce fJ:an ORR of 

the functions which becatte CCI, iroluding those related to the 

handling of CCMINl'. Fortunately, the pendulum was due to swing 

back towatd Brown's 1950 cx:moept within the next several m::mths. 

c====:Jmac:ie quite an issue of this point. In his 1952 p:rop::>Sal, 
he defined photo interpretation reports as those resulting 
primarily £.ran a careful study of photography and havinq a 
minim.Jm of info:z:mation fn::m other sources. He defined photo 
intelligence xeports as those canbining the results of skilled 
photo interpretation, usually in conference at tile w:xki.rq level, 
with all other available pertinent infomation about the subject 
under study. 

- 8 -
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II. EstablislTnent of Fonra.l Photo InteI}?!etation J\ctivi!=-)' 

(1952-1953) 

Act.ion following c---~proposal of ll April 1952 was 

relatively fast. In a IOCStO to Robert Arcory, Jr., the AD/RR, 

dated 7 May 1952, Otto Guthe, Chief, Geographic Division, ORR, 

in effect endorsed the [-_Jproposal and suggested that the 

Agency PI facility be established as the Photo Intelligence 

Branch within the Geographic Division. §/ By 26 June 1952, 

Arcory was able to say that the OCI had already approved in 

principle the proposal for creation of a Photo Intelligence 

Division, with provision for staffing it over and above the 

proposed ORR Table of Ot'cJanization sul:ln1tted for fiscal 1953. y 
Guthe's proposed branch was, thus, \\1ell on the way to founding 

as a di vision. Doubtlessly, this change was related to the 

~ reo1"9anization in ORR, which incl\Xied creation of 

the Geographic Research Area out of the fomer Geographic 

Division and elevation of the fol:mer branches to the status of 

divisions. 

A. The Die is Cast. 

The :fomal proposal for establishing the division Wis made 

in a staff study signed by PJ.rory and forwar:ded to the Project 

- 9 -
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Review Ccmnittee on 17 July 1952. Y ·This study was prepared 

in the Geographic Division, ORR, by James A. Braimell, with 

the assistance of 

approval of an all.otm:mt of 

2J It recc:mooOOed 

fran vouchered funds and 

an increase of 12 persons in the 'l'able of Organization and 

personnel ceili..D; for ORR for fiscal 1953 to provide for 

establishing a Photo Intelligence Division (D/GP) in the 

Geographic Research Area, ORR. 

The Office of the Photo Intelligence Division Chief was 

to consist of three persons, and there ware to be ao five-man 

branches, one the Industrial and the other the Geographic 

(Figure 1) • * The latter was intenied particularly to support 

work in the Geographic Division of ORR and to serve the needs 

of the DOP; the fonner,. to supp:>rt the.F.corx:mic Rese8.rch Area, 

ORR. l<bst of the funds requested, were em:-
,--··: 

marked for personal services. Only L_Jwas allocated for the 

purchase of equi.pxent. The remaining was intended to 

reiml::urse the militm:y for an estimated four projects to be 

done in accoz:dance with Aqercy specifications. 

25X1 

25X1 

25X1 

25X1 

25X1 

• __ --~- . I entered on duty l July 1952 as a 25X 1 
GS-13 Intelligence Officer~assigned to the Office of the 
Assistant Director in ORR. With the establishnent of the Photo 
Intelligence Division,c-==. J slot was added to the 12 new 25X1 
ones bri..D;ing the T/O of the division up to 13. On 26 October 
1952, he was fonnally reassigned to the new division. 'J::9j 
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In justifying placenent of the new centralized PI facility 

in the Geographic. Research Area (GRA) , the study cited the broad 

support provided by divisions in the GRA, the need of the PI•s 

for cartographic and graphic support, and the close ties of the 

GRA with other parts of ORR and the DDP. 'l'he plan also called 

for provision of 610 square feet of floor space in Building 11, 

where the Geography and Cartography Divisions were mused. 
On 25 July 1952, the Project Review Ccmnittee approved the 

reconmended allocation of funds and increase in the ORR T/O. !!/ · 
Ten days later, on 4 Auqust, a project brief based on the 17 July 

staff study was signed by the DCI, General Walter Bedell smith, 

with the concurr~ of Allen w. Dulles as Cha.ll:man, Project 

Review camti.ttee. Th.is brief also stated that beginning in 

fiscal 1954, the first ~l year of oparation, the arinual cost 

of the new activity \«>Uld 

With the formal approval of. the proposal, one step 

remained. - to carry out the plan. Once again Alr.Dr:y derronstrated 

both his strong interest in establishing the pb:>to intelligence 

flmction and the speed with which he could act. On 4 August, 

the sane day the project was approved by the DCI, 1'lrory sent 

a m:m:> to the Deputy Director (Administration), Walter R. l'blf, 

subnitti.ng the proposed Table of <>rqanization for the Photo 

Intelligence Division, requesting that it be considered alonq 

with the overall ORR T/O, then tmder study, and that the office 
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T/O be increased by 12 positions. !Y Administrative work 

in response to this proposal took nearly three llllnths to ocrnpl.ete, 

l'awever. On 2 November 1952 the CIA Photo Intelliqenoe Division 

was formally established. W 

B. £9pcePt of 0peration and Products. 

The method of operation and resulting pnxlucts were also 

specified in sane detail. W 'l'he new division was to be staffed 

with PI specialists in each of several topical fields of 

particular ooncern to CIA, and these specialists were to maintain 

ex>ntinuing liaison with their counterparts in the military. It 

'1RlS initially envisaged that these Aqency PI's \Cluld utilize all

source materials and work shoulder-to-shoulder with econanic 

and other analysts in bringing their knowledge of available . . 

photography and hOW to analyze it to bear on the solution of 

specific intelligence problens. The fact that only one photo 

intelligence officer was on duty for the first several llllnths 

and that the PI 1 s were separated physically fran other analysts 

seriously hanpered full inplementation of this working arranqESrent. 

Indeed, the initial concept of shoulder-to-shoulder w:>rk was 

never fully realized. 

The resul.ting products were f!xpected to be w:>rkinq papers 

consisting of sketches, tatulations, and typescript to be used 

by other analysts in planning and executing operations or in the 
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pn:xiuction of finished intelligence. There were no initial · 

plans to prod.uce formal ph:>to intelligence reports, as such, 

for wide dissemination within CIA and througmut the Intelligence 

Co:nnuni.ty. This carefully circunscri.bed view of PI products 

and their use was faithfully reflected in practice for m::are 

than the first year of operation. 

Consistent with its Conc:ept of a high-level ph:>to 

intelligence operation, the staff stooy inclaied one exceedingly 

ambitious proposal which matured very slowly. It announced 

that the Photo Intelliqence Division would develop a mechanism, 

probably an .intera9ency oamdttee, to fonnul.ate intelligence 

requi.renents for aerial reconnaissance missions and to foster 

maximum use of ph:>to interpretation facilities to neet national 

intelliqence requirement;s. Obviously, this was the e>cpression 

of a desire to bring photo reconnaissance and photo interpretation 

efforts to bear on the solution of national intelligence 

problems rather than roorely to locate, identify, and descril:e 

potential banbing' targets. The foresight thus displayed, as 

well as the difficulty of attaining the desired gcal, was 

dem::>nstrated by the fact that such a c:xxuprehensive approach tO 

the joint management of national collection and exploitation 

assets was realized only with the establishnent of the 

Carmittee on Imagery Requirements and Exploitation (CXM:REX), 
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a USIB sulxx::mnittee, 15 years later.* 

In still another way the initial ooncept and plan for a 

photo intelligence division in CIA set it apart fran and ab::we 

similar organizations in existence at that time. Consistently, 

the proposed division was called the Plx>to Intelligence Division, 

and the products were named photo intelligence. Moreover, the 

PI' s were designated Intelligence Officer (Photo Analysis) , mt 

interpreters. On the one hand, this enphasized that they 'WOuld 

\'IJ'OI'k with all-source materials, and on the other that they 'WOuld 

do analysis, mt merely interpretation. Thus, Agency PI's 

'WOuld mt simply identify facilities and their carp:>nent parts, 

but, 'WOrking with functional analysts, they would explain what 

went on in the facilities, how the catp:ment parts functioned 

with respect to each o~, pinpoint the bottlenecks Or critical 

conttol J,X>ints, and the like. These distinctions in the naming 

and job titles W;!re inte.00.ed to convey what Agency planners 

believed to be the critical difference between photo intelligence, 

which was to be pursued in CIA, and photo interpretation, which 

was to be done· elsewhere. This was a titular distinction that 

was to emure for nearly ten years, until the establishment of 

*Tb:>ugh the Ccmnittee on OVerhead Reoonnaissance (CXM:>R) and its 
predecessor the Ad Hoc Requirements c:amdttee (ARC) achieved a mtable 
degree of coordination and control in the levying of national 
collection requirements, it :r:emained for the camu::x to undertake 
the difficult task of exexcising sane contr.:>l in the allocation of 
limited resoun:ies available to exploit that photography • 
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a separate national center and other o:msiderations resulted in 

•a tactical retreat, at least as far as terminology was oonce.rneci, 

in naming the National Photographic Interpretation Center. 

C. Jobs and People. 

'l'he first atte:npt at staffing the new function was deceptively 

easy. The ease with which this initial step was accarplished 

was no tooa.Sure, hcMevex", of the difficulties to follow. To get 

just one PI adviser [~---~=--J fx:om a Colorado museum apparently 25X 1 

excited no one. To camenoe the bui.l.din3 of a new division was 

clearly another matter, one not to be aco::mplished without all 

interested elenents, inside and outside the Aqency, getti.nq a 

pieoe of the action. 

Bureaucracy wasn't the only ~t. T'ne ~ity of 

qualified PI's and an initial miscalculation in the grade scale 

seriously hanpered recruitment, particularly to fill those 

1 p:>sitions belCM' G&-l2. The Aqency was seekinq not nerely skilled 

interpreters, but those expert in at least one of several techni.cal 

specialties, such as gui.ded missiles, radar, aircraft, naval 

shipbuil.dinq, and the like, or in earth sci.enc:es, such as geology 

or geography. fwbreover, it was intended that the Aqency PI w::>uld 

be no mere technician; in addition to his substantive specialty, 

each was expected to have sane krla!lf leclqe of related intelligence 

problems and of how his specialized knowledge could contribute 

to their solution. 
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This was a large order. Most PI' s skilled in the desfred 

topical specialties were either in military seJ:Vice as a consequerx:=e 

of the Ibrean war, or "WOrking as civilians for the military. By 

Marcil 1953, with only four PI's cleared am on board, steps were 

taken to raise the lower end of the grade scale. on the third 

of that nonth Chief, Administrative Staff, OOR, 
,=-:::===========-~ 

L---~--~----l Chief, Classification and wage 

Administration Division, requesting a qeneral raising of "WOrk.il'.¥3 

level grades in the Photo Intelligenoe Division to a minimlm 

of GS-12. 

In his oovering Jtellt)r _____ - justified the proposed change 

on the grounds that the 'Aqency needed "experts" who could 

instruct ORR analysts in the use of photography as well as 

oonduct extensive liaisop. with other goVernmant agencies. !?f 

Besides, he added, the higher grades ~ needed to nake ORR 

competitive with other gove.rnnent agencies in a scarce labor 

market. That the latter was the mre .inportant reason is 

suggested not only by the slow pace of recruitment, but also 

by a statene.nt in the March 1953 monthly report for the 

Geographic Research Area which ocmplained that delay in the 

entrance on duty of the division chief, who had been named 

several ncnths earlier, was seriously affecting progress in 

the classification of positions intended t.o pe:r:mit the hirin] 

of "capable persons deroandi.ng mre salary than is pez:missible · 
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um.er the present T/O." 16/ The decision on this i.np:>rtant ix>int 

was clearly going to await cu:rival of the division chief. This 

was to be Arthur C. LuOO.ahl, whose appoint:nent and arrival are 

recx>Wlted in the next chapter. In the meantixre, 25X1 

wh:> was officially serving as Act.i.ng Chief, Industrial Branch, '.fl/ 

was functioning as the ~ facto division chief in the absence 

of the designated. head, whose release by the Navy was still 

pending. 

L1 spite of difficulties, however, sare qualified persons 

\ere bl:ought on boaJX1 before the cu:rival of the division chief 

an 11 May 1953. an Aqency atployee since 1947, 25x 1 

had the distinction of being the second person to join the 

division. Though not an experienced PI, he rep:>rted far 

duty in December 1952 fo~lowing an 11-week CX>Urse in photo-

gram:retty at The Ohio State University. The third person on 

the payroll was ' wh:> also entered on duty 

in December, before he wa.s cleared. He wa.s sent to the 

Georgetown University Institute of Linguistics for three 

m:mths, and did not becc.lte a :functioning nanber of the division 

until March 1953, _____ j was a former Naval officer who had 

served with Lundahl at Navy PIC during the Korean war. Through 

his researchi.ng of photos, he had beoane acquainted with 

1-------------~head of the CIA Graphics Reqister and a former 
r-----~-·-: 

Naval officer himself. Koowirq that[ _______ /was due to be 
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discharqed. fi:an the Navy, . had alerted him to the 25X1 

opportunity openinq up in the Agency and helped him to arrange 

an interview. 

In January 1953 25X1 

joined the division. Durinq W:>rld 25X1 
··--·····-----.............C 

war II, she had been a ph:>to interpretation officer in the 

_ t:JS -~-~ Inasmuch as ___ ] was . oot an experienced PI and 25X1 

~ .. _Jwas oot yet cleared,L __________ ~ the second 25X1 

~king PI in Ph:>to Intelligence Division. Prior to the 

arrival of Lundahl there were just two other PI's in D/GP. 

Both entered on duty in D/GP on the same day, 9 April 1953. 

served with Lundahl at Navy PIC during 25X1 
~-···---····--······---C 

the Korean war and came to the Aqency through his contacts 

in the Graphi.ci; Register. 25X 1 

The other, was a civilian photo interpreter with 25X1 

the us Air Force wh:> had resigned, taken a trip to Canada, and 

then oome to the Agency upon his return to the us. uJ-- ---i 25X 1 
. I 

he had entered. on duty in the Agency without being fully cleared. 

and had spent ·DDre than two m:mths at the Lillrary of Congress 

doinq unclassified reading and resea:cch before beo::minq a 

productive nenber of the division. 

Of the original six, 

remained with the o:rt]anization and m::>Ved up in the hierarchy 

as the division grew. The other three were gone by May 1955 •. 
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left in the sunrner of 1953 to pursue advanced stu:iies in 

9eodesy at The Ohio State University, after which he m:wed 

elsewhere in the Geographic Research Area to work in that field. 

The other two resigned frcm the Agency. Before leaving, b:Jwever, 

!was able to arrange social contacts between her 

new division chief a:nd Robert Artor:y, Jr., who had beoare the DOI, 

thus expanding the channel for direct c:xmnu:nications and 

fostering the strong bond of friendship that developed ~ 

tha:n. She also proved to be especially able in pmvidinq 

staff support, as needed, to the office of the division chief. 

D. Reguirerents and Photography. 

Requirements for photo intelligence or photo interpretation 

and photo oollection are inseparable, h?t their rela~onships 

in 1952 were very different fran those follow.i.ng the advent of 

the U-2. During the early years it was primarily a question of 

gearing requirements to the exploitation of existinq photography. 

Aerial ooverage of the Soviet and Chinese interiors was limited 

and l..arqel.y of World war II vintaqe. For European Russia, there 

was rmlCh excellent World war II German photography, known to 

postwar American inteJ:preters as GX. There were resaer amounts 

of poorer Japanese photography of catparable aqe covering eastern ' • 

Asia. .Known as JX, mst of it was difficult or inpossible to 

obtain in Washington. Though none of this ooverage was of current 
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intelligence value, it was of considerable utility in strategic 

stuiies. Fran it much useful .information oould be qleaned 

concerning ilmobile, slc:Mly changing cultural features, such 

as settlement patterns or established industrial plants, and 

features of the physical environment. 

Even as early as 1952 there was nore recent aerial 

photography of parts of the Soviet Bloc as well as hiqhly 

selective current coverage of bo:cder areas of hiqh interest. 

There were, of course, literally tons of ph:>tography of ~ea, 

but it was of limited ilrportance fran a strategic point of vieit1. 

In addition, there were selective clandestine oollection efforts, 

both in the air and on the qxound. Without exception, th:>se 

who surveyed existirlq needs and available ph:>tography oonclooed 

that enough suitable pho~phy was ali:'eady available to 

justify the establisbnent of a photo intelliqence capability 

in CIA. 

Within the Geographic Research Area itself there were 

mmy unsatisfied demands for photo intelligence which lay 

beyorxi the capability of nost qeographers or cartographers 

to produce for themselves. In addition, the GRA served a 

broad spectrum of cust.aners, not only within but outside the 

Agency, i.ncludinq the military services. There was, for 

example, the analysis of safe areas within the USSR for ODP, 

detailed area st:u:lies for the Strategic Air Cammd (SAC), 
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escape and evasion studies for the joint services, l::order 

studies in supJ.X>rt of infiltration operations, studies in 

support of conprehensive clandestine operations in the Far 

F.ast, and urban analyses for DDP. In one or another of these 

types of stuiies, phot:o-deri ved information was needed on 

topography, :«>ads, railroads, rivers, bridges, settlanents, 

areas of oonceal.mmt, key industries, security rreasures, 

military installations, ocmnunications facilities, and the 

like. Existing maps also needed correction and anplification, 

and, to the extent that recent photo ooverage was available, 

frequently needed to be updated to guatd against the possibility 

of clisastx:ous miscalculations. 

The new Photo Intelligence Division also had sarething to 

offer analysts in the Ec;>nomi.c Researcn Area, though at the 

.beginning many of them were skeptical al::out the utility of 

available aerial photography of the USSR because of its age. 

Excellent GX photography ex>uld yield much info:cnation on the 

layouts of Soviet industrial plants, their siting, the 

existence of room for expansion, physical relationships of 

their cx:nponent parts, and the flow of materials thl:ou:;ih 

pi:oduction. At the very least, it affordeC!. the ecx:manic 

analyst a grasp of the physical reality of inst.allati.ons rx:>t 

available fran a study of production statistics, as well as a 

xough and ready means for speculating infonnatively about the. 
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credibility of information from other sources. 

Though requirerents of the Off ice of Scientific Intelligence 

(OSI) were oot as susceptible to bei.n] defined in terms of 

infonnation potentially available from World War II photography 

as were many of those from ORR, they did exist. Wherever 

research and Clevelqment activity was known or suspected in 

an area covered by photography of suitable date, there was 

need for photo intelligence support. As early as July 1952, 

OSI had a:mtinuing requiremmts for intelligence utilizing 

aerial photo coverage of guided missile and radar sites • .!fV 

Moreover, that office anticipated requiremmts fqr a nore exhaustive 

analysis of high-priority installations reported in insufficient 

detail in rnilitaxy photo·interpretation reports. 

To a greater degree than arr.I othet office, CX:I D.eeded 

current photo coverage to make photo intelligence useful in 

its reporting. Furtherm:::lre, the very fact that the greatest 

interest of this off ice usually centered in trouble spots 

aroW'ld the periphery of the Soviet Union or elseNhere in the 

world, and that such sp:>ts were relatively accessible to aerial 

reconnaissance, ensured the existence of requi.renents fran OCI. 

The mechanics of levying requi.renents were relatively 

sinple at first. With only one interpreter on boa:td for 

nuch of the time, he was both the screen tlu:ough which 

requi.remants passed an:1 the neans by which they were answered. 
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'J.'o provide tlle needed guidance in accepting them and help in · 

setting priorities, he had the assistance of the GRA Project 

Revis-I Carmittee. * 
According to the philosophy laid down at the founding 

of the division, as soon as any ORR analyst or his supervisor 

becaite aware of the potential need for photo interpretation 

support, he would call for and obtain the services of a photo 

interpreter. In consultation with the analyst, the PI would 

dete:anine the pertinent photo ooverage, if any, suited to solution 

of the problem. Upon obtain.ing the desired photography, the 

PI 'WOUl.d sit down with the analyst again, and, \\'Orking together, 

they w::>uld define the nature and sex>pe of PI support required. 

This somewhat ideaH zecl approach was typical of the way 

nest requirements were g~ated in the 'early period, ·particularly 
1-·--·-: 

when: was the only PI. Indeed, there was, at the 

outset, no other viable approach. In 110st instances, he alone 

knew what photography was availahJe, whetl'ler or not it was potentially 

suited to answering the requirement, where and how to obtain it, 

and hcM to counsel the analyst in m:xlifying and fi.ming up the 

request once the photography was in hand. At first, 
"··-·------' 

*The GRA Project Review Comnittee at this tine was. CX'llp>sed of 
the Chief, GRA, woo served as Chairman; the chiefs of the four 
di visions oonprisi.nq GRA; the Assistant to the Chief of the 
Cartography Division; and the Assistant to the Chief of the 
Geography Division. 
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had the benefit of close supervision by.Gut.he as Chief, 

Geographic Research Area, out of whose offioe he worked as 

a photo intelligence adviser. He also had the assistance 

~--···--·-' 
who spent several ~ as consultant helping to 

laWlCh the new activity. The GRA July 1952 monthly report 

said ten .. desk-side" consultations were held with substantive 

analysts, and that they resulted in six projects. !2f SUc.ceecling 

monthly reports mentioned similar consultations, many of which 

also resulted in the levying of requirements for PI sui:port. 

Though the foregoing approach to the developnent and 

levying of requirements was the rule during the early pericxi 

of operations, there were exceptions, particularly as additional 

PI's arrived on duty and as analysts becatre nore familiar with 

photography as a source .of intelligence infoxmation. · As time 

passed, 1 tended nore and nore to serve as a kind. of 
~··---·--·--' 

broker, receiving or shaping up the requi.rellents and delegating 

nore of the actual interpretation \lilOrk to the growing number 

of PI's in the division. Even this change, however, was one that 

brought the node of operation closer to the nethcd proposed by 

25X1 

25X1 

·-··--··' 
in his ll April 1952 mem::> to Arrory. In other instances, 25X1 

particularly where PI support was needed by nentlers of the 

Geography or cartography divisions for projects on which they 

'lrWere working, a direct approach fx:an analyst to PI was sometimes 

used. Requests fJ:an the DDP posed spec; al problems. Not only 
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were their representatives anxious to discuss tl1eir needs 

· with as few persons as possible, but they were frequently 

evasive alx>ut the precise scope of their requirements. 'l'he 

latter ix>licy led to a considerable waste of scarce PI talent; 
-··~-·-··-

the fo:oner usually castL_----~ firmly in the role of g::r 

bebt.'een. 

1.bwa.i:d the close of the pre-Lundahl pericxl, a new type 

of requirexrent appeared. The D/GP naithly report for April 

1953 revealed for the first time that PI's ~ w:rkinq on 

self-initiated projects. ~ 'Dt.o such were identified. 011e 

dealt with explosives industries am the other with antl1Wlition 

industries in parts of European Russia. 'l'hese projects were 

sai.cl to have been undertaken in anticipation of requests and 

as a basic approach to the production Of photo intelligence 

oorx:ernin9' these industries. This change in defining w:rk to 

be done represented, in sate degree, a declaration of independence 

for the PI' s. It dei:ronstrated the growinq confidence of the 

PI' s in their ability to anticipate what photo intelligence 

infoxmation eoonomi.c analysts "'°ul.d be needing and to determine 

the m:>st advantageous tima for its production. Indeed, in 

future years, as widespread coverage of denied areas became 

avanable, this ability to anticipate needs in all areas of 

intelligence interest becama a way of life for the PI's. 

Philosophically, it marked a small but significant novenent away 
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from the extrenely close w:>rking relationships envisaged 

between PI' s and analysts, a relationship which was one of the 

distinctive differences between the work of photo intelligence 

officers and photo interpreters. There was no indication, 

hro\irever, that the direction of this m::wenent was a matter of 

oonce:m to either party. 

In these early days, Agency PI' s were heavily dependent 

on the military services, particularly the Air Force, for the 

aerial photography they needed.. This called. for the establishment 

of good w:>rking relations and frE!qU.ellt contacts between Agency 

PI's and those in the military. Though this cxrmunity of 

interest was helpful in encx>uraging the liaison desired between 

1!qency photo intelligence officers and military inteI:preters, 

it had its drawbacks. r:<>r one thing, i't argued for the necessity 

of keeping at least the ma.in working qu..'ll'ters for Agency PI' s 

outside the Special Center created. for the han:llinq of a::MIN.l'. 

'l'hi.s contributed significantly to the delay in pi:ogress towam 

the production of all-source photo intelligence in CIA. 

Actual procurement of photography, both aerial and growil, 

was chiefly th:r:ouqh the Graphics Register Division or the 

Industrial Register, both of which were oanp:>nents of the 

Office of Collection and Dissemination. In the case of the 

Industrial Register, GX and similar photography as \riell as town 

plans based on such photography we.re filed. in plant dossiers •. 
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Use of these files, particularly by ORR analysts, stimulated 

requiremants for PI assistance and i.rqui.res about collection 

capabilities. 

In the early 1950' s, interpretation was done, with few 

exceptions, fran photographic prints. Since nost of the 

negative mterials ware held by the military, the task before 

and his staff in the Graphics Register was to 
----·--·--·-··---·-·__J 

prooure prints fran those who held the ne.gatives. In spite of 

an obviously high degree of good will by all ooncemed, there 

we.re nany problens, particularly at first. Most serious was 

the t:ima lapse between arrival of an urgent requiremmt and. 

receipt by the PI of the photographic prints needed to answer 

it. By Marc:h 1953, this tine span had been greatly reduced 
. . 

through the efforts of of the Graphics Register 

and the cooperation of the US Air Force. Agency photo analysts 

ware granted cleararx:es to work in the Aeronautical Chart and 

Infonnation Center (ACIC) photo collections. They were also 

pemitted to bar.cow GX: prints for exploitation while retention 

copies ~e bei.n:-J reprod:ucea..· '!:!/ In spite of problems in 

procur.i.DJ photography, however, there is w record of any 

request for PI support hav.i.DJ been turned away for this reason. 

E. Activities and Products. 

25X1 

25X1 

Fran the begi.nninq, the Pooto Intelligence Division was, 
,-----1 

in sone degree, a victim of its own success. 1 :survey, 25X1 
L.~------~-~· 
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in March and April 1952, had whetted the interest of many 

analysts and their supervisors in obtaining photo intelligence 

support. This interest was further developed after the 

arrival of [- lbi his mnsultations with analysts. It 

wasn't as though the latter "Were ignorant of the existence of 

aerial photography or the fact that it was highly useful in 

mapping and certain rnilitaJ:y applications. Until row, however, 

they had lacked the technical backgrourd needed to relate its 

potential to their CMll problems. The success with which this 

was done, even on a pilot basis, all but oveN1elJred the 

capability of the embryonic division to provide the desired 

answers. It also substantially converted the photo intelligence 

adviser into a working PI, slx:>rt-circuiting the orderly plazming 

and developrent of w::>rk in the division: 

The int:mpretation of photographs and the production of 

photo intelligence, thus, beoane l 
i 

j single rrost iJttx>rtant 

activity. At first, there were three main types of requesters: 

the econani.c analysts in ORR, analysts in the DDP, and geographers 

within the GRA itself. The latter provided many services to others, 

so that PI support given them might, for example, be for a DDP 

project. The job confrant.ir¥J the sole PI was, therefore, one of 

keepin:J several different custaters happy by doin:] something for 

each, with due regard for priorities and realistic dead] ines. 

This was not an eaS'J task. 
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M::>st press.i.I¥,; an:l nost difficult in these early days were 

bo:ctier studies done for the DDP in support of infiltration 

operations. Such projects, in which D/GP became involved 

through requests for support from the Geography Division, were 

usually done on an "urgent" priority. Where ample photography 

was available, they involved nuch detailed and pai.nstaking 

photo interpretation. The .inmadiate objective in Wldertaking 

PI support of these projects was to evaluate the best available 

naps an3 to provide infoonation concerning the physical and 

cultural landscape using ph:>tography, pr.inarily 'Vbrld war II 

German coverage. The resul.ti.nq products were irdex plots 

a::>nstru:::ted on map overlays and a.coonpanied by notes describing 

significant differences between infoonation portrayed on the 

map sheets ard on the photos. A set of 'photos, on which the 

p:>litical boundary ard other notations were mrked in grease 

pencil, was also sent to the requester. Close collaboration, 

as in locating the politiCal boundary on the photographs, was 

exercised between D/GP and the Geography Division. The PI 

contribution fo.xnei an appendix to the parent stu:iy prepared 

by the qeographers. BJ 

The first bo.rder stwy to be undertaken was one on the 

bo:ctier of the Karelo-Finnish SSR. Proto interpretation support 

on this project was substantially oa1pleted by the end of 

December 1952, but the report itself was not issued by the 
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Geography Division \Ultil March 1953. W Problems 

encountered in doing the \IOrk resulted not only fran lack 

of previous eJq:Jerience by all concerned in this application 

of photo intez:pretation, but also fran the reluctance of 

DDP to pinpoint the specific areas of interest. Moreover, 

the scope of the work was increased be}'Ond initial estimates 

when photography revealed that existing maps were so inaccurate 

as to require caopilation of a sketch map based on the 

photography• W 
Photo intelligence support of the Karelo-Finnish bor:der 

study did nore than just provide information needed to satisfy 

an operational requirement. It delronstrated the potential of 

aerial photography as a source of reliable detail available 

nowhere else. As a result, the DDP expanded its requiremants 

for photo intelligence support. In December 1952, the Geography 

Division sul:mitted a draft of a:oother border study, the Polish.

Belorussian SSR, to the DOP for criticism. In response, the 

DOP requested additional detail which o:>uld only be obtained 

fran photography. '!:2f Result: the establishmant of another PI 

project by D/GP in support of l«>rk being done in the Geography 

Division for the DOP. 

The sense of urgency which the JDP was able to camunicate 

concerning its rEQUi.rements was reflected in the generally 

expeditious handling accorded its projects. Thus, of nine 
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projects initiated in the Photo Intelligence Division between 

July 1952 ani April 1953 in direct support of DDP, eight 

had been oonpleted by the en:i of the period (Figure 2) • M:>reover, 

both DDP projects initiated in April 1953 were finished .in 

the sane month. Of the four projects initiated in D/GP over 

the sane ten-swnth period to provide PI support on border studies 

being done in the Geography Division for the DDP, two were 

o::mpleted within that period. If the latter perfox:mance seened 

sluggish by o:mparison, it shoulci be renembered that the nature 

and soope of photo interpretation required on these pi:ojects 

was such that it ext:e.nded over several months, precluding rapid 

canpletion of the w:>rk. Another indicator of the concerted 

effort applied to DDP projects was the fact that 65 per cent 

of D/GP ·project tine .in April 1953 was devoted to ~ answering 

of requirements levied directly upon the division by that 

directorate. .An additional seven per cent of the D/GP project 

tine was devoted to work in support of Geography Division pi:ojects 

being done for the DDP. 

By cxmparison, in April 1953 D/GP devoted only six per cent 

of its project tine .in direct support of the OOR Industrial 

Division, tho~ an additional 20 per cent was spent on self

initiated projects established to prod.u;:e photo .intelligence 

D/GP considered basic to ORR \\tt'k. on the USSR amwnition and 

explosives industries. The inferior canpetitive p:>aition of 
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the ORR Irdustrial Division in obtaining PI support was also 

reflected in the fact that only three of 16 p:rojects, less than 

20 per cent of the total, levied by that division on D/GP 

during the first ten nonths of operation were caipleted by 

the end of April 1953. The reason was obvious. These we.re 

chiefly plant studies utilizing GX photography approx.ina.tely 

ten years old. It w::>uld, indeed, have been diffi~t to argue 

persuasively for the urgent need to produce plant layouts and. 

statistics on floor space for the explosives in:iustry in 

~tition with DDP requi.renents for area analyses in su,pport 

of currently pl.armed operations. Even so, to ORR analysts 

and their SUf>el:'Visors the poor oompetitive position earned 

by their projects must have seened ironic. In justifying 

establishmant of the Photo Intelligence Division, ma.j'or 

emphasis had been placed on the need of ecxmanie analysts for 

PI support. 

This support had camenced with a bang ~-·---J 
arrived. Four of the six projects initiated in July 1952 

as a result of his conferences with analysts we.re f.or the 

ORR Industrial Division, and. one of tha'n, dealinq with the 

Kazan Airframe Plant, had been oonpleted in a day. W Tben 

the boneyiroori ended. 'l'hough a layout ard analysis of the 
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Gorlovka. Ma~ Bu.il.ding Plant "Kirov"* were delivered 

to the Industrial Division during September, m:>st of the PI 

project tilte in that ncnth was si;.ent on the Karelo-Finnish 

border st.u:ly. !:1J M::>reover, work on the latter project dragged 

on into October, November, and December. ~ ~ork on low 

priority projects virtually ceased, though consultations with 

ORR economic analysts c:xmtinued at a reduced pace and one 

urgent requirement was answered. W 
With the advent of the new year and arrival an board of 

the first of several additional experienced PI•s there was 

inprovemmt in the scheduling of w:>rk on Industrial Division 

requiremmts. In January, the stu:ly on Soviet explosives plants, 

which had lain dm:mant, was reactivated. 29f 'By May, it was 
. . 

estimated that w:>rk on it was 70 per cent oaiplete and that w:>rk 

on the catpanion stu:ly on USSR military depots reported t.o be 

loading anmmition was half done. In the oourse of their w:>rk 

on the explosives plants project, PI's disoovered that there were 

nuriemus nama duplications and that many plants believed t.o 

have been manufacturing explosives were actually making other 

prodoots. }};/ In addition, the ten\X) of PI consultations with 

economic analysts was increased, and the D/GP m:>nthly report 

*'l'he Gorlovka plant study was done for an ORR rep:>rt an the Soviet 
mining machi:neJ:y industry. A PI layout of the Gorlovka Plant 
may be fowld in RR-21, published in 1953. 
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expressed interest in the expenditure of further effort to 

explore the needs of ORR con;;:onents for intelligence support. ~ 

In spite of manpo-wer limitations, several additional 

types of projects were undertaken in response to requirements 

from other sources. At least four were for OSI. Indeed, the 

first project of reco:cd as well as the first recorded as having 

been calpleted was one done for OSI. W Am:mg' the other three 

OSI projects was one r~ti.ng descriptions fran W:>rld war II 

Ge.man photography of the neighlx>rhoods in M:>scow where certain 

research facilities reportedly engaged in experimental biologic::al 

reseai:ch were loc:ated. An urgently requested first-phase effort 

on this investigation was initiated and cxmpleted in February 

1953, with an oral response to the requester. As if to dem:m

strate t.hat the PI division played oo favorites in allocating 

scarce manpower, the secxmd phase, which was estimated to 

require but 12 hours of PI 'W.lrk, was still oot cxxnpleted on 

1 May.~ 

At this point in the evolution of aerial reo::mnaissa:nce, 

there was much interest in long-focal-length cameras for the 

collection of oblique photography of denied areas fxom offshore 

stations. The Photo Intelligence Division recognized the 

need t.o develop photogramnetric and nap¢.n; techniques for 

utilizing su:::h photography to prepare sketch maps for intelligen::e 

purposes. Ac::cardiiqly, a self-initiated project intended. to 
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aCCaiplish this was established using "one-hundred-inch0 

photography of a strategic area along the Dering Sea. The 

assigned photo analyst wasr··-···-·----~-1 who had recently 
. - I 

returned £ran training in photograitm:!try at The Ohio State 

University. In the absence of ground control as well as 

of precise inforna.tion ooncerni.ng the location of the 

aircraft, the depression of the camera, and its altitude 

for each exposw:e, the problems involved were fox:mi.dable. 

-·----·-·------~ 
who still functioned as PI consultant, 

spent a week in Washington in Maron 1953 deteDnining what 

flight and canera infoxmation was essential to the solution 

problem and wllere it could be obtained. W 'By 
c. -·-----·-····· 

the first of May, 366 of an est.ilia.tad 600-700 man hours had 
. . 

~expended on this project, ~but it was obviously a 

long way fran a successful conclusion. It was, in fact, 

never caipleted. 

Thouqh m:>re ~ 'Wa.S spent on projects than on any other 

activity,* the philosophy according to which the division was 

supposed to operate called. for nu.ch liaison, coozdinatinq, and 

planning. For exanple, l-. ---·fregularly attended maetinqs 

of the Graphics Research Coor:dinating Carmittee, a group 

cooprised of representatives of all najor intelligence organizations 

*In April 1953, projects acoounted for 77 per cent of the man· hours 
M:>rked.. El 
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involved in tl-ie collection, filing, and exploitation of 

photography. This a:mmi.ttee was concerned oot only with 

such. things as the latest finds of photography ha.vi.rig high 

intelligence interest and the means for obtaining them, but · 

also with new reconnaissance systems and targets of potential. 

interest. 

The embryonic Photo Intelligence Division also bec::alle 

involved, a.lbeit sarewhat obliquely, in an historic failure. 

In the sumer of 1952, the us Air Force embarked on an ambitious 

study called Project HOPE CHEST. Tm objectives of the stu:iy 

were to determine a wide range of national intelligence require

nents as \tell as the resources needed to collect the infoxmation. 

During the nonth of August, Jcmes A. Bramnell, the Deputy Chief, 
. . 

Geographic Research Area; at the request of H. Marshall Chadwell, 

Assistant Director of Scientific Intellisence, participated. in 

an initial. maeting with OSI representatives and 
··--~~---···--·· 

the Office of the Assistant Chief of staff, Devel..oplent, 

USAF, conce.xni.I:q the extent to Wlich CIA should participate 

informally in a series of HOPE CHEST w:>rking group meetings. ~ 

A m:mth later an announcement containi.ng a list of the w::>rkiD; 

groups, called panels, listed. 14, one of 'Which was further. 

subdivided into eight "task forces." CIA was represented on two 

of the panels. was listed as a member of the "Special 
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alternate) as a ire.mber of the panel on "Indirectly Controlled 

Sources." W 
The Cctober 1952 monthly rep:>rt for the Geographic 

Research Area noted that conferences had been held with 

representatives fran CIA and the Office of the Assistant 

Chief of Staff, Developrent, USAF, in order to determine 11
• • • 

concrete criteria for the fomul.atian of CIA requirenents that 

could be net through inp:roved air photographic reconnaissance."~ 

'l'he sane rep:>rt added that pursuant to these discussions a 

survey and drafting of "segments of the report" ~ being 

the PI oonsultant. 

A month later, in November 1952, the rep:>rt, which was 
r---, 

prepared largely byL_ __ ~ ___ i UJ.1d.er the direction of Guthe, was 

transmitted in the fcmn .of a meno over the signature of James 

Q. Reber, as Assistant Director, Intelligence Cocmlination, 

to the Deputy Chief of Staff, Developnent, Headquarters, USAF. ~ 

This memorandum distinguished bet.llleEm "teclmical intelligence 

photography" needed for precise analysis and mensuration, "analytic 

photography" needed for describing installations and providing 

plant layouts and building <iinal.sions, and 11 search photography" 

for iclentifying targets of interest and determininq the need 

for uore detajled coverage. 'l'hese distinctians, later narrawred 

to two categories, foreshadowed the d.evelq:ll'ent of seaxch and 

spotting overhead collection systems. 
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Project.WPE CHE.ST soon proved to be too diffuse in 

both scope and number of personnel involved to be manageable 

or productive. By the surme.r of 1953, Guthe, then the AD/RR, 

\'BS <XlIIPl.ainm:J that he had heard nothing of the project sirlce 

the 12 February 1953 maeting of the Intelligenc:e Advisory 

Ccmni.ttee. W Lun:lahl recalls the carpilation of CIA 

require,nents I done 0y a huge document 

lacking in discrimination and. unadaptable to machine processing. W 
.Izxleed., the high expectations for HOPE CHFSl' were never realized. 

Am.:mg miscellaneous duties perfonred by c-·---~uri.nq 
._. ___ _J 

these first ten ironths were admi.ni.strative tasks, such as 

preparation of D/GP ironthly reports, orientation and supervision 

ot PI recruits when they· entered on duty• preparation of training 

lectures, and the interviewing' of geog:rciphic attache"s ·and visiting 

foreign experts in the field of photo interpretation and 

25X1 

25X1 

photograzmet.xy. One such visitcr,f-----··-··----·---------f 25X1 

~··--·----·---·--··-- was inter:vi.ewed bij_·-··- _Jin october 1952. ~ 
Am::>I¥J subjects discussed were technical developrents in photo 

I and the great advances ma.de by the USSR in 

of aerial photography for mapping and interpretation. 

use 

'l'.ra.i.niD;J was a £\met.ion of furXlamant.al. inportanoe in the 

new division. Fl:Om the beginni.nq, it had been assumad that 

econani.c and other substantive ana1ysts 1r.10uld aocarplish many -
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routine photo interpretation tasks themselves, leaving only 

the nore difficult ones to special is ts in interpretation. The 

success of this plan depended on the effectiveness with which 

the PI specialists could train other analysts in the xuiilrents of 

interpretation. Though s\X:!h extensive training was inp:>ssible 

during the first year because of understaffing in the :new 

division, no ti.Ire was lost in preparing for and offering soma 

sketchy PI orientation to other analysts. As early as August 

1952, Guthe pr:oposed ORR internal training in map intelligence 

and geography, in which one of the six sessions would deal with 

the use of aerial photographs in intelligence. W By· October 

l952,r~-==--=1Wls giving an 11
orient.ation talk" of 30 minutes 

duration on the use of air photos in intelligence as part of 

the trai.ning course for :new ORR personnel.. This presentation 

was repeated at least twice during the next six nDnths. 

Not all trai..ninq in tAUch D/GP personnel participated was 

given internally. In addition to 1 t:rain:ing ·in geodesy 
L-.~--~·-~ 

and photogramretry at The Ohio State University Institute of 

Geodesy, Photograimetry, and Cartography and his subsequent 

attendance in a PI oourse at the US Deparbrent of Agriculture 

Graduate School, :new division enployees were scheduled for 

the Aqerq orientation oourse as soon as poss:i ble after 

arrival on duty. Conpetition bet\\ieen such training and lWOrk 

loads was pointed up, bowever, when [~==~~J escaped such 
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training and a waiver was requested for Lundahl when he at 

last entered on duty. ~ 

Tb:n.tgh .the foregoing survey of projects and other 

activities is by no means conplete, it gives a representative 

sampling of the broad scope of activities in which memCe.rs of 

the division becane involved fra.n the outset, the heavy 'h'Orkload, 

the slow pace of rec:r:uiUtmit, and. an indication of some of the 

obvious problems and shortocmings of the new division. One 

final step renai.ns, nanely, to assess the aocaiplishments of 

the new division during its ten It'Ollths of ope.ration prior to 

the arrival of its designated leader. 

F. Farly Pl::oblems and Acc:anplislments. 

On the eve of Lundahl• s arrival ip May 1953, tqe operation 

of the Photo Intelligence Division displayed distinct limitations 

as well as sam solid pi:og:ress. The initial proposal for founding 

the division see.nm m:xiest enouqh, but problems of iliplenenting 

it were such as to tax the ingenuity and patience of those 

responsible for staffing and managing the operation. For six 

nonths, blt one PI was cleared and on duty, and it was only in 

the tw:> nDnths preceding Lundahl' s entry on duty that the 

beneficial. effects of the recr:uitnent effort were beg.inning to 

be felt. At the close of the pre-Lundahl era, the six job 

incumbents constituted a sort of task force, each member of which 
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uniertook whatever type of project had to be done regardless· 

of the position he cx:cupied on the T/O. Though this was a 

necessaJ:y practical solution to problems created by the nounting 

number of requirem:mts and lack of proper staffing, as a 

continuing practice it was contrary to the stated need to 

foster sPecializa.tion in each of several designated fields. 

Moreover, the division was still operating without a fo:r.mal, 

approved statem:mt of mission and functions, except for the 

objectives included in the staff study reccmrending its 

establishnent. Obviously, the delay in bringing the division 

chief on boa.rd was proving costly in t:eJ::ms of pl.anning and 

manaqerrent. There was an urgent need to chart the course of 

future developtent for the division as well as to augment 

and mrshal its reso~ to accarplish 'the stated objectives. 

Space was also beoaning a problem. Though it was realized 

from the beginning that new quarters 1n0uld have to be found 

as soon as the division began to approach full strength, the 

slow rate of growth during the early nonths encx:>uraged postponesrent 

of the eventual solution. F.arly in 1953, the division nonthly 

~rt claimed that the space in Building ll was no lonqe.r 

adequate for efficient operations. It called for new quarters 

"near the analysts." £!.! Presumably this meant the econ:::mic 

analysts; the PI' s were already in the same building as the 

geographers. By late February, the problem had mved up one 
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echelon. The new Chief, Geographic Research, James A. 

Branmell, noted that prospects of getting the expected space 

in "M" .building were gloany, and warned that the assignnent 

of additional personnel to the already crarrped quarters in 

Building ll would delay establishnent of an adequate su.pfOrt 

program for the econanic analysts. ,!Y A oonth later he 

pointed to the embar.rassrnent a.rd difficulty the new division 

chief "WOuld experience by being placed in inadequate quarters 

i1J.llay fran his operating branches. W Clearly, the provision 

of functionally suitable space for the Photo Intelligence 

Division was another of the imnediate problems to be faced by 

Lundahl upon his arrival. 

Equipnent used by Aqercy PI' s at this point in history 

was not yet significan'Uy different frah that employea elsewhere. 

The initial budget had allocated only $700 for the purchase of 

equipnent. The chief 'Werking tool was still the folding pocket 

stereoscope, though funds had been ea.marked for purchase of 

a bench stereosoope and an Abrams Sket:chmaster. Neither had 

been px:ocuretd., however, by the tilre Lundahl arrived.. In fairness 

to this approach, it should be realized. that there was nothing 

unique about the scale or resolution of the photography being used 

in CIA, and. that neither the photo coveraqe nor t:he intelligence 

problems to whose solution it oould be addressed demanded a 

high degree of sophistication in techniques of intexpretatian. 
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Nor was there tine, in these early days, to lavish on the 

interpretation of minutiae or to dream of new exploitation 

systems. Though neither imrediate need. nor opportunity called 

for inauguration of a research and developnent program at this 

ti:n'e, it was an obvious future requirenent if the Agency were 

to assurce leadership in the develop;ent of a photo intelligence 

ca:i;iability geared to t.he production of increasingly detailed 

and critical infornation for use by strategic planners and 

policy makers at t.he highest levels in qovex:nmant. Moreover, 

in view of the significance of lead tine in su:::h developn:mt, 

this was another problem to which Lundahl 'WOuld have to direct 

his attention with sare ·sense of urgency. 

Since service to other analysts and the evolutionary 

developnent of ptoto interpretation programs to suppoi:t them 

was the prime objective of the c:peration, this was the area 

in which greatest progress was ma.de. 'l'he m::>St striking success 

was probably achieved in support of the DDP. The greatest 

deficiency was the slow progress in developing a program for 

realizing the potential for providing all-source P:I support to 

econanic analysts in the ORR Industrial Division. As late as 

April 1953, at least four of the six Pl's in the division still 

lacked an SI clearance. ~ Moreover, the exigencies involved 

in work on higher priority projects were seriously c:mpran.ising 

work on those initiated in response to requirements £ran the 
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Industri.a1 Division. 

Though relatively good service was provided i.n resp:mse to 

the limited requests for support from OOI, the whole garcut of 

exciting and e:xotic developoonts in soviet missilery, aircraft, 

atanic weapons, biological and chemical. warfare, and the like 

seared to stand just beyond the reach of the photo i.nte:preters. 

This was a sleeping- giant that could be awakened by the first 

reconnaissarx:e aircraft penetrating his dana.in. And this was 

the type of photographic input nost likely to precipitate a 

crash effort to develop new and m:xre exacting exploitation 

systems and techniques. There was one other sleeper. ~ 

low' level of support provided. to OCI i.n the first ten m:mths 

was halxlly a fair nea.sure ·of the potential demand. All that 
. . 

was needed to trigger virtual product:ian pandem:>ni.um was sane 

photogenic ~ld crisis. Thus, the new division chief lOuld be 

confronted with the joint tasks of pravi.ding responsive answers 

to all requirenents, whatever their priority, while at the 

saxre t..ine developing adequate photo intelligence program; to 

naximize contributions of photography to the solution of all 

kinds of intelligence problems, not just a fortunate few. 

In spite of uneven pi::cgress in the develq.mmt of photo 

intelligence programs to support econanic and other analysts, 

the division had held firmly to the goal of establishing a 

photo intel Ji gence organization dedicated to the use of all-
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source materials in the exploitation of photography. 'l'"nis 

was the o:>ncept initially introduced by 

It was also the approach advocated 

by Lundahl when he arrived and the one brought to fulfillir.ent 

in later years urder his persuasive leadership. Though it may 

:not have .been an obvious accanpli&m:mt during these early and 

trying uonths1 this unwavering adherence to the cx:mcept of 

photo intelligence based on the use of all-source materials 

may well have been the lTDSt significant achievemmt during 

the pre-Luridahl period. 

If the job which faced LuOOahl seerced disoouragi.ng because 

of its cx:mplexity and the Il'Dunti.ng urgency of all its oonstituent · 

parts / there was one reason for optimism. He and the cause of 

photo intelligence had sµ.unch supporte:ts in Branmell~ Guthe, 

an:l hrory, and the latter two had recently been m::wed into 

positions that ensured their contin1Jed strong support no 

matter what OPJ:X>Sition developed. 

With the appointment of Arrory as Assistant DOI on 23 

February 1953, Guthe becane the AD/RR. In his previous position 

as Chief, Geographic Research, Guthe had .been responsible for 

supervising the ~t of the PI function and for st.aff i.ng 

up and overseeing managemmt of the division. In thiS capacity, 

he had first-haai knowledge of divisional problems, and he had, 

over the JtDnths, .been justifying proposals for their solution . 
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to his superior, the AD/RR. l:bW he occupied that position 

himself. When his successor, Bramncll, reiteratecl the sane 

claims and reminded him that soma of these problems had :been 

around nearly a year, he would qet a favorable response. 

The situation with regard to 1mory was even m:>re .inportant. 

N::>t only did he, as Assistant DDI and, beginning l May 1953, DOI, 

occupy a m:>re influential position, but he was also an extrenely 

dynamic person. F.Iom the beginning of his short tBJ::m as AD/rut, 

Al:rcr:y had pleaded the cause of photo intelligence before his 

superior and, through him, before the highest councils in the 

h:)ency. Now he was one of the Deputy Directors. Like Guthe, 

he could hardly rep:diate his previous sta.n:l, and there was 

no indication that he had any desire or intention to do so. 
. . 

As DDI he ret.aineid his strong enthusiasm and support for photo 

intel l :iqence. 
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III. Pb::>to Interpretation Finds Its Identity in CIA 

(1953-1955) 

The man selected to head the Photo Intelligence Division 

was Arthur c. I.undahl (Figure 3) • In education, training, 

experience, and personality, Lundahl -was ideal for the job. 

7maginative, outgoing, perceptive, with a broad grasp of the 

technology of photography and photographic interpretation 

as well as an extraardina:ry gift for reporting its current 

achievements and pleading the .inevitable c::curse of its future 

developtent, Lundahl was a perfect example of the right man 

in the right place at the right time. His academic credentials 

were in gocd order: a ~chelor • s and a master• s degree in 

geology from the University of Chicago, and work towards a 

PhD nearly carpleted. During world War II he had served with 

the US Navy as a photo interpretation officer. When the Agency 

discovered him and decided to hire him he was enployed by the 

US Navy Pb::>tographic Interpretation Center, where he was the · 

secon:i ranking civilian with the title of Assistant Chief 

Ellg.ineer. There was just one problem; the Navy was :reluctant 

to lose him. 

Even before the formal establishnent of the division, 

plans for naming its head seemed well advanoed. The July 1952 
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GRA m::mthly report revealed "a definite indication" that the 

position of chief of the new division oould be filled by an 

"exceptionally a::mpetent person" early in 1953. g/ By August, 

action was rep::>rted to have been taken to secure the division 

chief on an eight-m::mth reimbursable loan from the Navy, with 

the option of having him transferred near the end of the period. g/ 

By September it was apparent that negotiations were oot goin;J 

well. The GRA nonthly report bla:rre:d. difficulties on "lc:M level 

action" by the Personnel Division, and, with a show of oonfi.d.ence, 

said that steps were un:l.er way to request loan of the individual 

"through high-level channels. 11 '§/ In a :mer1v::> dated 3 Septerneer 

1952, Guthe provided background information to 
---·-----·····-~ 

of the ORR Administrative. Staff, concerning Lundahl and some 

of the circumstances s~ his selection. ~ T'.ne 

information was intended for transmittal to the Di.rector of 

Personnel, presumably for "high level" action. Though these 

sources fail to explain how the new chief was selected, Lundahl 

and Guthe lx>t:h recall many circumstances concerning the negotia-

tions. 

To the best of Guthe' s recollection, he first identified 

Lundahl as the nost qualified. candidate for the position. Guthe' s 

acquaintance with Lundahl dated back several years. He had known 

. Lundahl through the latter 1 s work in the American Society of 

Photogranmet:ry a:rd their joint 'Werk in connection with the 
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m...""eting in Washin:;tan in the S\.1ltTl.lar of 1952 of the International 

Geographical uni.on. 1Ie had also been associated with Lund.ahl 

on the canmittee on Geographical Exploration (1947-48) ancl on 

· the Comnittee on Geophysics and Geography (1948) of the Research 

and Develo~t Board at the Pentagon. On these carmittees, 

Gutlle cane to knew Lundahl and respect him for his grasp of 

technical natters. As a result of the favorable .inpressions 

qained through these professional contacts, Gut.he came to regard 

Lundahl as the forEm:>st exponent of aerial photography and its 

exploitation in the United States. 

'l'here was one other incident, a quasi-social contact, 

that also made an .inpression on Guthe. At a banquet in 

connection with the annual meeting of the American Society 

of Photogramnetry in washington, Guthe sat with Lundahl and. 

Lundahl• s wife, Mary, at a table arranged by Arthur caesar, 

Amarican representative of Wild, the S'Wi.ss instrunent manufa.c

'b.1.rirq cooq::any. Guthe not only found Lundahl' s conpany on that 

ocx::asion as pleasant as their "11:)I'king relations, but he was 

also very IlllCh. taken with Mrs. Lundahl 1 s chaxm. This was 

another favorable inpression in Guthe' s mind as he considered 

Lundahl for the new·position. 

Guthe is reasonably certain that he discussed the vaca:ri:::y 

and sought to detex:mi.ne the degree of IAmdahl's interest in it 

before he . reccmnended him to PJ:rory. 'Ibis initial contact toc>k 
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place at Guthe's residence one Saturday aft.erooon in the 

Sl.mlrer of 1952 in response to an unprecedented telephone call 

fran Guthe to Lundahl invitin;J him to cx:::me over and have a 

drink. At that tirce, Guthe guarded.ly outlined plans for the 

new division, stressed the fact that the! lviJenr:::y was interested 

in developing a photo intelligence capability involving the 

use of all-source materials, as opposed to photo reading or 

barel:xmes photo interpretation, and il'lquired of Lundahl whether 

or not he W)uld be interested in being chief of the division. 

Though Lundahl eJqressed interest, he asked far a week to 

think it over and to discuss the future implications of such 

a r.ove with his wife. On further reflection, Lundahl found 

the proposal challenging, his wife fil::m in her desire to 

rara.in in the washingt:on.area, and the prospect of esCa.ping 

fran the frustrations of military-civilian pc:wer plays in 

the Navy inviting. He accepted the position. U];x>n receivinq 

a favorable reaction from Lundahl, Guthe sought and obtained 

confimation of his prop:>sal from 111..rory. In this action he 

had the support ofl~ .. - .. - .. _ ~~l the Agency's PI consultant, 25X1 

Guthe' s deputy. 

Negotiations dragged on, first with no success in setting 

a transfer date and later with successive postponenents of the 

prospective date of arrival. Finally, on ll May 1953 Arthur c. 

Lundahl re;[Xlrted on duty as Chief, Photo Intelligence Division. 
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As if to remind him that his was not the only recruit:roont 

problem, he found no secreta:cy in the division. 

=~-=~=-~]who had recently returned fran an overseas position, 

was assigned. as the division secretary effective t\\O weeks later, 

on 25 May. During the long m:::>nths between the selection of 

Lundahl and the time when the Navy reluctantly released him, 

Guthe is fi:.cm in his recollection that neither he nor the 

Agency ever wavered in their detel::mina.tion to wait for the 

man they had selected. 

A. The Division Takes Shape. 

When Arthur c. Lundahl arrived he quickly established 

himself in the Agency as a man on the move. He imnediately 

engaged in a busy sc:hed.ule of orienta~, administr.3:tion, and 

substantive w:>rk in his Division and for other parts of the 

Aqe:ncy. He also rroved aggressively to develop further the 

existing liaison channels with the military services and to 

clovetail Aqercy PI operations with those of the Department 

of Defense. As if this weren • t enough to exhaust his enthusiasm 

and energy, he brought with him numerous related professional 

a'ctivities and ccmnitrnents. Arrong these, the most demanding was 

·his position as First Vice President of the American Society of 

Photogranmetry, a post that ensured his l:iecaning President a 

year later. 
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In a figurative sense also, Arthur c. lJJndahl. was a 

man on the nove - upr1ard. There were few indeed, in those 

early Clays, who, upon being exposed to the Lurxiahl. charisma., 

expected him to remain the chief of a 13-rnan division. He 

was obviously destined for bigger things. Just what those 

bi99er things might be woul.dn' t yield to even the m:>st 

infonrod speculation of the tine. Meanwhile, there was WJrk, 

nuch work, to be done in D/GP before either the new chief 

or his organization could capitalize on aey wiexpected 

opportunity. 

The first problem solved was that of space. On 30 June 

1953, the Photo Intelligence Division moved into Roalt 1337 M 

building, ~ ending a long and sometimes frustrating delay 

in finiing a hon'e for the activity. This move not only 

provided nore adequate WJrking space, but also placed the 

division closer to .ilrportant centers of activity, the offices 

of the DOI, the AD/RR, and. the Chief, GRA, as well as the ORR 

econanic analysts. Though the inportance of proximity to 

the latter was a debatable point, it had been enphasized ever 

since the inception of photo interpretation in the Aqency and 

therefore had finally become, in the mi.rds of many, a prere-

quisite to providing adequate supp::>rt for analysts in the 

F.c::manic Research AJ::ea. 
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If solution of all outstanding D/GP problems were as easy 
as this one, the shaping up of the division might have achieved 

much greater initial success, and it certainly w::>uld have been 

accarplished nore quickly. As it turned out, progress on nost 

other fronts was slCM arrl grudging, with the result that the 

division tended to,w::>rcy through its day-to-day crises by 

reacting to external circumstances rather than being able to 

take the initiative in dete:rrnining its own course of develo~t. 

The nost serious problem was the failure to brillg the 

division up to authorized strength at a ti:lre when requests for 

support were nounting rapidly. The first nonthly report following 

Lundahl's arrival called attention to a dramatic increase in 

short-deadline requests for support. 2Y It pointed out that 

the volume of such r~ts not only exCeeded the capability of the 

division's on-board strength, but that a full catplerrent of PI's 

would only red.uce the i;:otential strain fran overwork, not solve 

the problem. 

In spite of this situation, only one additional photo 

analyst entered. on duty bet\\een May 1953 and March 1954, leaving 

the on-board strength, including the division chief, still just 

seven professionals.* In March 1954, 25X1 

~~----- . ... .. 1entered on duty in June 195~. 571_ Ris_~ 25X1 
was balanced by~the~departure in the sane nonth of l 25X1 

I --·--·-. __ __, 
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--~~--lboth of whom later occupied key positions in the 

organization, entere::l on duty, although the latter was 

previously assigned unclassif ia:l \>.Qrk at the Libracy of 

Congress pending his full clearance. ~ This net gain of 

two experienced, senior persons was countered in part by the 

resignation of June 1954. The four vacancies 
~-······~-----

re.r:ained unfilled until the fall of that year when three PI's 

entered on duty.* There were :no further changes in number of 

photo interpreters until the spring of ~955 when the resigna

tion of one PI was balanced by the arrival of another.** Thus, 

at the end of June 1955, one slot on the August 1952 T/O was 

still vacant. 

The irrmediate result of this u:nderstaffinq in the face of 

a chronic backlog of wor~ was a liberal· use of overtime. 'I'he 

latter was, incidentally, to bea:>rne a way of life in D/GP and 

its successor organizations, including NPIC, at one anc1 the sane 

tine ostensibly constituting prina ~evidence of the critical 

need for photo intelligence and a larger staff to produce it, and 

, a rreasure of the great dedication of its employees. 
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.Alrong the factors contributing to the slcM growth of 

the staff was the caution and care exercised by D/GP in the 

selection of recruits to fill positions. On 20 October 1953, 

tw:> representatives of the Wage and Classification Division 

conferred with the Chief, Geographic Research Area and the 

Deputy Chief, D/GP, cancerni.ng draft job descriptions that 

had been prepared by the division.* It was agreed that it 

'WOuld be pointless to set qualification stan::3axCls for positions 

so high as to preclu:ie filling the jobs. fill Nevertheless, the 

exercise of reasonable discrimination by the division was a 

sound policy. In a new operation, and especially one which had 

such a sizable pot.ential for growth, many of those hired during 

the early phases of staffing 'WOuld very likely occupy key 

positions in the future, .larger organization. This did, indeed, 

prove to be the case in D/GP. 

The question of D/GP grades was also resolved at this 
20 October 1953 neetinq. i----·------~-----lagreed, after 

sone negotiation, to settle for one GS-14 chief, and one GS-13, 

two GS-12, and one GS-ll Intelligence Officer (Photo Analysis) 

in each branch. 'l'his constituted some inproveirent aver the 

original grade structure of one each GS-14, GS-13, GS-12, GS-11, 

and GS-09 in each branch, which the division and ORR claimed 

*The Deputy Chief, D/GP 1 handled this ~t matter becall&) the 
Chief was on vacation. 
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had severely hampered recruitxoont. On the other hand, it 

was considerably less than the changes proposed by Brarrmell 

and twhich called. for one GS-14 , two GS-13' s, and 
--··------' 

tw::> GS-12' s in each branch. Presumably I the wage and Classi

fication Division representatives insisted that the rec:ruit:m9nt 

problem was as much, if not rrore, a natter of unrealistically 

high job qualification standatds as it was of position grades. 

During the S1.lltlrer and fall of 1953 a cut by Congress in 

the FY 1954 budget was followed. by a freeze in ORR positions to 

essentially the on-board strength. §1:/ As might be expected, 

this freeze weighed ncre heavily on a catpement like D/GP, with 

only 60 per cent of its T/O filled, than it did on one substan

tially up to authorized strength. A slight thaw later that 

suxmer released tw:::> of the five vacant oiGP slots for FY SS so 

as to pennit bringing the division up to what was described 

as ''mini.mum anticipated strength." §1/ It was apparently against 

these positions that 

late in FY 54. 

were brought on board 

Noting the slow rate of staffing, the slight hope of 

increasing the division T/O, and the practical limitations on 

use of overtima, Lundahl proposed and Bramnell endorsed the 

assigrment of two military officers to D/GP • .2,Y Their justi

fication pointed out that Photo Intelligence Division responsi

bilities were su::h as to make the use of military personnel 
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attractive. Am:::mg activities in which the latter would be 

peculiarly useful were the procuremant of certain types of 

closely held photography acquired by the services, the 

meshing of CIA and military PI efforts, the analysis, including 

IrenSuration, of military installations, and the developrcent of 

rev1 exploitation equiprent and techniques. The timing of this 

propc:lsal, in August 1953, suggests that it was rot unrelated to 

the job freeze and consequent decline in :rocruitn:ent activity 

during that sumner and fall. As a partial solution to the 

detri.rrental effects of the FY 54 job freeze, l1o'.vever, the proposal 

proved to be little :rrore than an earnest gesture. The first 

military officer assigned to D/GP did rot arrive until nearly 

two years later. 

During these ~, Lundahl ·and, when he entered 
on duty [~=-=iwere the persons within the organization m:>St 

reSpc:lnSible for identifying prospective recruits and for inter-

esting them in joining D/GP. Both Lw:xiahl and ! traveled 

widely and had extensive cx:mtacts in professional circles and 

throughout the Intelligence Conmuni.ty. Ana'lq pc:ltential recruits 

with a oollege education, there was a marked preference for 

those who had an earth sciences background. These were fields 

in which the Objects of stud.y were :rrore or les.s related to 

those being interpreted in D/GP. They were also fields in 

which teachers and researchers had nade use of aerial photography 
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in varying degrees. Aside fran candidates possessin} a 

college degree with a major in sare aspect of earth science, 

the.re was a very special interest in recruits who were workinq 

PI's, primarily those in or employed by the military services 

and civilian agencies of the federal government. In sane instances, 

these persons did not have college degrees, but the.ir dem::m-

st:rate:i ability couple:i with the confidence resulting from 

personal knowledge of their capability made them attractive 

can::lidates. 

On 16 December 1953, of the Off ice of the 

Inspector General made his first visit to D/GP and talked with 

.Lundahl. This was part of the larger survey of ORR which took 

pl.ace in late 1953 and early 1954. In spite of the fact that 

D/GP, with only six professionals and one sub-professional 

25X1 

encumbering a 13-man T/O, was but a mi.nor oomponent, 25X1 

probed aggressively and incisively into its milieu. He zeroed 

in on what he considered to be two problems. One was the 

placenent of the Photo Intelligence Divis.ion within ORR and 

its implications for D/GP operations. The other was the 

second hat Umdahl was wearing as Adviser to the Director of 

Naval Photography. 

T'ne latter arra.ngerrent was one in~ .... lt.Ook parti- 25X1 

~ interest, and one a00ut. whose advantage to the Aqency he 

expressed serious doubt. §W Though he grille:i Lundahl about . 
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this job and its relation to his CIA duties, the issue was 

not raised in the section of the fox::rnal IG rep::>rt dealing with. 

the Photo Intelligence Division. 66/ 

Th.is title had, in fact, been arranged for lJ..lndahl with 

the approval and assistance of interested. Aqency administrators 

and. with the cooperation of the us Navy. §!I Before caning to 

CIA, Lundahl had been extremaly busy in a wide range of 

professional activities. In addition to being first in the 

succession to the presidency of the Ancrican Society of 

Photogranrnab:y, as noted above, he had attended neetings of 

, and presented papers before many other organizations, not 

only in this oount::cy, but also incluiing the International 

Society of Photograxmeb:y~ These peregrinations had brought 

him in contact with thousands of scientists and techniCal people, 

including many foreigners. Through his previous ten years in 

various capacities with the us Navy, that was the organization 

with which he was associated in the minc1s of nest of these 

people. Trough his new title of .Adviser to the Director of 

Na.val Photography obligated him to be available to the CNO for 

up to four hours per week, the utility of this bona fide job, 

cx:atplete with secretarial ooverage and a telephone number in the 

Pentagon, w::>uld be hard to overestimate, at least until such 

tiioo as he could gradually disengage from sare of his long-term 

ccmnitmants. In the meantime, it provided him with an official 
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cover for his continuing professional activities. 

The position of D/GP as part of the ORR organization was, 

on the other hand, raised in the IG's rep:>rt. §.Y It not.eel that, 

in providing guidance for collection objectives in behalf of 

CIA, the division had extensive responsibilities outside the 

confines of ORR. It reo::::mrmi.ded that the Managenent Inprovenent 

Staff study D/GP responsibilities and services with the purpose 

· of detellnini.ng whether all or part of them should be transferred 

to another c::onixment of the Aqency. 

B. Photo Interpretation Supp:?rt Services. 

The introduction of the products of photo analysis into 

intelligence pi:oduction had already begun. Under Lundahl's 

leadership the tempo of this speeded up ~ the orien~tion 

becanE ncre technical. Tnere soon carce to be greater emphasis 

on oollection systems, including cai:reras, films, and platforms • 

.Mensuration was pressed ncre aggressively and nDre technical 

cai:rera data was i.ncorporat.ed into feedback. At the sane time, 

there was no letup in the errphasis on photo interpretation. 

Lun::lahl' s interest in things technical was reflected in 

the photo analysis field by increased efforts to develop new 

and ncre sophisticated viewing equipnent a:nd improved exploita

tion procedures. Further efforts "'1ere made to provide the 

photo analyst with oollateral, including CCMINI' informa.tion 
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and targeting materials. The range of photographic materials 

available, access to collections of intelligence photography, 

and speed of procuranent were all increased. In adfiltion, the 

form an:i scope of product dissemination were improved arxl 

formal PI reports were :initiated. Finally, the division 

expanded the scope of its services and influence even beyond 

the cxmfines of its parent agency, e.g., support services to 

SAC. 

l. SUPJ:X?rt to Agency C<?nponents. 

The ground on which the new services were built was the 

arxl his handful of colleagues had been 

providing to other CXXtpOnents of the Agency. 

Existing sup}:X.lrt for DDP, which ~ already deW:loped 

m::>re fully than that for other areas, was broadened to incl\Jde 

technical services in support of collection efforts, particu-

larly of ground photography. In part, this was a reflection 

of Lundahl' s recent px:eoccupation with such matters at the US 

Navy Photographic Interpret.ation Center, where he had prepared 

a iranual dealing with the subject. It was also in response to 

a program then undel:way in the DDP' s Teclmical Sexvices St.aff 

(TSS) to .increase the effectiveooss of clandestine photographic 

collection. 
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A series of oonferences with TSS representatives that · 

Lu.'1dahl began during his first week of service in the division 

culiminated in a re:;piest for preparation by D/GP of a manual 

for ground photography oriented to specific CIA needs. The 

difficulty of maeting such an ambitious requirenent was recog-

the Chief, 'l'SS, in his request for 

the manual, when he indicated that preparation of the manual 

'¥.'Oul.d have to be consistent, 11 
••• of course, with existing 

priorities within the Photographic Interpretation /sic/ Division. 11 2PJ 
In reality, the satisfaction of this request finally required the 

letting of a a:mtract to Photogramretry, Inc. , whose work was 

carried on under the guidance of NPIC sane years later. 'Ihe 

resulting report, published by the Center, was issued in April 

1965. J!1I 

The DDP di.cl not, however, have to wait nearly 12 years 

to get currently needed info:cmation and. guidance. Rec:ognizi1¥] 

the difficulty of providing the uninterrupted effort needed 

to produce such a cai:prehensive and definitive 1NOrk, Gut.'le 

accepted the requiranent for the manual but proposed that D/GP 

provide interim spot guidance, as required, to maet urgent and 

imnediate needs. :J1:I This arrangement served as a basis for 

numerous :briefings as 'Well as repeated consultations carried 

on between DDP personnel and D/GP representatives throuqhout 

this and subsequent periods. 
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One especially interesting project undertaken for DDP 

early in the Lunda.1.1 era was the preparation of specifications 

for a photographic processing and projection kit for intelligence 

operations. 'Ef Initiated at the suggestion of I.llndahl in 

July 1953, J21 this project le:l to an incentive awam for 

the Chief, D/GP, nine rront.hs later. ~ 

Another facet of the interim support provided DDP was 

the participation by D/GP personnel - at first by Lundahl 

hi.nlSelf - in DDP training programs. Later, in April 1954, 

as other cx:mpeting demands made it difficult for D/GP to 

provide routine photo intelligence orientation briefings, a 

new project was established in response to a request from 

DDP to prepare an introductory text on the subject of photo , 

intelligence for use in its traini..ng program. TY For the 

first three ironths, the project forged ahead encouragingly 

in spite of l<M priority to a point where it was about 60 

percent c:arpleted. Following the seasonal sura:aar slUiq? due 

to vacations, the project was side-tracked due to higher 

priority demands related to the Fox:m::>sa Strait crisis and 

J\QtlATONE, the U-2 project. In one last effort to get the 

job done before the arrival of u-2 photography, this project 

was finally conpleted. with the issuance. of Introduoti.on to 

Photo(Jl'aphio Intel.1.i.gence in March 1956. J.21 
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ORR eco:no.-nic analysts and their supervisors were also 

ex;posed al.nest :i.Imla:liately to the fresh ideas of the new PI 

chief. Several new projects were generated as a result of 

his suggestions and responses to some of the requirements so 

generated followed within the m::mth. Analytical efforts on 

older projects were re:loubled to bring them to a suo::essful 

conclusion. In many ways, the situation was rerni.niscent of the 

first few m::>nths after the establishment of the division a 

year earlier. As then, the initial flurry of activity 

subsided saaewha.t in subsequent m::>nths, and response ti.n:e 

~ened. 

The joint effects of understaffing and the job freeze 

were felt in the matter of supplying support services. Under 

the circmnstances, the ~ted efforts by the division to 

develop a full range of services for all ~ ~ts 

having a :potential need for photo intelligence created a 

situation where speedy responses could be provided cnl.y to the 

highest priority requests. As the work load grew this maant 

that, in the case of ORR for exarcple, only studies havi.nq 

current intel.ligence interest ooul.d be accx:implished in as 

little tine as a few weeks. Thus, e.xoellent service was 

provided on projects related to the FoJ:nOsa Strait crisis in 

the spring and sum:rer of 1955, and, even in carpetition with 

them, on a few projects dealing with the production of military 
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aircraft, tanks, and sut.marines in the USSR and the satellites 

(Figure 4). Work done jointly by ORR and OSI on missiles was 

another type of project on which expeditious support could 

be expected. other ORR projects, however, lagged. 

Whatever the merits of the case, this selective response 

to w:gent appeals for support and for exploitation of exotic 

tarqets was slowly but.surely undermining the developt"ent of 

adequate PI support for nore basic industrial studies. eon

sidering the initial emphasis on the latter type of stwy in 

justifying the establishmant of the Photo Intelligence Division, 

it seerced neoessa:cy to recognize the problem and to make an 

attenpt, ha.v'ever abortive, to redress the imbalance. 

Fran the outset, the philosophy of the founders of the 

division had been to train other analysts to do a wide range 

of a:mmon photo inteJ::pretation tasks, which would hopefully 

constitute a large part of the PI work needed to satisfy their 

requirements. 'l'acitly, this approach ass\.JllEd three things; one, 

that the ability to do research and to write was by far the 

irost inp:)rtant part of the job; 'b.10, that photo interpretation 

tasks could, on the whole, be characterized as "photo reading"; 

and three, that ll'Dst other analysts had both the interest and 

aptitude to do photo reading. Though the presl.JllEd validity of 

the last two assmptions was eventually proven wrong, the out:c:a'le 

was by no maans clear at this time. 
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In the n:eantine, in the fall of 1953, one interim tokeri 

effort was made to teach 30 analysts frcm ORR/ERA and two 

from DDP haw to do photo intexpretation. The course was 

entitled "Intei:pretation of Photography for Intelligence 

Purposes," and consisted of 15 hours of instruction spread 

over seven class periods, one each week, beginninq on 9 

November. Since the 32 students were too numarous to accanuc-

date in a single class, they -were divided into two sections. 

Topics covered included: basic interpretation techniques; 

electric power and steam; coke, iron, and steel; non-fen:ous 

metals and assembly; petroleum; and chemical explosives. Most 

of the teaching was done 

but Lundahl opened and closed the oourse and 

the section on basic in~etati.on techniques. ']]/ 

Though the course was well received, and a second runninq 

was scheduled to begin early in the new year, the next offering 

was deferred 18 m:mths. The postponenent was caused, at least 

at first, by a lack of suitable classroan space. Sare delay 

was, hc:Mever, not unwelcare in the division. For one t:hi.nq, a 

n~ of problems had been identified during the first runninq 

of the course and preparations for applying solutions to them 

would take several 'Weeks. Then, too, the time spent in organizing' 

and teach.i.nq the initial oourse had had a serious adverse effect. 
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One of the biggest problems was the need for more ~ · 

for the course. During the first running, training packets 

cx:msisting of GX photography had been given to the stuients 

so that they cx:>uld practice interpretation and report on the 

various types of facilities such as iron and steel plants, 

petroleum refineries, and the like, which had been st\Xlied 

in class. Though this ~rk was optional, those stuients 

who utilized. the packets demonstrated clearly the advantages 

to be gained from doing so. It was decided, therefore, to 

incluie such work, with even more photography, as an integral 

part of future class work. E>ctending the period of instruction 

would provide opportunity for such exercises. 

Sane augmentation of other inst.ructional aids al.so see.mad 

desirable. ?Y The~ intentions of the division and of the 

entire Geographic Area in preparing for an early resumption of 

the course were dem:::>nstrated by the prooptness with which they 

proceeded to prepare these aids. Following o::mpletion of this 

first course, the Cartography Division was reported to be 

producing several wall-size training aids, ~ and a training 

manual, prepared by D/GP, was finished and reproduced in April 

1954. fill 
Evaluation of stuient perfonnance was another area in which 

ilrprovelrent was needed. The severe ~ constraints imposed by 

the brevity of the course, cx:>upled with responsibilities towam 
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on-going work in their CMn offices, conspired. to divert the 

energy and application of several students from ~rk in the course, 

introducing circumstances in extenuation of their perfo:anance. 

The instructors, for their part, found available testing 

materials inadequate as a basis for maasuring student achieve

ment. As a result, most quizzes were graded in class by the 

students themselves and used to diagnose and correct deficien-

cies on the spot. Only one brief quiz in each section was 

used to provide sorre crude evaluation of individual perforna.nce. 

No grades we.re issued in the first course. Special mention was 

made, ~ver, of selected stu:ients who excelled in sorre aspect 

of the work. ~ It see.mad desirable that in future offerings 

of the course nore adequate plans for testing should be worked 

out and proper materials. provided. W 

In addition to assisting the ecx:>nomic analysts of ORR with 

photo interpretation reports and training programs, D/GP became 

involved wi. th the F.conanic Research Area in another large 

project. In July 1953, the Planning and Review Staff, ERA, 

levied. a requirement on D/GP to prepare a ooo.rdinated ORR 

requirement for additional photographic collection over China. 

The resulting project, known as PERISCOPE, involved, first of 

all, a detexmination of available ex.i.sting coverage to use as 

a basis for identifying what additional collection should be 

attempted. W 
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Despite the logic and obvious prudence of such an 

approach, this was not the custanary course folla.ved by the 

military services in planning their photographic missions. ~ · 

The reason· became obvious before many weeks had passed, when 

the division discovered the magnitu:1e of the task. Nowhere was 

there a single, much less up-to-date, source of info:x:mation 

on existing photo coverage of China. Fragmentary information 

on p.'iotography taken by the US Navy and Air Foz:ce, by Japan, 

and by Nationalist China had to be ferreted out and laboriously 

caipiled against requi.rerrents before current collection needs 

could be stated. This proved to be a costly and slow process, 

especially when undertaken in ~tition with other division 

camnitlrents. Although nuch work was acccxiplished, the job was 

never fully caipleted. It was closed out with the issliance of 

a partial report in March 1956. This report consisted of a 

single-page m:m::lrandum for the record identifying the project 

and indicating that overlays had been prepared to show nuch of 

the available aerial photography of China. 

As a working tool, however, the substantial inforiration 

collated and plotted on the overlays proved to be highly useful 

on many occasions in fulfilling crash requirenents, particularly 

during the Fcmt0sa Strait crisis. In a IrOre philosophical way, 

the project dramatized the need for a central organization, 

whose functions would include the keeping of such reco:cds. W · 
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This evident need was to appear as one of the several 

"s'1l99ested idealizations0 in a paper prepared by Lun:iahl 

the next spring advocating a restrlJctured us Photographic 

Intelligence System. !!,Y As a matter of policy, it was also 

reflected in the practice, established by D/GP successor 

organizations as soon as they beca:me the prime repositories 

of photography, of canpiling and publishing infornation on 

cx:werage of photography under their control .• 

Support for ORR' s Geographic Research Area, of which the 

division was actually a part, formed an inp::>rtant part of D/GP's 

work from the beginning until early 1955, when it declined. 

markedly in the face of higher priorities. Until the decline 

set in, working contacts bet.VJeen D/GP and the Geography Division 

(D/GG) -- }X)th of which were under the' manage.ment of the same 

Area chief - were close and frequent. l".oreover, projects · 

established in response to D/GG requirements fared very well in 

cCIIpetition with others for scarce PI resources. 'l'he rrost 

urgent projects, like those for other c::axponents, were custt::r

marily done within a month or less. Routine projects for 

D/GG were usually canpleted within a few months, a performance, 

on balance, m:::>re favora:ble than that achieved on c::onparable 

~ projects. The fact that progress on these projects 

was monitored by the GRA Project Review Ccmni.ttee, which 

reported to the Chief, GRA, was doubtlessly influential, but. 
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the close 'Werking relationships and oontacts developed as a 

matter of course between persons working in the same Area were 

also a factor. 

Coopa:recl with the types of projects undertaken in support 

of other 'Jil:Jent::::l a:::mponents, those for D/GG were the nest varied. 

They ranged from sam that were purely geographic in the broadest 

sense to specialized installation stu:lies suci:l as cable crossings 

and dockyards. They reached consum=rs either as raw material 

incorporated into re}.'X)rts prepareci by D/\£, or as independent 

sections of D/GG reports. '1'he oonsunErs who ult.i.Irat.ely received 

the reports were equally diverse and included not nerely :Agency 

oa:rpanents, but those outside, such as the Strategic Air COr.-rmand, 

for whan evasion and escape stu::3ies were done, and the Office of 

Naval Intelligence I which Wa5 the requester Of four reports 00 

cable crossings. The division also provided technical support 

for t"WO projects related to oontract work sponsoreci by D/GG 

at T'ne Ohio State University. One resulted in a publication 

entitleci "'l'echnic:al In:iex for Ohio State University Contract 

Study." The OSU study consisted of a list of references to 

Soviet photograntretric publicati~. m The other project 

simpiy involved a review of the publications issued by OSU 

as a result of the CIA contract. The :Agency had sought, through 

contract \VOI'k1 to tap the~ of scientists in the .Mapping 

and Charting :Research laboratory of The Ohio State University· 
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Research Foundation to assist in answering OSI requirerrents 

relate::l to guided missiles~ 2Ef In addition, Lundahl sexved 

as technical adviser to the Chief, Geog:raph..ic Research, on 

a wide range of matters concerning photo reconnaissance and 

interpretation. 

Support to OSI was not a major factor in D/GP production 

during the first two years of the Umdahl regime, wt it did 

~ience a steady growth. Basically, the modest level of 

this activity reflected the paucity of good, up-to-date over

head coverage of Soviet R&D installations and hardware. 

In the pericxl froo1 1953 to 1955 there was a series of 

projects, totaling about a aozen, on installations suspected 

of conduct.i.ng ~.im;ntal \'.Ork on biological agents for use 

in warfare. One or two. similar studieS dealt with miclear 

energy production.. Response time on a lal:ge majority of 

these projects was only one or two m:mths, far shorter than 

that typical of nost ORR projects.. These categories of OSI 

projects obviously benefited f:rom high camiunity interest in 

biological and nuclear warfare. Moreover, the jobs themselves 

\o.'ere generally straightforwaxd and siltlple, and custanarily 

required no unus-ual effort to procure materials or accanplish 

the interpretation. Indeed, in most instances, OSI provided 

the groun:l photography to be used. 
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vork for OSI on missile projects was a different 

proposition. Photo coverage was virtually nonexistent and the 

desired intelligence elusive. Though several atterrpts were 

made to identify missile-related installations or activities 

on photography and to tie them in with other sources of 

intelligence, such as defector reports, the results 'i\lere 

generally disappointing. In the spring of 1955, a o::mcerted 

effort in this field was launched jointly by OSI and ORR*. 

Tha attention of D/GP was at first directed to the missile 

sites around M::>scow and to suspected missile-associated activity 

on Sakhalin Island, but the actual breakthrough on guided 

missile intelligenoei did not cone until a later date. 

:umdahl's interest in things technical opened up other 

areas of cooperation with OSI, particul.at-ly in the fieid of 

advanced reconnaissance systems. In l\pril 1954, he and 

1 ~e briefed r;-··-------lof a:iI on the interests 
! ' 

and activities of that office in oonnection with us Air Force 

1·-··-·-- -···-···-~ 

*In a DDI Notice dated 25 April 1955, Am:Jry :namad.L __ 
Chief, Guided .Nissiles Division, OSI, the a:::>erdinator of ·-··-·-·-
intelligence product.ion, requirenents, and other activities 
pertaining to guided missiles. In the rceant.irre a series of 
informal ireetings, held once a nonth in OSI, had been initiated, 
with heavy representation fran OSI and one or n:orEa_Eep:resenta
tives frcm each of several other DDI conp::>nents. r -------------i 

· 1 --- was the D/GP representative, but his att.enaance did not ·-·-C 

Camence until the third ~ting, in l\pril 1955. 
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reconnaissance photography. 91/ 'l'his briefing was foll~ 

closely by the establishm:mt of a D/GP project to provide 

backing for Strong in his negotiations with Duncan i•iacDanald 

of the Boston University Optical Research Laboratory in 

support of the Air Force's research. W A follow-on project 

of much larger scope, evaluating those phases of the Air Force's 

project GRAYBACK* having to do with photo exploitation, was 

undertaken by D/GP. It was carpleted with the issuance of. 

a report in Februacy 1955. W 
Development of a productive support program for O:::::I 

was extrenely sl0r1, largely because of lack of suitable 

photography oovering items of current intelligence interest. 

Though the relationships between photographic intelligence 

on the one hand, and current intelligenee and· CO."llNI' 0n the 

other, had been pointed out from the beginning, there had been 

a singular lack of success in developing a canf ortable and 

nutually profitable relationship. This was true in spite of 

considerable interest and honest attenpt.s in lx>th D/GP and 

O:::::I to develop such PI support. Frederick Voigt of O:::I, it 

will be recalled, had been instrune.ntal in arranging for the 

initial proposal to establish the Photo Intelligence Division. 

*'l'his was the project which in January and Februacy 1956 yielded 
hal 1 oon photography, called GENE'l'RIX, that covez:ed port.ions of 
Eurasia, primarily the Soviet Bloc. 
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_____________ __J 
the first PI, had worked with both photography and 

carmmi.cati.ons intelligence in World War II and was \t.'ell aware 

of the potential of canbining them. 

Despite these early ties and a meeting in August 1953 

between Lundahl and t.v.x:> CX::I representatives, Voigt anaC:~-=-j 

to oonsider how photo intelligence might serve OCI 
~-----·--·--' 

needs, there were no practical results. 2,Y On 28 January 

1954, the AD/CI expressed the opinion that better use could 

be made of p."loto intelligence in CX::I, and he authorized Voigt 

to prepare new proposals for achieving that end. 22/ Subse-

quently Voigt had a conference with LUIYJahl and[=-==fmd 
obtained. their agreeirent to almost all his proposals. Included 

we.re training CX::I personnel in the PI course, briefing OCI 

division and branch chiefs, and a weekly meeting of D/GP and 
OCI personnel to e.xcha:r¥;'e infornation and identify any 

p::>ssible areas offering opportunity and need for PI support. 22J 

Five m::m.ths later, however, limited support to CCI 
,--------

apparently was still a natter of concern tol__ ____ Jthe Chief, 

GRA, for LUIYJahl directed a rrem:>randum to him on the subject. 

L\mdahl explained that in the weekly m=etings D/GP was keeping 

CX::I infoJ:meCl of current developnents and that key personnel in 

that offiee had been briefed on the nature and functions of the 

division. He also offered to brief OCI personnel on the back

ground of Soviet work in photo interpretation and on recent 
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Soviet interest in aerial photography of the United States. W 
He added, however, that D/GP offerl.n:1s in current intelligence 

nust necessarily be few. The chief reason was lack of suitable 

up-to-date photDgraphy. 

One solution to this perennial p:oblem was faintly sketched 

in the sprl.n:1 of 1954. In April, D/GP trade a nosai.c of the 

Dien Bien Phu area for OCI and provided 11 supportin:1 consul ta

tions. 2!V The action 'WilS hectic, but it was brief - too 

brief to have any l.asti.nq effect on division support of CX!I. 

The situation in the next crisis was entirely different. 
i~-~-··----1 

It started quietly enough, in October 1954, when I : 
~·---··~-~-~·-.J 

·---·----' 
Chief of the CX::I ~errents Branch, .requested D/GP 

to provide infoi:nation on the major roads in Southeast China 

to assist CX::I in an assessment of the c:Urrent oapacitY of ma.in 

supply mutes leadi.nq to the 1>irr:rJ, Foochaw, and wenchow areas 

of mainland China, QFpOsite the Nationalist-held offshore islands, 

the Tachens, Matsu, and c;uenoy. Thouqh exploratm:y discussion 

w.ith=====-J of D/GP revealed that the project would constitute 

25X1 

25X1 

25X1 

a major effort for the PI divis.ion,l--=-]expressed the hope 25X1 

that work might be caipleted by 15 tbvember. W 

In the next three and one-half nonths, at one tine or 

another, the division used eight different photo interpreters 

who logged a total of nearly 400 nan-hours on the pi:oject. 100/ 

Nevertheless, the job was still not cntplete at the end of January 1955. 
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MeanWhile, Chinese Catmun:ist pressure on the offshore 

islands held by the Chinese Nationalists increased. On 

18 January 1955, Chinese Camunist troops transp:>rted in D'Otorized 

jW'lks captured the Nationalist-held islaIXl of Yi.kian:J, eight 

miles north of the 'l'achen Islands. A day later, nore than 200 

Chinese Ccmrunist planes ballbed. the Tachens, and Chinese camu

nist ground fo%Ces on Yikiang shelled nearby Pishan Island 

heavily. These incidents, coupled with the reiteration by 

Chou En-lai on 24 January of Ccmrllnist intentions to conquer 

Fotm:>Sa, led to a whole series of react.ions by the us government, 

inclu:linq the special message sent to COngress by President 

Eisenhower requesting energency authorizations to use us 

a.nned forces to protect FcmlDsa and the Pescadares Islands. 

Reverberations £ran these events '.were felt all ·the way 

down to D/GP. On 18 February 1955, a CX>llference was held 

involvin.9~· ---···--..... _Jot the ORR Pl.annin;J and Review Staff 

and Brannell ~·---- -~f the Geographic Research 

Area to discuss the placirq of a new priority en the 'WOC'k · 

originally undertaken for CX:I in response to the requirement 

levied 

.reguirement had been m:xlified to incll.Xie such infoxma.tion as 

~uld also be ne.eded by ORR for its contribution to NIE 100-4-SS, 

Corrmuni.st Capabi.'t.i.ti.es and Intentions with Respect to ths 

Offs'M'l'e Istanda and !l'ai.i.tan Thzeough isss,, and C011111Unist and 
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Non-Communist Reactions with Reqpeat to the Defense of Taiwan. ~ 

The problem had, thus, expanded to include estimative as well 

as current intelligerv:::e :inplicat.ions, but this was a unique 

experience for D/GP at this early date. 

This conference led to a crash effort by D/GP, during 

which every Pl in the division worked on the project and, 

to:Jether, brouqht the total nan hours e>q:>eIX1ed oo the project 

to over 400 in February alone. 102/ The infomation re;edecl 

for the NIE was produced on tine, and the results of the stuiy 

were also published in a division report issued on 28 Februaey 

1955. 103/ Irx::luded. was infonration on the road network leading 

into the southeast China coastal area - the width, type of 

surface, drainage, naxinum grades, strength of bridges, and 
. . 

other characteristics of-individual roads constituting the 

network. The appearance of this report just after the United 

States Congress had passed a joint resolution authorizing the 

military defense of the Form:>sa Strait made it a landnark. o::mtri

bution. 

Nine additional projects in support of OCI were unclertaken 

between o::tober 1954 and the end of February 1955, and six of 

them were carpleted. 104/ 1-t>st were concerned with camumist 

Chinese facilities, chiefly transportation routes and airfieUls, 

and the status of activity on and near the offshore isl.ands. Fach 

of the six cxnpleted was, however, a xela.tively silrple task that 
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constituted no major effort. 

For the next four nYJnths beginning in March 1955, nore 

D/GP manpower was devoted to support far CX:I an:i, to a lesser 

extent, ORR in connection with the Foxm:;>Sa Strait situation. 

and related activities on the China mainland than t:o any 

other \toOrk. 105/ Reflectinq the a<X:essibility of the area 

to recormaissance, and hence the availability of up-to-date 

photography, D/GP issued 36 PI menoranda in resi;onse to OCI 

requi.renents alone, 106/ nearly one-th.ir.'d of all D/GP formal 

publications up t:o that date. Nunerous briefings were also 

pz:ovidecl, sometimes on a daily basis, on the latest finiings 

fran photography. 107/ 'l'hus, at least one answer to the long 

standing question. of how to use photography in support of 
. . 

current intelligence was .·finally foWld, thanks t:o the ~ition. 

of nu::h current photography in resp:>nse to the threat:ening 

military situation. 

D/GP supp:>rt to the In:iustrial Register (m) of the. 

Office of Collection an:i Dissemination. (CCD) is of specdal 

interest far two reasons. First, it illustrates the aggressive-

. ness an:i success with which m was able to px:eempt a sna.U part 

of the scarce PI resources, am second, it constituted an early 

am m.itually profitable \toOrking together of phot:o interpret.era 

an:i Aqency oollateral sut:PQrt personnel, many of whan later 

joined the PI' s in Project ~, the CIA Ph:>togrcq:hlc 
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Intelligence Center, and the National Photographic Interpre

tation Center. Indeed, sane of these persons beams key 

individuals in the later orqanizations. 

Projects in support of the Industrial Register involved 

an analysis of c:x>llateral reports and :i:eoent grow'!d photography 

and, where appropriate, o::mparison with l'k>rld war II ooveraqe 

of the sane installation. Layouts were prepared and J:eCX'.lllnelld

ations made for the preparation of improved oollection require

nents for grourxl photography. Without exception, the four pro

jects fornally established in suax>rt of IR between 1953 and 

1955 were catpleted in the month in which they were cc:mnenced -

a recoxd unsurpassed by any other ~ carponent or requester 

PeJ,0o1 the deputy-director level ~ a testi.m::>ny to the eloquence 

of the requesters in justifying the ur<jency of their ·neea.. 

The first of the four projects' for IR \taS established in 

Februal:y 1954. It was a pilot st\Xly to develop pxoductive 

w:lrki.:ng relationships between IR and D/GP personnel as well 

as to produce a layout of the Kolpino (USSR) J:D]i.neerinq 

Plant. Work consisted of an analysis of ground reports and 

recent ground photography alOil':J with e,,q>loitation of l'k>rld 

war II aerial coveraqe. 108/ Three nonths later, in May 1954, 

IR plaoed a request for PI support in loc:atinq oil pipelines 

and plllping statioos in Albania. 109/ 
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of the Ulan Ude (USSR) ~plant using gxound photographs. 112/ 

2. Other Projects. 

Self-initiated projects continued to be a small but 

significant factor in D/GP pr<Xluotion during the first two 

years folla.rling Umdahl 's arrival. They consisted primarily 

of thinqs done as services of cx:amon c:x:mcern for m::>re than one 

ccnp:ment or analyst. Never large in vol'Ulll!, they aooounted for 
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scarcely mxe than five per cent of the tine that division 

personnel spent an projects. 

One such project, which yielded a hardy perennial am::mg 

types of publications issued by D/GP and its successor organi-

zations, was the mission scan. The resulting publication, 

called the mission review report, or any of several different 

equivalent names used at various tines, cx:>nsist.ed of a tabular 

or saui-t.abular list of targets of potential intelligence 

interest covered by a given mission, with appropriate identi

fication data, and with or without a capsule description of 

the salient infoxmation revealed by photography of the mission 

in question. Photo reference infoxmation was also included. 

The mission review report was inten:ied not only as a convenient 

recx:>rd of targets covered by the missiail., but also a5 a reference 

to be used by analysts in levying requ.i.rerents for photo intelli

gence support. 

The mission scan, initiated in a low-key manner at this 

tiite, was the expression of a profound <Xll'lviction held by 

IiJndahl and one that had far-reaching future inplications. 

Until this tine military photo interpretation organizations, 

for lack of personnel and/or interest, had frequently filed 

photog:raphy that had never been examined by anyone. It was 

lmldahl. • s belief that all aerial photography ex>llected for 

intel J igence should be searched for new targets of potential · 
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significance. Though the critical i.Iq;x:>rt:ance of this 

procedure was oot demonstrated during these early days, 

it was dramatically evident in later years, when coverage 

OV'er Sino-Soviet areas became available. Thus, the mission 

scan bec:ane an inportant function of D/GP and all successor 

organ.i7.ations, incl\Xiing the national center. 

A lm:>adly similar type of publication was exsrplif ied 

by a series of mem:>ranCla in:itiata:l in January 1954 and entitled 

"Curzoent. u.s. Navy Aerial Phoi:ofll'aphy". 113/ In the previous 

nDnth, arrangements had been made with the Office of Naval 

Intelligence to place D/GP personnel on the USN panel for the 

review of irrnni.ng aerial photography. 114/ This enabled Aqenr:y 

PI• s to scan newly received. Navy missions in the light of 

existing :Aqenr:y requiratents. The purpose of the me.nDrama 

was to advise CIA analysts of the existence of the new coverage 

of ta:r:vets in Which they had an interest and to serve as a 

guide in levyin:J specific ~erents for photo intelligence 

support. T'ney were particularly significant in providi.rq 

tinely support on items of highest priority intexest, since 

the arrangements made incl\ded pemi.ssion, on a highly 

selective basis, to borrow the original Navy prints. Noanal 

processing of the duplicate prints took about four weeks. 115/ 

D/GP personnel got their first experience in active 

support of a major operation in Pmject PtMP.KIN. im.s project, 
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set up in June 1954 in response to a request from the DIX:I, 116/ 

was intended for use by the DDP in backing the overthrow of 

the pro-Coom.mist Arbenz goverrment of Guatemala by insurgents 

fran Hol'Xluras Wl:1er Colonel Carlos Castillo Armas. This was 

the first crisis in which the Aqency used current intelligence 

derived franphotography, or, as .wndah1 put it," ••• photography 

nade yeste:raay, for answers needed tonight, for an operation 

which is going to take place tarorrow." 117/ 

The key to the su::oess of this effort, aside from the 

carefully nurtured capability built up in the previous year 

or two within D/GP, was the avail.ability of current photography. 

This in:::lu:led covertly acquired aerial an:1 ground photography 

of key installations ani · tarqets within Guatemala, flc::Mn to 

Washington daily. Exploitation of the Photo9raphy i.ri D/GP 
• . I 

was handled by a snail task fm:ce headed byJ 

arxi :W::lu:lin9 I 118/ 

One of the nnst troublesana problems in oonnection with 

Project PUMPKIN was security. Information about the operation 

was very tightly held. Exploitation of the photography, there

fore, had to be c:iatpartm:mt.e in such a manner as to prec1u:le 

observation, casual or otherwise, by any but the D/GP task 

force ard the division chief and his deputy. 'Ibis was physi

cally inp::>ssible in the division's M Building quarters, which 

lacked sui:table space for sealing the task fm:ce off fran 
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other D/GP activities much less a barrier or any type of 

cx:>ntrolled entrance. To solve the problem, Brarmell arranged 

to provide space for the task force behind the security 

barrier in Building 11. Before the close of each day's work 

and the transmittal of aey products to the Chief, Geographic 

Area, or to DDP, would report to Lundahl or 
'~-------

on the status of the p:r:oject and the results of work ac.cx:m-

plished. 119/ 

As soon as the photography arrived in wasJ:li.n;ton, it was 

turned over to D/GP, where the task force would identify such 

key targets as fuel storage installations, electric power 

stations, oamunications facilities, transportation routes, 

bridges, an:i the like. These \t.'ere a.nn:>tated on the photos 

and on maps, which were .then flown back. to the operations 

base. 'I'he next day those in D/GP witting of what was going 

on ex>ul.d take grim satisfaction reading in the newspapers 

about the radio tower that was destroyed, the power plant 

that was disabled, or the key rail or highway bridges that 

were blc:Mn up. Usually they were among targets pinpointed 

an:i described the previous day by D/GP. 120/ 

As a result of its participation in this operation, the 

division was the object of many CXIIllmldatory remarks. 'l'hese 

test:imnials indicated that the descriptions provided by D/GP 

were accurate, that annotations on the photos and maps were 
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nicely keyed to operations, that locations given for targets -

were precise, and that wit:OOut the photographic intelligence 

the operation would have been nost difficult. 121/ lbt only did 

the perfoz:nance of the division eam favorable recognition at 

the highest levels in the Agerr:y for a job \r.lell done, but it 

also gave sa1E of its people a place, however briefly, in 

the sun. 

c. Liaison with the Military Services. 

On the ph:>to interpi:etation soene, D/GP was a johnny

a:xne-lat.ely. Plx>to interpretation for intelligence had, by 

default, been the private preserve of the military. It was 

they who had staked their cl.aims to the territory during and 

after W::>rld War II, and it was they who would, therefore, be 

sensitive to any encroachment by CIA. Moreover, in these 

early :year&, D/GP was heavily c:lepe.D:lent oo the ~ will and 

c:ooperation of military personnel for much of the needed 

photography• lbt incidentally I the virtual nonopol.y long 

held by the military an photo interpretation for intelligence 

purposes ensw:ed that a large najority of those in D/GP had 

a military backg::round as well as close friems and foxrcer 

associates in the DoD. Nevertheless, there seems to have 

been a genuine desixe t:o avoid duplication and to ~ in 

cxa:tpl.enentary activities that 'WOUld produce a bett.er an:i 
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wider range of intel l .~ 9ence. The net result was frequent 

and lively constructive interact.ion between D/GP personnel 

and those in the DoD and, i.rldeed, elsewhere in goverment. 

Next·to pxoject 'Wl.10rk, which aocx>wited for approximately three

fifths of avaUahle time, 122/ liaison with other elerrents 

in the government was, in all probability, the DDSt tine

oonsuni.nq function in D/GP. 

Aside fran the cat and ItOlSe 9ame of informally defining 

supposedly unique areas of responsibility for various m:qani

zations c:x:.mpe~ in the field of photo intex:pretation, rela

tions bet\\1een D/GP and the military services ~ generally 

cordial, productive, and nutually advantageous. Though the 

speedy procurezrent of photography, particularly of closely 

held materials, such as .those within the SENSINl' sY~*, 

continued to be a problem for D/GP, many significant acx:aiplish

irents resulted fran the cooperative efforts of D/GP personnel 

and their military cx:n.mterpart:s. Most inport:ant, perhaps, was 

'W!.10rk of the infoi:mal Joint 'N:>rkirq Group on Intel.l.igence 

*SENSINl' was a US Air Force control system devised for the 
ca:npart:rrented control on a must-know basis, of photography 
and electronic intercepts aCX}Uired by covert mannec:l over
flight of the USSR and Satellites. Coveraqe was mainly 
peripheral. Chief areas oovered \tie.re the Ew.::opean Satellites 
and the Soviet Arctic and Far Fast. The Air Force exercised 
very tight oontrol of saiSINl' photography, to the point 
where it raised questions concernincJ their good will in sharing 
it with others. 
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Ground Photography, later and nore fonnally called the 

Cannittee far Coordination arx1 Standardization of Intelli-

qence Ground Photographic Pl:ocedures and E:)uipnent, under 

sponsorship of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Less important, 

but still noteworthy, was w::>rk d:>ne by D/GP arx1 other Aqercy 

representatives from the Graphics Register and cx:D in the 

Graphics Reseamh Coordinating Group. In addition, the 

continuing day-to-day liaison between D/GP and DoO pexsamel 

at the working level in facilitating the routine flCM of 

aerial photography needed by CIA was as vital and productive 

as were the pericxiic conferences between their supervisors 

to solve the inevitable foul-ups. 

turinq years of serving in various capacities as photo

g:ram:netrist and Assistant Chief F.r¥,:Ji.nee:r at the US Navy Photo

graphic Interpretation Center, Lundahl had attended meetings of 

many task forces, panels, and oamd.ttees dea]jng with photag

raphy, photo interpretation, photogramnetry, or related research 

and developnent in the fields of collection and exploitation sys

tems and equi.pnent. When he entered on duty in CIA he was well 

infomed on what was going on at the frontiers of CJevelqlnent 

in these fields, where it was being done, and who was associated. 

with it. Consequently, he was in a position to make effective 

silgqestions for overcan:i.nq the limited progress in the field of 

photo intelligence since 'N:>rld War II • 
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In O::tober 1954, Lurdahl visited the USAF Air Technical 

Intelligence Center (ATIC) at Wright-Patterson Air Force 

BaSe in Dayton, Ohio. In the course of a discussion of US 

capabilities in the collection and exploitation of photography, 

he proposed a series of infonnal, regular meetings with 

representatives fJ:an the~, Air Force, Navy, CIA (inclu:ling 

DDP) , and the FBI, to share infOJ:mation on new equipmnt and 

techniques for collecting and exploiting photography. Later 

on, State als6 sent a representative. 

Since security constraints were a major concem in 

:inplexrenting this suggestion, the key phrase used to identify 

the resulting \\Orking group was "intelligence ground photo

graphy". The title nost camonly enployed was Joint camti.ttee 

on Intelligence GrouW. Photography. use of this naae ·obviated 

questions and challenges that could. be elCpE!Cted 'tr.'ere the 

phrase "aerial photography, 11 with its many closely held pro

grams in being or uo:ler developnent, incorporated as part of . . 

the title. 123/ At the sane tilte, anythi.n';J related to intelli

gence photography and equiprent, such as lenses, filters, films, 

exploitation equiprent, and mensuration devices, classified 

no higher than se:::RE1' could be and was open for discussion. 124/ 

Business of the carmi.ttee was, therefore, not necessarily 

confined to matters concerning gxound photography. 
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The first neeting following the prop:>Sa.1 at Dayton was· 

held on 29 N:>veni:>er 1954 at CIA headquarters, in washingtoo. 

Lundahl served as chairnan, a position he was to hold for 
·-~--·---

several years. . another nenber of D/GP, was 
i I 

narred secretary, a i;:osition he, too, held for many years. 

The response to the suggestion and invitation was enthusiastic, 

and the neeting was a huge success. .Arcalg items discussed 

were such things as photographic lenses and films, qui.et 

operating cameras for clandestine use, photographic techniques, 

and developi:ent ·plans and problems associated. with intelligence 

ground photography. 125/ This meeting was followed by many 

others; by May 1955 four others had already been held, each 

attended. by approximately 20 persons. 

The utility of these meetings and.the need for the 

can:nittee were greatly enhanced by the demise earlier in 

1954, of the OoD Research and Oevelopnent Board (IDB) and 

its tens of ~ttees, incl.W:inq those in the fields of 

photography and photogranmab:y. Elimination of the ROB was 

one of many changes made by Roger Kyes, the newly appointed. 

urnersecretary of Defense, to xed.uce the heavy R&D superstruc

ture in the Pentagon. While the IDB existed, its encyclopedic 

minutes were available for use by authorized officials seeking 

infornation on research and o:mtracts Wlder way. With its 

dissolution, each individual, to a a:>nsielerable degree, had to 
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ferret out such infoxmation cx:mc:erning things in which 

he had an interest. The Joint Carmittee on Intelligence 

GJ:oun::i Photography, under Lundahl's leadership, stepped in 

to fill a small part of the void, nanely that dealing with 

photography, photo interpretation, an:1 photogrannet:ry. 126/ 

Carmittee members discussed. the interests of their respective 

CCllilQOOJlts, se:tVinq both as a source of information for others 

and a collection device for those they represented. Once 

again, as in the days of the ROB, an official seeking infor

ua.tion about developrental work under way on a specialized. 

type of film or, say, a new piece of equii;:uent for rectifying 

oblique photography, could find out what work another agency 

was doing, identify the contract, and, if pertinent, find out 

whether or not joint pro_curement was po5sible. 'l'he oc:mnittee 

thus served not only as a clearinghouse for infonnati.on, but 

also as a channel far effecting significant government savings 

in tiJre and m:mey. 127/ The utility of the ccmn:ittee an:1 the 

9X)Cl wxk aa::x>nplished under Lundahl's leadership were recog

nized. in early 1956 when the group was made one of the penna

nent advisory cxmn:ittees to the Photography an:1 Survey Section 

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and mre fcmnally named the 

Carmittee for Cooxdination and Standai:dizati.on of Intelligence 

Ground Photographic Procedures and llquiptent. 128/ 
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Representation of D/GP on the Graphics Research Cool:di

nat.i.ng Group was accooplished at a l.aw1el:' level than that on 

the Joint carmittee on Intelligence GrO'lllXI Photography. It 

also predated the latter, going back virtually to the famation. 

of the division. 'l'hough had initially assum:d the 

task, when there was no other altemative, this responsibility 

alm:>st imnediately devolved uponl .... __ _Jon his arrival for 

duty. 129/ · N:>t only did this relieve r--·==--J at a time 

when he was still, · in effect, actinq as Chief pending the 

arrival of Lundahl, but it was also a very suitable assignment, 

si.ncel~==~ had served on the gxoup as a Navy representative. 

It likewise dovetailed neatly withl ___ lpast experience 
l---~·--·-··' 

and interest in researching holdings in the various photographic 

libraries. The lawer level of effort aiu representation de

voted to this ccmnittee was, m::>St of all, a reflection of the 

fact that it was a cc:mni.tt.ee chaired by the military serv.ioes, 

and that it dealt primarily with routine matters ex>ncem.ing 

graphics ex>llections, recent ao;iu:isit.ions of plx>tography, 

prospective new photographic inputs, and related c:ollateral 

materials. 

Though it provided no farun or listening post where 

valuable infoma.t.ion CX>Uld be exchanged oonoerning technical 

breakthtoughs on milllon-dollar contracts for the developlent 

or manufacture of sophisticated equipmnt, this group was 
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a valuable neans for identifying and lea.rni.I¥J how to aoquire 

photographic and co~ateral materials vitally neec3ed by D/GP 

in its daily work. As such, it was a very significant cog 

in the liaison nechanism utilized by the CIA Proto Intelligence 

Division in conducting its daily affairs with the Department 

of Defense. 

ThroUCJhoUt the two-year period fran 1953 to 1955, D/GP 

intei:preters themselves repeatedly sought out ph:>tography 

and information on photographic coverage not available through 

nonnal channels such as the Graphics Register, the In::lustrial 

Register, or the CIA Map Library. Thus, nan.es of all D/GP 

professionals \\ere incl.Wed. in periodic requests for continuing 

clearance and access to the various.Dd) collections of photo-
. . 

. graphy in the Washington, o.c. area. 130/ Access to these and 

other files of material helped significantly in the continuing 

struggle to identify and obtain either little known or closely 

held materials at a tine when pi:ocurem!llt of suitable up-to

date photography was still a major problem. 

Researc:h.ing photography was facilitated greatly by 

agreemants harrnered out at higher levels. Lundahl, through 

his numerous contacts with interpretation and intelligence 

officers in the militcu:y services played a major role in 

naking these arrange:mnts and in breaking the inevitable 

bottlenecks. Soon after his arrival, he launched a con-
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certe:d. attenpt to inprove access by D/GP personnel to 

service-held photography and to speed the flow of needed 

material to At;Jency PI• s. 

Closer liaison was established with the USAF, Office 

of Deputy for Targets, and similar arrangements ~e being 

explored with other pertinent USAF OOtl'pOnents. The Photo 

Records and Services Branch of the 'ArfrrJ Map Service (AMS) 

had likewise agreed to .infcmn D/GP as soon as aerial photo

graphy of certain areas of interest floml uOOe.r c:ontract to 

AMS was received. D/GP had .further arranged to receivef-: 

and the Photo Records 

Branch, Deputy for 'l'argets, USAF, had agreed to haD:Ue procure

nent of limited anounts [=:==1phctog:raplw to satisfy CIA 

needs. 131/ In working out the details· of these ag:reiaments 

Im1dahl had frequent assistance :fran Stal.lings, who acted 

in his stead when necessary, and Lenche.rt, who provided staff 

support. 

As tine went by and rew situations merged, D/GP c:ontinued 

to take aggressive act.ion in procurinq photography fran the 

military. In October 1954 brought to a successful 

c:onclusion, thmugh negotiations with representatives of the 

USAF, Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, Directorate of 

Intelligence (AFOIN) , the Office of Naval Intelligence, the 

Graphics Register and the tJa)sm Division of CX::O, arrangements 
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for the receipt by D/GP, on a conti.nuinq basis, of copies 

of opt.:i.mlm (best-quality coverage) stereo photography lists 

maintained in DoD. 132/ This represented the successful 

conclusion of discussions camenced in August 1954 byr·---··--..... 25X1 

at a meeting of the Graphics Research Coordinatinq Group. 133/ 

The Fo:r:nosa Strait crisis, which reached a peak in the 

late winter and spring of 1955, created new problems in the 

acquisition and sharing of current photografily of the area. 

However, determination by both D/GP and the military services 

to solve the problem constructively, coupled with the exercise 

of patience a.00 goodwill, averted any breach in oont.inuinq 

cc:x>peration. 

Difficulties resulting from the length of ti.ma required 

for reproduction of phOt.ography 

received in washington began to shaw up as early as Deceniler 

1954. An imrediate conference, in which~·-·~-Jnet with 

representatives of the Collection Division, Rea>nnai.ssance 

Branch, Photo Interpretation Section, AFOm, am the Photo 

Recxm:ls arid services Division, PC.Jr., identified the deficiencies 

and rectified m::>st of them. 134/ Further difficulties developed, 

hoN'ever, as the crisis deepened after the first of the year. 

With several different intelligenc:ie agencies attenpting to 

answer crash requi.renents using the same photography, problen& 

arose involving the sharing of original materials and/or the 
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expeditious reproduction azxl delivery of copies to potential 

users. During March 1955 alone, Lundahl, 
~---···----···--! 

separately, net in a total of eight conferences with 
---·····-----···~ 

representatives of CCI, OSI, DDP, the Navy, and the Air Force 

on problems of photographic procurarent. ~ In April 1955, 

to 

confll:m ag:reenents reached between OOI, US Navy PIC, and the 

Graphics Register for rapid delivery to D/GP of each Far 

Fastern nine-by-nine-inch or ni.ne-by-18-inch aerial photograph. 

forwarded by the CNO to the Naval Photographic Center for 

reproduction. Furt:he.xmc:lre, the CIA Photo Intelligence Division 

was to be notified by telephone each t..Ure a package of prints 

was available to be picked up by courier, 137 / reflecting the 

~ency with which these materials were needed. 

Even these extraoi:dinal:y neasures "Were inadequate, however, 

to ensure faultless and speedy delivery of photography to D/GP. 

The May 1955 D/GP rconthly report noted that IAmdahl and 
~··-~···------···~ 

on several occasions discussed with Navy PIC and ONI representa-

tives the timaly delivery of photography ooverinq critical 

overseas areas. 138/ 

In spite of frustrations resulting from untoward events, 

the nost irrp:>rtant th:i.ng, in and out of crisis situations, was 

that supervisors and PI's in D/GP were able to establish and 

keep open the sources and transmission channels for obt:a:ini.nq. 
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the photography essential to do their "-'Ork. Moreover, they · 

\ollere able to do it wit:b:Jut high-level intervention, which 

might have been even less productive. Though the cost was 

fairly high in tezms of time and patience expended, the 

results were remarkably successful in an environment that 

could be characterized as one of latent mistrust and mis-

givings generated by the introduction of a "foreign body" 

into the preexisting Intelligence Camunity i;Xloto interpre-

tatian o::ganism. 

o. Equipment and Interpretation Techniques. 

Changes in interpretation t:echniques during this period 

\ollere generally few and insignificant. The PI' s still depended 

primarily on the folding px:ket stereo~, the t~ magnifier, 

the PI scale, and the PI slide rule to accmplish their daily 

tasks (Figure 5). There was still no collateral support unit. 

in the division; each PI oxdered and/or searched. for his own 

maps and documents. Though several interpreters -were CCMINT 

cleared, facilities for using such materials \iilere extremely 

awkward. For the mst part, PI' s had to consult Ca.1INl' sources 

in secure areas behind the barrier, note mentally for backgro\ml 

use any pertinent CCMIN'l' infoi:mation, and then return to their 

desks to caiplete their analyses and write their reports. Moreover, 

the nunber of requiremmts levied on the division by CCMINT-
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using analysts in CCI and ORR was small. Together, these 

limiting factors inhibited substantial growth of an all

source exploitation capability in D/GP. 

Concern for this lag was reflected in the assignnent 

of~····-·---·--·---··--] still PI consultant to the Aqe:ncy, to 

make a stu::ly of the problem in N:>vember 1954. His report 

noted that there was little effort on the part of CGUNI'

using analysts to enploy photography as a corxelative source 

of infoxma:tion. He attributed this failure partly to a lack 

of awareness by such analysts of the potential utility of 

available photography in their stuiles. He also blaned. the 

failure on the crmq;:ed D/GP quarters in M building, the 

existing heavy PI w:::>rkload, and the location of D/GP outside 

the barrier. hoped that the new Q:uarte.rs for oiGP 
--···---~ 

in Que building might help alleviate the difficulties, but 

he ex>nceded that it was inpractical to m::we D/GP behUxl the 

barrier because of its close association with other Aqe:ncy 

analysts and with military PI's who were not CCMINr cl.eared. 

was a stronq advocate of the.thesis that, in a 
~···-····--~ 

crisis situation, the ac1rnitts:lly limited Aqe:ncy PI resources 

wt>uld have to be directed alnost exclusively to the COOJ:di

nated use of CCMINl' in cxmjunction with the interpxetati.on of 

photography. He stxessed the need to develop such a capabi J ity, 

at least on a pilot basis, before such time as a major inter-· 
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national crisis might occur. 139/ 

Acquisitions of new instruments and. equ:iJ;IOOilt during 

the first two years under Lundahl provided oo drarra.tic 

departures in type or in number fran what might be expected 

in air:f oooparable organization. This was oot to say, however, 

that D/GP was unaware of the long-range need for better and 

mxe sophisticated equ:ii;mmt, or reluctant to make a start 

in acquiring it. The procurenent of such equ:iJ;IOOilt as a 

step in upgrading the capability of the division was high 

on Lundahl 's list of priorities. Yet early progress t:c:Mard 

this goal was sarewhat difficult to justify in the light of 

requirements levied on the division and the nature of the 

photography being exploited. It was also discouraged by 

the generally non-technical orientation· of senior ORR managers 

and the lack of an established off ice tradition for purchasing 

expensive, sophisticated equipnant. 140/ 

Lundahl was suc:cessful in obt:ai.ning an "Old Delft" 

scanning stereoscope, nanufactured in the Nethe.rlands. · He 

forwcu:ded the requisition for its purchase on 26 May 1953, 

exactly one week after his first "wxki.ng" day in D/GP. !1b' 
A subsequent justification for this viewer pointed to the 

ability to scan nine-by-nine-inch photos <Xllpletely in both 

x and y directions without ·nov:ing the photography or the 

inst.rL'm:mt. Anothe.r attribute of the instrment that my 
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have been of sate significance in winning approval for it, 

in view of the high interest in training analysts to interpret 

photography, was the possi.bili ty of joint viewing by two 

persons for training or in conferences. The fact that the 

cost was not quite a thousand dollars may also have helped, 

in a negative way, by failing to invite exaggerated scrutiny 

of the item. 

Not so successful was Lundahl's attenpt to augnent 

division capability for the preparation of accurate plots 

and data cancerning land relief in small areas of special 

interest. To this end he attenpted, at the sane tine, to 

obtain a Zeiss Stereotop II for stereo observation and 

plotting. 142/ Possession of ·such an instrunent would have 

enabled the division to i;>rovide nore timely and accurate 

responses to requests by CDP and others about the topographic 

configuration in areas of special interest as well as answers 

to questions of defil..adi.ng and enfilading.* The attenpt to 

procure the Stereotop, whose cost was fully three tines that 

of the Old Delft, failed. 

Two years later, Lundahl tried again. By this tine the 

choice of instrument had changed, and the request was to 

*An enfilade is a cc.niltion of exposure - e.g., of an agent -
to observation or fire fran a given point of obserVation. 
A defilade is a condition of protection or screening fran 

fire or Observation fran a given point. 
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procure a Kelsh Plotter. 143/ Th.is decision clearly reflected 

technical man and who had experience in using the Kel.sh. This 

attenpt was no more successful than the first, ho.<.ever, and 

D/GP obtained no plotter prior to the rove into the Steuart 

building in 1956. 

The failure of D/GP to obtain approval for the purchase 

of stereo plotting equipl'mlt was due at least in part. to the 

GRA i;x:>licy of not wanting to begin developrent of a c:ontour

map conpilation capability. Such a developnent was regarded 

as duplicative of AMS and N:.IC capabilities, which were readily 

accessible to GRA. F\u:therm:lre, the GRA view was that such a 

capability .belonged in the cartography Division, where it 

would have involved a substantial ~ in the T/O and the 

inauguration of an extensive training program. This was a 

cxmnitmmt with which GRA managemant did not wish to becane 

involved at this time. 

The interest of D/GP and, perhaps even more to the point, 

the interest of senior ORR managers in .basic PI training for 

other intelligence analysts was reflected in a purc:hase by D/GI! 

of a Jackson Stereosoopic Projector with a floating mark. 

Procurement was rec:armerded in March 1954. 144/ On 28 February 

1955, Lundahl announced at the Geographic Resean::h Area staff 

rreeting that D/GP had received this piece of equipnent, and 
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that it was available for use in .briefings. 145/ 'l'hus, the 

projector was obtained in time for the new course in basic 

photo interpretation for intelligence analysts given by D/GP 

many times over, be.ginning in July 1955. Once again, haNever, 

the di vision had to reach out beyond the boundaries of the 

United States to get the equipmnt needed. The Jackson 

projector was of Canadian nanufacture. The ability of the 

division to search out and identify unique pieces of foreign 

nanufactured equipmnt such as this was a dem::mstration of 

the utility of cultivating Lunlahl' s wide-ranging interests 

and ex>ntacts. 

The failure of the Photo Intelligence Division to obtain 

mcre sophisticated equiprent at the outset caused. no serious 
. . 

crisis. M:::>st obvious was the lack of success in procuring 

equiprent for mensuration and for the preparation of mere 

precise naps. Even so, the division was able to prepare 

rough sketch maps in place of a.ccurate plots. It was, m:xre

over, possible, at the sacrifice of sate a.ccuracy, to provide 

ballpark figures in place of precise measurements. On rare 

occasions, the division was able to farm out a job to the 

Engineer Research and Developmnt Laboratories at Fort Belvoir 

or to the Army Map Service, security pennitti.ng. The jobs 

that the division was asked to do and the photography with 

which the division had to work ~every forgiving of such 
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inp:rovisations. This was oot to be true, however, in later · 

years. 

In spite of little tangible change in D/GP equipnent 

during Lundahl's first t\«> years, the stage was being set 

to take advantage of future developnents. Lundahl had brought 

with him a strong interest in technical develqrnent. Even 

though this was oot i.Irm;diately translated into an abundance 

of sophisticated equip:nent, he was aggressively following 

aevelop:nents in the state of the art and \«lrk being done on 

new exploitation systems and devices through such cx:mtacts 

as those in the Joint Coomittee on Intelligence Grou:nd Photo

graphy. As time \\'ent by, he was also learning about new 

a:>llection systems and coog;x:ments, such as camsras used in 

Project GRAYBACK*, through his associations with 

of OSI and, tcMard the end of the period, a much 

w.ider ranqe of equip:nent thmugh his participation as a key 

figure in the AQUA.TONE pmject. He had brought 
--~----··---~ 

a budding young photogramtetrist, fran Navy PIC to O/GP, 

and he had secured a strong technical man fran ERDL in the 

person of All these things gave assurance that, 

when the need was nore urgent, D/GP w:>uld be in a position 

*'lb.is was the Air Foroe balloon project known earlier as GOPHER 
and. GRANDSON, later as OPEN BEARl'H and GENETRIX. 
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to m:we swiftly and surely to cope with the greatly inc::reasEd 

technical denands of a new era. 

E. D/GP Inaugurates Fonnal RepoEting. 

'l'he initial plan to issue oo fonnal PI publications did 

not last lon;J after the arrival of Lundahl. Indeed, such a 

policy was untenable once the division got fairly well established 

and c:ammiced producing J'IXlre than a trickle of information. From 

the point of view of D/GP and OOR managenent, justification of 

the PI activity ,,,-iould, sooner or later, require oore tangible 

evidence and pl:Oduction statistics than cx:>ul.d be nustered. with

out fo:z:mal reporting. From the custalm' point of view, there 

was gxowi.ng need to have mre authoritative infomiation, which 

oould be used to establish authenticity and to cite in publica-. . 
tions as references. There was also the desire to have same-

thing less transient than 'WOrkin:J papers for reference purposes. 146/ 

In August 1953, less than three mnths after he entered. on 

duty, Lundahl. recx:mnended the establishment: of two series of PI 

publications, one the Photographic Intelliqe.noe Report, the 

other the Photographic Intelligence Menorandum. He pmposed that 

one type of report be designated for standard distribution only. 147/ 

'l'bis disti.nctioo was obviously int:emed to provide a neans for 

publishing certain sensitive PI info:i:matien, for e.xanple, that 

relatinl"J to DDP operations. Mem:lral'da would also fall in either 
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of two subtypes, those in response to internal requests 

and those answering requests from outsi.Oe CIA. 

Following staffing out of the recomnendation in Brannell's 

office, a nem::>, spelling out the sama proposal in sanewhat 

better context, was prepared for Guthe to send to the Assistant 

Director for Intelligence Coordination. This rcem::> mted that 

the proposed series confooned to existing specifications for 

intelligence publications approved by the DDI, and that act.ion 

had been taken to ensure that there was m danger of duplication 

or confusion with publications of the Graphics Register. 148/ 

The mencrarnum was dated. 5 October 1953, suggesting not 

only strong interest and quick approval by'-··---- but al.so 

the absence of significant opposition by higher authority or 
. . 

other o::rcq:x>nents with whan the proposal was coordinated. The 

first formal photo intelligence publication, GP/I-1, Rumanian/ 

llk.rainian-Motdavi.an Border Study., was dated. 9 Novenber 1953. 149/ 

Like nost early D/GP publications, this one was prepared in 

typescript in response to an internal CIA (DDP) request. 

For the first few years nest foxma.l PI publications issued 

were mencranda rather than reports. Typically, they were no 

ncre than a few pages in length; the text of sare merely identified 

the requester and noted that the requirement had been fulfilled. 

Graphics were. generally annotated photographs, with or without 

acetate overlays. Maps were saretimes incla:ied, and, rarely,· 
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utilitarian perspective drawings were prepared. For the 

nost part, an off.ice typewriter was the chief machine used 

for reproducing text, with copies other than the original 

oonsisting of earl.Jons. Graphics acoonpanying such reports 

were usually prepared in only one OOF:f, for the requester. 

In the case of publications having a wider appeal, such 

as those of the mission coverage type, reproduction was in 

purple ditto. When multiple copies of graphics other than 

photos were required, reprodu:::tion was nost cx:mn::mly by oz:al.id. 

Generally speaking, problems of reprocluct.ion involving the 

-··--····----····--··--lfacility we.re minimal, in vietr of the 
··--··--·-····-·····--_J 

25X1 · 

small soope of D/GP production. It was reoognized by Lundahl 

and. others, however, that this oould beo:::ma the Achilles heel 

of the CIA PI production operation. InCleed, one problem had 

already cropped up, and t.W other pot.entially serious ones 

had been identified by the. spring of 1955. 

The nuch augnented vol\1119 of D/GP publications in the 

late winter and spring of 1955, and the urgency with which 

they we.re needed,· created a glut of high-priority rep:rcx:luction 

work at seriously caupromi.sing its 

ability to render proITpt service to other parts of the GRA. 

25X1 

WhenL _________ _J who was tenporarily acting .as Chief, GRA, 25X1 

ini 
• I 

absence, nenti.oned this problEm at the GRA staff 

meetinq on 20 June 1955, Lundahl responded that the Office of. 
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logistics was pl.anning t.o get in t.ouch with B:ranmell t.o 

obtain official confi:r::mation that the recent high level of 

D/GP \t.Ork \t.Oul.d continue. 150/ Obviously, I.4:lg'istics OOped 

to establish a continuing need beyond the peak activity 

associated with the FornDsa Strait crisis before urxiertaki.ng 

Mt:f long term augnentation of their capability. At a ti.Ire 

when Lundahl, at least, was beginn.inq t.o think alx>ut how t.o 

. prepare for the replXlduction of large volUll'es of extrenely 

high priority infomation fran U-2 photography, the precarious

ness of having t.o depend on someone else for reproduction of 

such ma.te.rials rould hardly have been lost upon him. Fortunate

ly, the sensitivity of U-2 materials. \t.Oul.ci provide a persuasive 

argument for setting up a self-contained operation. 

On 2 June 1955, representatives bf the Office of logistics 

met with and Lundahl to discuss certain potential 
~----.. ~ 

reprod.uction problems involving D/GP. First and forenr>st \'las 

the concern alx>ut what would happen if the arran;enent made 

with the Navy for furnishing large numbers of photographic 

prints to D/GP should break down. 'l'he other major problem 

oonce:med the pxovision of adequate reproduction support in 

the event of relocation outside the metropolitan 'Washington 

area during an emergency. 

In the first case, the Office of I.4:lg'istics expressed a 

definite preference for having the Navy rontinue to supply 
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prints to D/GP. Agreenent was reached, however, to augmant 

OL's capability to respond to limited short-cleadl.i:ne requests 

by D/GP for plxlto reproduction. 151/ In the secxmd instance, 

logistics pointed out that a detailed plan had been prepared, 

providing for all aspects of such support to Aqency oonponents, 

but that it was being held in abeyance sanewhere in the DDS. 

In both cases, the logistics representatives gave assurance of 

their desire and ability, with sare advance warning, to provide 

any additional essential se.t:vioes, but they stressed the need 

for adequate written justification. 152/ 

F. The Onset of U-2 §upport. 

By 1954 I gaps in US intelligence which precluded adequate 

laxlwledge of Soviet capabilities and ip.tentions with.respect 
, 

to the possible launching of nuclear attack on this oountry 

were generating stronq pressure to find sane means to fill the 

gaps. Though aerial photography ranked high on the list of 

prospects, enthusiasm for the use of this pzanisi.:nq sensor were 

t:enperei by consideration of the possible oonsequences of a 

shcotdown of an Amarican military aircraft deep wi. thin Soviet 

airspace. At this critical juncture, intensive work being done 

on the problem began to point to a possible solution. 

The first inkling ca112 in a report dated 30 September 1954 

and issued by the Special Study Group of the Hoover Camlission 
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investigating the covert activities of CIA. This group, 

under the chai:l::manship of General Janes H. Doolittle, urged 

the use of all possible techniques to increase the capability 

to gather intelligence information by means of high altitude 

photo reconnaissance. As if to eJt\?hasize the overriding need 

for such a capability, the rep::>rt added that no price paid 

would be t.m high. 153/ 

The.specifics of how to develop the capability -were the 

result of \lilQI'k done by a sub-group of the "SUrprise Attack 

camtl.ttee" of the Office of Defense M:lbilization. On 5 Nc:nremcer 

1954. Chaiz:man of the "Project 3" Technological 
- ·--------····----·J 

Capal:>ilities Panel* wrote a letter to Allen w. Dulles p:oposing 

that CIA, with the "assistance" of the Air Force, undertake a 

program of photo reconnaissance over the USSR. The prbposal 

a.cmrcpanying the letter stated that there was availahle a "jet

powered" glider that oould fly at an altitu:le of 70,000 feet. 

Unanred ard 'Weighing in at a Jtere 15,000 pounds, this aircraft 

was so obviously devoid of military usefulness as to m.inimi.ze 

the level of reaction to be expected should it be intercepted 

by the Russians~ AcCX>rding to the proposal, a single mission 

by this aircraft in clear weather oould provide photographic 
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coverage of a strip of territory 200 miles wide and 2500 miles 

long. 154/ 

During. the next ~ weeks, the Aqency and the Air Force 

held discussions concerning the feasibility of the proposal. 

On 19 November 1954, Dulles and cabell attended a luncheon 

neeting in.tfle office of Harold E. Tallx>tt, Secretary of the 

Air Force, to hanmer out a coordinated proposal for sul:missi.on 

to tfle President of the United States.* It was agreed that 

tfle proposal was a ·practical one, that steps should be 1.U¥.ier

taken to contract for tfle equipnent needed, that the project 

should be a joint CIA-Air Force un:lertaking, and that CIA 

unvouchered channels sho~ be used for procurenent. 155/ 

Dulles next turned to the Intelligence Advisory Ccmnittee. 

On 23 N:wember 1954, he ·obtained fran that carmi.ttee ·a rcetD 

for President Eisenhower supporti.nq the proposed recc:innaissanoe 

program. 156/ 

The proposal was presented to the President at tfle White 

ibuse on the next day, 24 November.** A maro for the reoo:rd, in 

*Present: Dulles, cabell, Talbott, Trevor Gardner (Assistant 
to the Secretary for R&D) , Fred Ayres, Jr. , (Assistant to the 
Secretary for Intelligence) , Lieutenant General Donald Putt 
(Deputy Chief of Staff, Developnent) , and Clarence L. (Kelly) 
Johnson of I.ockheed, tfle designer of the CL-282 (Air ForQe 
designation: U-2) • 
**Those present: President Eisenhower, Allen Dulles, John Foster 
Dulles, Cha:rles E. Wilson, ani Brigadier General A:rx:lrew J. Goodpaster. 
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the hand. of Lieutenant General Cabell, noted that the Presi

dent approved the proposal, subject to a reservation by the 

Secretary of Defense providing for a final review of resp:msi

bilities for imnagi.ng the project just before it :became opera

tional. In the ireant.:ima, plans and procure.nent of equipnent 

would proceed as initially proposed. 157/ Though the decision 

as to who, CIA or the Air Force, \o.Ould ultimately exeroise 

control was, thus, undecided, the project had gotten the 

starting flag and, at least for the t.:ima being, CIA was in 

the driver's seat.* 

Lundahl was first made aware of the u-2 project on 

M:>n:iay, 13 December 1954. On that day, he .J::eeeived a call 

to report to the OC:I. Upon arriving, he was ushered into 

Dulles' office, where, for the first tiite, he net Richa%d M. 

Bissell, an eoonanist with a PhD fran Yale University, wbo 

was attached to the Office of the Director as Special Assistant. 

for Planning an:l Coordination (Sl\/.FC). 158/ Though the DOCI, 

Lieutenant Ger.eral Charles P. Cabell, had been made responsible 

to the Di.rector for overseeing work on the project, Bissell 

was the man designated to set up the orqanization and manage 

the operation. At this December rreeting in the Di.rector• s 

*A much fuller treatmant of the history of the U-2 program, 
irclu:ling a>pjs of ke ... y ~tsL can be. found in the excellent 
histo:cy of 0SA 1 • 

-····-· ---------~~----
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office, Lundahl was 9iv<m a conplete briefing on AQUATONE, 

the code name applied to the U-2 program. l-e was also told 

he was relieved of his regular duties and directed to ccmnit 

him.self full-time to support of Project~. Am:lr¥] other 

things, he was to stu:iy contract specifications, visit instru

m:mt and equiprent nanufacturers, talk with designers and 

contractors, and, m::>re generally, to take whatever steps might 

be needed ta ensure that the exploitation potential of the 

resulting photography \YOUld be corrmensurate with the perfor

mance of the remark.able airplane which l«>uld penetrate far 

beyond unfriendly OOundaries and pe:z:mit ext05ure of the film 

at unprecedented altitudes. 

This created sare problems for LunCl.ahl. For one thing, 

none of the three supervisors above him· - I ] Guthe, and 

Aicory - was cleared for the project. N:>r were any of them 

to be cleared for another several months. Moreover , it was 

unrealistic to expect LurXlahl to disassociate himself completely 

from ongoing D/GP l«>rk, though he did turn the day-to-day manage-

25X1 

ment of the division over 25X1 

entrenched as deputy division chief. Lundahl made every effort 

to keep in touch with l«>rk in D/GP and with sta.ff affairs in 

the Geographic Research Area when he was in town, but he spent 

considerable time traveling all over the United states doing' 

the job Dulles had given him to do. The~ was out to 
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provide whatever support was required for the extremely 

in'portant project being undertaken for the DCI by the Special 

Assistant for Planning and Coordination. 159/ 

Alrcost .i.rmedi.ately, others in D/GP besides L'Ul':dahl 

becaire involved in the project. By early 1955, tw:> additional 

nernbers of were 

also cleared, ostensibly to support FQJINE, a sub-project urder 

ACUA.'IUNE. 160/ Though WJINE was established to fornulate 

_photo intelligence collection requireaents for the u-2,L _________ _J 

quickly becane involved in broad-gauge support for 
--·····---····-~ 

ACPAIDNE itself. On 18 January 1955, they noved to separate 

quarters on the thil:d floor of the dilapidated. fomer Bri9gs 

School buil.dinq at 2210 E Street, N.W. Here they could Wlrk 

on sensitive tasks well rexroved from persons whose .background 

might otherwise lead to incx:mveniently well informed speculation. · 

In April 1955 detailed to work on this 
~·---- ---===='--

25X1 

25X1 

25X1 

25X1 

task force, .!§!/replacing who asked to return to his 25X1 

former assignment because of a personality clash withL __ ··· 25X1 

A few weeks later, joined the group as 

an illustrator. 162/ 

had majored in geography both as an undergraduate 

and graduate st\dent at the University of Pittsbm:qh. 

· was a for.mar SAC officer who had also majored in geography as . . . 

an undergraduate at the University of Wiscx>nsin, and had been. 
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a PI, editor, and supervisor during his two years of militarY 

service. had been employed. by the OCR Machine 

Division as a draftsman and nechani.c. who had 

graduated fran the Missouri School of Mines as a Civil 

~ineer an::l had further training in photo interpretation as 

well as extensive experience in it and related aspects of 

engineering, had come to D/GP fran the Er¥;Ji.neer Research 

and Develq:mmt Laboratories, at Fort Belvoir, where he 

\«lrked as a project engineer on the develq:mmt of precise 

globes and spherical maps. He was the technic:al mm, and, 
' 

at GS-12, the leader of the unit. A perfectionist and a 

driver who possessed scarcely any detectable capacity to 

\«lrk harnoniously with people ___ ···--·-Jgot the job done at 

the expense of alienating nearly evecyone who "'10rked Under 

him. Though this created serious problems in the unit and 

repeatedly caused persons in it to seek a transfer 
, ______ -- ----·__J 

was virtually i:Dd.ispensable at this juncture, and was retained 

for a fffM years as a supervisor precisely because of his 

indispensability. 

This small, carefully c:atpa:rtm:mted task force handled 

a variety of projects. One exanple, PATHFINDER II, was urxler-

t.aken and carpleted in January 1955. 163/ A first phase, 

PA'l.'HFINDER I, had been acxxmplished as a "crash" project in 

November, a m::mth before even Lundahl was cleared for ~.; 164/ 
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Both phases involved plotting on maps the radius of 11lx:mber11 
· 

operations from various us Air Force bases. 165/ In the case 

of PATHFINDER II, the bases were Clark, Kadena, Yokota, She.mya, 

Nate, Thule, Dhahran, Wiesbaden, Adana, an::i Wheelus. Mi mJre 

an::i more people bec:::ane aware of unexplained activities in 

support of the high priority DCI project, this was the kirxl 

of job that oouldn' t be e:xpose:i to casual observation. Mi 

it was, elaborate care was taken to requisition additional 

maps that had no conoeivable connection with the areas of 

pri.maiy concern so as to reduce the chance of sucoessf ul 

speculation. 166/ 

As weeks and JtOnths went 

becane involved in the search for or develq:ment of equiprent 

needed to process and eJq?loit u-2 photocjraphy. Mi early as 

the spring of 1955, they made eJQ?loratory trips to N:::rc in 

St. Louis, to Wright-Patterson Air Foz:ce Base in Dayton, and 

to Eastman Kodak in Rochester. Items being considered incl.uied 

equiprent being developed at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base 

for autonatic processing of aerial film, a project made feasible 

by the devel.qmmt at Eastman of a new film, S0-1121. Autanatic 

processing of previously availa.l:>le film exposed under widely 

varyin;J atmospheric an::i weather CX>Iilitions did mt yield nega

tives of acceptable quality • 
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At 'Wright-Pa.tterson,L_ ~~J also examined the 

reconosoope, a device for viewing film in the fonn of posi-

tive transparencies. 167/ At that tine, PI's, including 

those in D/GP, 'WOrked primarily fr.'an prints. Since the 

reo:>nosoope reversed the image on the negative eloetroni.cally 

it was in no way a fore.runner of rnicrostereoscopes and other 

direct viewing equiprent used by PI's at a later date for the 

exploitation of positive transparencies. Nevertheless, the 

concept of examining transparencies rather than prints was 

suggestive of changes in exploitation procedures that would 

come soon after the exploitation of u-2 photography oamenced. 

Another type of equiprent that was int:roiuced to the 

task force was the Minicard system, initially conceived under 

CIA auspices at Yale University and later developed bY F.astman. 

Chief of the OSI Nuclear Energy Division, had 

already been working withl~~~jand others at F.astman, 

and they had convinced him that Minicard was the key to auto-

nation in processing' photo intelligenc:e. Sissell had also 

be!cane interested, and felt that acceptance by the 'Aqency and 

the Air Force of the Minicard system for info:cmation retrieval 

was strong evidence of its value. At this early Clate, ho\\'e'VeX', 

25X1 

25X1 

25X1 

nei~===inor other wit~ persons in D/GP had any 25X1 

firm opinions on the subject; they had, in fact, just been 

introiuced to the system a few ironths earlier. Dien so, 
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·~ _fas obviously less bullish about the broad-gauge 

utility of the system than fv'..iller, and he cited sane very 

pertinent reservations, whici"'l later proved to be correct. 168/ 

The task force under thus, aQdressed its 

efforts to the examination of a whole range of equii;rnent of 

potential utility in all phases of production, fran the 

prcx:essing of the exposed film to the storage and retrieval 

of infanration in published reports. 

Another important job tackled by the task force was 

oorrprehensive plarm.ing of the space, functions, and orqani-

7.ation required to provide a centralized, self-contained 

facility for the processing of photo orders, for the exploita

tion of the film, and for the publication and dissanination 

of photo intelligence prooucts. As early as 20 June 1955, 
··-----··---1 

/forwarded to Lundahl a proposal oovering all aspects 

of such a facility. 169/ Though it did not preSl.lRe to be the 

final \\Ord, it was a very canprehensive beginning, and, as 

such, represented a substantial arrount of effort. 

This early plarm.ing was important because the progress 

t.cMard the developnant of the unprecedented new collection 

system was unrelenting; it was absolutely essential that 

detailed thinking alJout inputs, space, functions, procedures, 

personnel, and the like, be accx:nrplished at the earliest 

possible date. There "'10uld be no time to halt develqxnent 
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of the collection system or efforts to develop or procure 

exploitation equiptent while planners proposed, coordinated, 

argued, refined, and agreed upon all the fine details of the 

PI system. The caiponent parts of the program were being 

mm in pell mell fashion to meet a deadline - hopefully, soon 

enough to provide a year or so of overhead reconnaissance before 

the Soviets should have developed effective detection and oounter

maasures. Getting the a::mplete system shaped up required much 

cut-and-try, nuch in~action bet:ween innovative hardware and 

plans for using it, and the devising of mxli.fications and can

prani.ses to assure a fine dovetailinq in the final, working 

system. 

Nl.merous details involving the interface between the 

collectors and the explo~ters of the phdt:ography and users of 

the resulting photo intelligence had to be worked out, too. 

'l'hough the time was too early and the task force too ill-equipped 

to do any detailed or definitive work about targets, collection 

priorities, flight lines, photo plots, and other mission-related 

ooo:rdina.tion and support, it was apparent that the expertise 

of the pOOt:o interpreters 1N0uld be called upon to sare degree 

in dealing with all such problems. This, too, was a fact 

recognized by Lundahl and the task force, and they proceeded to 

think through and to get .down on paper their plans for partici

pation in all these areas. 
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Thus, during the late winter and spring of 1955, the 

small D/GP task force supporting AQ.JATONE was already engaged 

in a whole host of vital activities intended to ensure that 

the surprises and mistakes to be diSCOV'ered as preparations 

cane down the hate stretch would be as few as possible. The 

broad scope and the extra.ordinary productiveness of this small 

91'.'0UP was, at one and the sane ti.ma, a testimony to the enthusiam 

and leadership displayed by Lundahl and the t.echnical conpetence 

and haJ::d-nosed drive of i Tl'lat the troops didn It l::Juckle 
-·--··--~~·~ 

under the strain was a tribJ.te to their appreciation of the 

effort with which they were associated and their dedication to 

the job. 

G. Gut.look in M.id-1955. 

After two years under Lundahl, photo intelligence in 

CIA could be characterized as a mildly successful operation 

about to be projected by external forces into a role of 

critical significance, nationally and int:ei:nationally. At 

the sane tine, it ~uld mve behind a shro\Xi of secrecy so 

heavy and, ult:i:nately, so successful as to rival that of any 

intelligence operation in the Western W:>rld. In mi.d-1955, 

however, only the chief and a few heavily catmitted associates 

mtcnq the division's personnel -were aware of this prospect. 
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By the encl of June 1955, the Photo Intelligence Division 

was, thus, approaching an abrupt change in its character, its 

size, its canposition, its nethod of operation, and the loca-

tion of its place of business. The change was to be revolu

tionary. In such a situation, pa.st perform:mce \\Ould be less 

inportant than future potential. Nevertheless, D/GP \llOuld have 

to provide the cadre of experienced people on which the sucx::ess 

of the new venture \\Ould depend. In this sense, at least, the 

acoonplishments of D/GP and the state of its developrent at 

the end of June 1955 were matters of great concern. 

The nost important question, that of leadership, had 

been decisively settled. Lundahl was the cl'lC>ice. Higher 

authority was obviously satisfied with his personal, prof es-
. . 

sional, and managerial qualifications. He had cx:mne:nced his 

Aqency career on a note of strong confidence. Guthe had se

lected him to head the Photo Intelligence Division virtually 

as soon as it was established, and had never wavered in his 

decision through the long months of negotiation leading up 

to L'Ul¥3ahl's release by the Navy. 

him for pranotion to GS-15 after only five nonths on the job. 

His subsequent perfoxmanoe seenm to confil:m the wisdan of 

those earlier j\Xlgments. If the work of the infant P:I division 

was seldan glamrous enough to bring the chief into close 

'lillOrking relations with senior Agency managers, the few opportu-
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nities he did have gave him and the division favorable exposure. 

Lundahl had a gift for camumicat.irq animatedly and successfully 

with those above his rank and beyord his division and office, 

both inside and outside the AJ3eDCJ. 

Of nearly EqUal inport:ance was the question of adequate 

staff for the division. The on-board personnel had established 

a solid record of accatplishnent, but ever since its inception 

the Photo Intelligence Division had operated with fewer than 

the authorized number of people and without enouqh personnel to 

Jreet the quantity of requirenents levied on it. OVe:rtine had 

becooe a way of life, at least pericxlically, and the division 

had to work selectively on those projects deemed to be nost 

urgent. SUCh a situation suggested the need for m:>re adequate 
. . . 

staffing. Yet, considering the slow pace of previous recruit:rrent 

and the inertia typical. of any bureaucracy, sane crisis or 

anticipated crisis was needed to justify a proposal for expansion. 

The Fo:r::ncsa. Strait crisis and the prospect of the U-2 turned the 

trick. 

On 13 May 1955 the AD/RR forwarded to the DDS a staff 

stwy prepared in[=--=~-~ J office proposing a reorganization 

of D/GP and an increase in its T/O fran 13 to 44 persons. 170/ 

With Sate forethought as to 'Where the additional slots and 

funds might cone fran, the proposal provided for an increase 

in the ORR T/O frail 859 to 890 persons and a cc::mrensurate 
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increase in 01 (personal services) funds, to cover the 

additional salaries. 

In justifying the increase, the staff stlliy nentioned 

the deleterious effect of so much crash work on long range 

planning to neet exparxiing Ptl;]ency needs for plx:>to intelligence. 

It cl.ai.msd that five PI's were working at least part time on 

a special project of highest priority for the DCI, and said 

that then~ needed for this would soon rise to 20. These 

were i;x>ints that could scarcely fail to convince those responsi

ble for the success of the U-2 program. The staff stlliy also 

exploited. const:cuctively the situation created by the crash 

effort D/GP devoted to r~ on the Fornosa Strait crisis. 

It call~ attention to the fact that whereas D/GP support for 

current intelligence was. then exceeding· 50 per cent of the 

division capability, that for the ORR Economic and Geographic 

Areas o::mbined was aown to approximately 12 per cent, DDP was 

dcMn to 10 per cent, and OSI requirerrents -were being' handled 

only on a delayed response :basis. Backed with such statistics, 

the proposal was successful. On l July 1955, the expanded T/O 

was approved by the DOS, with minor changes in the requested. 

jobs and grade levels and in the names of two of the new 

branches. 171/ 

Several other administrative problems "Were also tackled 

about this time. One was the division of responsibilities 
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between D/GP and the Graphics Register. 'l'he issue had been 

raised in January 1955 in the report of the survey of services 

and facilities of the Photo Intelligence Division oorducted 

by the Ma.nagerrent Staff, DOA, at the request of the AD/RR as 

a follow-up to the IG' s earlier recx:.imrendation. As a result, 

Branrrell drafted a proposed regulation on the subject of D/GP 

resp::>nsibilities. Coordination of this regulation with other 

c::.:c:inp::>nents was to oontinue for :ironths. The nDst thorny questions 

were the differences of opinion between D/GP and the Graphics 

Register over (a) which canponent was responsible for what 

type of liaison with the milita.t:y services in COOJ:dinatinq 

collection requirem:mts and in obtaining certain types of 

photography for exploitation, and (b), whether D/GP was, in 

fact, engaged in producing photo intelligence at all. 172/ By 

the fall of 1955, D/GP was -well on its way to much bigger 

things and further efforts to reach an a.cccmn:xlation with the 

Graphics Register ceased. The proposed regulation was never 

issued. What might ot:heJ:wise have been an inportant struggle 

for power was re:rdered irrelevant by the advent of an entirely 

new and exclusive source of photography over which the Graphics 

Register would have no oontrol. 

In April 1955, D/GP noved fran Roan 1337 M Building 

~ space in Roans 1009, 1134, and ll42 Que a1ilding. 173/ The 

prime reason for the move - and the .chief advantage in naking. 
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it - was rrore space. Since the original move to M Building 

about two years earlier, the on-board strength of the division 

had nearly doubled and several additional recruits were scheduled 

to reI;X>rt for duty by midsumner 1955. Though it was already 

clear that if the U-2 program.were successful still another 

move would have to take place during the next year, the build-

up in personnel precluded the I;X)SSibility Of waiting. Moreover, 

with only 12 people involved and a minimum of equipnent, all 

of which was easily I;X>rtable, the move within the M and Que 

Building CCJiplexwas neither difficult nor ccstly. 

Meanwhile, D/GP 1 s support for the Guatemala operation 

had been highly successful and much appreciated. After many 

abortive attempts to provide support for CCI, the division 

came through impressively during the Fomosa Strait crisis. 

Nevertheless, the m:>St imp:>rtant work, in terms of future 

developnent, was the supi;X)rt the division and its chief were 

providing for Project AQOA'IONE. Once hriefed into it, the 

DDI, 'krory, came to rely on Lundahl to keep him up to date on 

the details of this project and to provide guidance in the 

more technical aspects of the undertaking. 174/ The ccmnuni.

cation patterns set in this way endured, and the team of Lundahl 

and 'krory reappeared often in events involving D/GP and its 

successor o:rganizations over the next several years • 
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IV. A Star is Bcirn (1955-1956) 

HTAll'KMAT (Hr.A) was the ~ given the task force 

whose responsibility it was to exploit AQUA'roNE photography. 

The history of the Photo Intelligence Division in the mi.d

to-late l950's was very substantially that of Hr.A. Lest 

there be confusion about the relationship of HTAt1I\'.l>:IAT to 

contenp:>raneous CIA ccm,ponents, it should .be understood that 

HTA was not ~ as a "permanent" oi:ganizational entity. 

Rather it was a group of persons, initially nearly 150 in 

. number, assembled fran ORR and cx::::R to work together under 

one management on the exploitation of U-2 photography. It 

was, in effect, the exploitative arm of 'the AQUA'roNE project. 

At the ti.ma HrA was constituted, no one could say just how 

long the collective effort under AQUA'roNE would continue or 

how long tJ1e capability represented by HrA would be needed. 

If one were to reckon the date of conception of HTAU

'l"G1AT (HrA) fran the ti.ma when th:>se on the small task force 

were detached fran their regular duties and m::>ved to 2210 E 

Street in January 1955, and the date of birth as the raroval 

to the Steuart Building in July 1956, then the period of 

gestation was close to 18 m::>nths. It is with the last year 

of this period, fran July 1955 to July 1956, that 'we are PCM 
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concerned - h:lw the organization evolved am. grew, hcM the 

new recruits were phased in and employed, what provision was 

made for financing the operation, what noteworthy substantive 

am. other aca::irnplishments were achieved, and, nm-e generally, 

the trials and the successes in getting ready for one of the 

rrost challenging and exciting undertakings in the annals of 

American intelligence. 

A. Precursors of the· U-2 Project. 

The U-2 system was not conceived on the spur of the 

m:xrent. Several studies of milit.a:cy intelligence problems 

during the early 19SO's set the stage. Most i:mp:>rtant with 

respect to D/GP participation in Pmject ACUATONE was the reJ?Ort 

of the BEACON HILL Stu::iy Group, but ~rk done under Pl:Qject lDt>E 

CHEST was of saoo significance in stimulating earlier thinkinq 

ab:>ut strategic targets for coverage by overhead photography. 

Both were initiated under Air Force auspices, but involved at 

least limited participation by representatives from other 

organizations in the Intelligence Ccm.nunity, includ.inq CIA. 

The BEACON HILL Stu::iy Group was established as a result 

of a proposal, in May 1951, by the US Air Force Deputy Chief 

of Staff, Develo?TieJlt, to the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology to undertake a stu::iy of Air Force intelligence 

and recx:umaissance problems. 'l.\<00 l'IDilths later, in July 1951, 
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this proposal was inco:rp::>rated as a part of MIT's Project 

LIN:OLN. Plans were made, rowever, to locate the BEACON HILL 

group in quarters separate fran Project Lm:otN and to provide 

special security safeguards. 

The BEACON HILL Study Group consisted of a Central Study 

Group of 15 members and 10 consultants. Five Air Force liaison 

officers were also assigned to the group. In addition, there 

was a small administrative staff. A total of 39 11visitors," 

each a specialist in sane subject being discussed by the group, 

attended pertinent neetinqs. 

It is interesting, in passing, to note the galaxy of 

scientific talent engaged in the BEACON HILL study. Since the 

contractor was Project LIN:OI.N of the Massachusetts Institute 

of Techn::>logy, a majority. of those on~ Central Study Group 

hailed fx:an Boston or southem New England. Am:>ng those m::>st 

closely associated. at a later date with the U-2 project -were: 
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Organizational \<w'Ork proceeded at a slow pace, but 

things m:>ved rapidly once "WOrk c::arrnenced. Between 7 January 

and 15 February 1952, the group attended Air Force and other 

briefings in Washington and at Air Force installations else

where in the U. s. Following these briefings, the group de

fined three areas in which they believed they could contribute, 

nanely, intelligence objectives, sensors, and data handling. 

Panels were constituted to study each of these areas. 

'By the middle of April 1952, substantial agreement had 

been reached, and the major conclusions fo.tmUlated. The ~ 

HILL Retx>rt was issued on 15 June 1952, with a letter of trans

mittal to the Chief of Staff, us Air Force, dated 2 June 1952. 

The letter of transmittal p:>inted out that the stu::ly reflected 

t\..o points of view. On the one hand, ~ group tried to view 

in broad perspective the problems of orientation, enphasis, and 

priority with respect to the overall job of Air Farce intelli

gence. On the other hand., the group addressed its effort to 

technical problems involved in the collection, reduction, and 

utilization of intelligence data. 175/ 

Recognizing the need to develop a highly sophisticated 

photo reconnaissance system for peering inside the Soviet Union, 

'While at the sane time overooming operational and maintenance 

problems inherent in the use of xouti.nely trained military 

personnel, the BEACON HILL report proposed separation of these· 
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.. specialized" systems and their maintenance from normal 

tactical ph:>to-reconnaissance tasks using standard equip-

nent. 176/ It proposed extrane-altitude (at 70,000 feet!) 

oblique photography of the Soviet Union. At the same ti.rte it 

nentioned guardedly the possibility of pre-D-Oay invasion of 

Soviet air space, and reoomnended rapid developnent to the 

point of feasibility trials of a number of the m:>re pranisinq 

vehicles, am:>ng than high-altitude balloons and aircraft. 177/ 

In the same sense that the nention of high-altitu:ie aircraft 

presaged the u-2, the proposal to use balloons foreshadowed the 

GENEl'RIX program. In discussing prospective reronna.issance 

vehicles, the report stressed the need for integrated design 

of the whole system,. rather than the m:>re catm:>n pxocess of 

accretion whereby independently oonceived pieces of eqUi.pnent 

were stuffed into vehicles not specifically designed to accept 

them. 'l'h:i.s systans approach was pursued, with sane hindsight, 

in the developnent of the U-2 reconnaissance system and was 

reflected in the AQUA'IDNE assigment given Lundahl by Dulles 

and, less directly, by the extensive operational and exploita

tion planning and support in which the task force headed by 

----··--··~--· 

became engaged. 

The BEACON lllLL gmup, followinq its atnl precepts about 

the systems appz:oach, also directed its attention to data 

handlinq. On the assunption that, even with greater use of 
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infox:rnation priorities, there was grave danger that f'IEM, 

prolific collection systems 'llo.Ould produce a volume of inputs 

that would overwhelm existing capabilities to sort and 

handle data, they prq:osed (a) microfilming all data inputs, 

(b) indexing the material and recording the Wex codes 

directly on the microfilm, and (c) using ma.chines to search 

and locate the desired infox:rnation. 178/ 

The greatest significance of IDPE CHEST to D/GP in its 

participation in AQUA'D:lNE and HTAt.J'.I'GlAT was in the field of 

oollection requirements. Following the initial D/GP contri

bution to the Reber neID of 18 November 1952 giving a prelimi

nary and very general statement of CIA photo reconnaissance 

requirements, 179/ it served as a vehicle and, as AQUATONE 

was un:lertaken and then ~ught to near operational status, a 

convenient cover for shaping up initial oollection requirements. 

In this connection, it is of interest that in 1952 the BEACON 

HILL Study Group had advocated controlled search of the Soviet 

Union as opposed to randan coverage. In spite of sane early 

proposals to the contrary, 180/ it was decided before the u-2 

becane operational that it would be ta:rget.ed pril'llarily against 

highest-priority installations. Coverage of installations of 

lesser inportance would be a bonus, depending on their location 

near primaxy tarqets. 
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B. Developrent of a New Organization. 

The reorganization and expansion of D/GP which was 

approved on 1July1955 was, in part, a hedge against probable 

future develoµrents. Though one of the a.rgurents used in its 

favor was the burgeoning demands being made on the division 

to support Project AQUA.TONE,* the magnitude of that effort 

and the precise nature of the functions to be accanplished 

were as yet unknown even to those m::>st intimately ooncerned 

with the pla.nning. Indeed, the degree of ignorance was dem:m

strated by the prediction, in justification of the proposed 

reorganization, that "a m::>st conservative estimate" of the 

manpower needed to support A~ was 20 persons. 181/ In 

a little m:>re than six months, the number of autl'x)rized D/GP 

atployees earmarked for this purpose 'lll'IOuld approximately 

quadruple. 

The chief utility of the 44-man T/O, as it 'lll'IOrked out, 

was (a) to provide autlxlrization for bringing additional PI's 

on lx>ard in an orderly fashion, in view of the difficulty of 

finding them and the long delay occasioned by security investi-

*For cxmnun.icating with those not cleared for AQUATONE, the 
project established in D/GP to provide support of all types 
to the U-2 program was known as EQUILATERAL. This was the 
name used in such things as administrative papers and D/GP 
monthly reports to refer to ACUATONE support. · 
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gations and other processing, and (b) to define and establish' 

the organizational el.al::x:>rations nee:9.ed for the future. In the 

latter connection, the expanded division provided not two, but 

four branches. It also provided a new support staff (Figure 6). 

~ of the three new canponents w::>uld provide formally 

for specialized functions heretofore perf~ by the PI's 

either as an adjunct to their w::>rk or undertaken, in special 

circumstances, on an !:! hoc basis by th::>se best ~pped and 

nost in~ested in doing the job. Previously the tasks of 

coordinating collection requiremants for the division and of 

harXiling the many facets of photo coverage infonna.tion and 

procurement freq:uently had been undertaken At 

this juncture, a SUpport Staff, with the position of Chief 

pegged at GS-13, was established., with three other photo 

intelligence officers and a clerk-typist to round out the 
r·······--~·····~ 

complement of personnel. This staff, of which I I was 

named. Acting Chief, greatly eased the pressure on the office 

of the Division Chief in these func:tional areas and also 

reduced the diversion of PI effort to related non-substantive 

tasks. 

Similarly, difficult mensuration problems and other 

tasks encanpassed by the broader nane of photogramnetry had 

often been undertaken c, who, like~~·-- .. ~ had occupied 

a position on the Geographic Branch T/O. Simple mensuration 
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tasks 1Nere performed by the PI's themselves, though as new, 

less experienced hands reported for duty, this was done at 

sane cost in efficiency. With the reorganization of the 

division, the opportunity was at hand to establish an .inde

pendent branch staffed with specialists, who \\Ould develop a 

stror¥.:J capability in this highly technical field of photographic 

exploitation and free the PI's to devote their energies to the 

nore qualitative interpretations which they were best equipped 

to handle. 'l'he newly established Technical Intelligence Branch 

was headed by as Acting Chief. He occupied a GS-14 slot, 

and, at full strength, w::::ruld have five additional photo intelli-

gence officers \\Orking under his direction. 

'l'he thixd new oanponent, the Special Projects Branch, was 

primarily a prani.se for the future, when .the division or its 

successor organization 'WOuld hopefully be receiving large 

anounts of high-resolution, current coverage of sare of the 

nDSt sought-after Soviet targets. When inputs fJ:om such missions 

soould arrive, the pressure 'WOuld be intense to learn the quality 

of the photographs, the scope of coverage actually achieved, and 

what was revealed about primary targets for which the missions 

~e flown. Moreover, CIA 'WOuld not be the only interested 

consmer. These targets \\Ould be agreed upon by all interested 

participants in the Intelligence Ccmnunity, but, for the first 

time, CIA \\Ould control the film. If the Aqency failed to 
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provide the Carmunity with the initial, im:nediate surmation 

of· important results, the Air Force, in all probability, would 

fill the void by pro::lucing such reixirts f ran their copy of 

the mission photography. 

In the m:antJm.:!, until the u-2 became operational, the 

Special Projects Branch would pnxluce photographic intelligence . 
reports, menoranda, and data in support of "high priority 

current r~emants, 11 and develop a program for the exploita-

tion of "current photography in support of Aqency and national 

indicator programs. 11 Ostensibly it 'l!IOuld relieve sane of the 

pressure on the Geographic and Industrial branches in any 

future situations like the Fornosa Strait crisis and peon:it 

c::crrection of the imbalance that had resulted in the drama.tic 

decline in support of DDP, ORR, and OSI auring that crisis. 

In any event, it would also be responsible for providing 

support to Project AQUA'lONE, whose demands for scarce PI 

resources were beginni.nq to annoy Gut.he. 
~--··-~ 

was named Acting' Chief of the Special Projects Branch, occupy

ing a GS-14 slot. At full strength, the branch w:::>uld have five 

additional photo intelligence officers. 192/ 

One by-pro::luct of the reorganization was the identification 

of key managers and supervisors, at the branch level and alx>ve, 

who w:::>uld be responsible for the fUnctioni.DJ and success of 

D/GP as it faced the transition lea.ding to the exploitation 
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of u-2 photography. Lundahl would continue to lead the divi-

. and' Sl.OI'l ! 
I 

~ serve as his deputy. 

would still be chiefs of their PI branches, but----~\«>uld 

join them as chief of a third PI branch. -- _Jwould head the 

new branch providing photogranmatric support t.o the interpre-

tation branches, and would head the staff handling 
~·······~·--···-~ 

requirements, production control, and procurement of needed 

ph::>t:ography. alone anong senior members of the di vi-
~.-~ 

sion failed at this time t.o get a key post, but he was soon 

assigned t.o the division office to serve as a special assis

tant. Of these senior people in key positions, only tw::>, 

were not fonner Navy PIC etployees. 

Thus, in the :m:::>nths ahead, as Lundahl .became involved in 

critical decisions and challenging tasks~ he would have the 

satisfaction of having familiar and trusted associates by 

his side. 

August 1955 brought a cut in CIA' s FY 56 operating bud

get, which resulted in the inposition by the DDI of a 5.3 ~ 

cent cut in the personnel ceilings for all offices, :including 

ORR. At the same time, he eliminated all new posi ti.ans requested 

for FY 57 and any positions above the newly established ceiling, 

with the exception of the 31 positions recently approved for 

D/GP. The DDI further specified that of these the 20 new 

positions ea.cnarked for support to the "DCI-Bissell project" 
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could not be used for any other purpose and should be filled 

·as rapidly as possible. He authorized Guthe to distribute 

at his discretion the remaining 11 of the 31 positions, 183/ 

but Guthe chose to freeze them, precluding their use by any 

other GRA division. 184/ Thus, D/GP, which again fo\U1d itself 

with numerous unfilled slots - albeit newly approved ones -

in the face of a job freeze, was spared repetition of the 

ill effects suffered in a sc:mewhat similar situation two 

years earlier. Clearly the chief factor responsible for 

the difference was critical concern for the success of Project 

New arrivals in the division spurted in July and August 

1955, when one clerical employee and four professionals, in-

clu::ling a military officer, entered. on duty. 25X1 

a Navy Lieutenant Ccxrmander at the 'l:im!, rep:>rted 

for duty in D(GP on 5 July 1955, 195/ the first military 

liaison officer assigned t.O the division. Unfortunately for 

the onqoinq D/GP operation,! .quickly becarre involved 
---

in S'UptX>rt of AQtlA'lONE collection planning and operations, 

and was essentially lost to the division. 196/ ·Before the 

break in service was oarplete, rowever,c·~-Jwas able to 

obtain a Navy plane in September 1955 to fly photographic 

coverage of the area around Langley, Virginia, and other 

areas, such as the 11Winkler Tract" in Alexandria, Virginia. 197/ 
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'rhis was in support of Project PURPOSE, established in response 

to a requirement fran the DDS to procure and interpret photo

graphy and lay rrcsaics of certain sites being considered for 

the construction of the new CIA headquarters building. 188/ 

Tw:> other professionals entered on duty in July and one 

in August.* Though no other professionals arrived Wltil De-

cember 1955, when two nore arrived,** D/GP was in a strong 

growth phase. Between the end of June and the end of December 

the division had acquired six :nore professionals and one cleri-

cal, an increase of rrcre than 50 percent in on-duty strength 

during the six month period. i:>1oreover, the pace of new arri

vals was about to increase still rrore during the next six 

m::mths. 

In spite of the use of Project A~NE to justify tile 

44-mm T/O, and in spite of its utility in establishing soma 

of the key functions needed later for exploitation of U-2 

pb:>tography, the reorganization approved on 1 July 1955 could 

never have been intenied as a definitive solution to the pro-

blem of staffing up for exploitation of U-2 materials. During 

ti'= 28th. ~ Nearly a llOilth later, on 25 August ,I lr 
,------- J transferred to D/GP fran elsewhere in ORR. 190/ 

**On 6 December 1955,L !transferred _from the carto-
graphy Division and on 16 Dece.mber I ~tered on 
duty. · 191/ _J 
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the SUl1Tll&' of 1955, the small task force headed by 

produced the first formal proposal for what was initially called 

a "central interpretation unit" to exploit ACUA'1UNE rcaterials. 

The fonn of the proposal was exactly what might be expect.ad fz:an 

a driving perfectionist like with an enqineerinq back-

ground. It included, in the rrost painstaking detail imaginable, 

a listing of all jobs on the proposed T/O, a oon:plete statement 

of functions and capabilities down to branch level, and an ex

haustive accounting of the expected cost. It had one basic 

fault, however; the proposal was too expansive. It provided 

for a total of 227 positions by 1 October 1956 and for FY 56 

expenditures of aP1:>reiX.Unatel:"t~----·-·-----·---·--····--·-··~-- -· __ 

was ea:rmarked for tecimical equiprent, chiefly Minicam, an 

automat.ed, miniaturized storage and retrieval system. Inasnulch 

as neither the success nor the duration of the collection pro

gram could be predicted at· this early date, it was hardly real

istic to expect such a proposal to be forwarded to higher autho-

rity without oonsiderable revision. Moreover, even assuming 

success of the project, the volume and rate of inputs were not 

yet koown, nor had the number and type of services to be pro

vided others in the Intelligence Ccmwnity been decided. Indeed, 

even if such a proposal were to be accepted in its original 

fonn, pa.st experience proved that it \\Ould be virtually impossible 
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to recruit, select, and <Jet on l:oard in the time available 

so lar<Je a number of people, or to obtain, on slXlrt notice, 

ca;plex equipment not yet out of the prototype stage. On 

the other hand, the proposal did anticipate·essentially all 

the functions later performed by HTA.tJ'.I(MAT. 

'l'he o::::>ordinated proposal for the central interpretation 

unit finally emerged as Project HrAtm::1"1AT.* Dated 2 December 

1955 and bearing Amoxy's signature, it proposed establishment 

of an Office of statistical Research,** to consist essentially 

of an expanded photo interpretation unit with its director 

reporting to the DDI, and a collocated OCR group, to be known 

as the a::::R Info:rmati.on Reqister, under the administrative 

*Acoording to Lundahl, it was he who chOse the name AU'la.fAT 
for the ne'!N' organization. · With considerable foresight, he 
envisaged the operation as the lbrn and Hardart of the Intelli
gence Conmunity, with its doors never tightly closed and with 
custarers going in and out, day and night. By the time secu
rity approved it, however, the name had been transformed to 
HrAUTCl-12\.T. Ostensibly, specifications called for the original 
name, which o::mrenced with a vowel, to be prefixed by two mm
consonants. Lundahl. Is gcx:xi-natured plaint to m-mmJ 
the Hl'AIJn:r.M as well as CIA TAI.Et.."T Security Officer, was 
that he prefixed the name AUTO."IAT with bis own initials. 
(Though the name AUTQ.\1AT was the one used in the initial 
proposal, HrAIJ'lOl.M will be the fonn used henceforth in this 
histoxy.} . 
.,...,..The misleading name proposed for the expanded D/GP organi
zation was intended to provide cover for the operation and 
to discourage association of what was going on in HrAU'lOi.'"1A.'1' 
with photography. In the pl.anninq stages, At1ltM?\T was simi
larly used to refer to the photography expected fran Project 
AQUATONE. 193/ 
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control of the Director, OCR.* Together, these 'WOuld consti..: 

tute Project h"TAt.l'lXMAT. The Office of Statistical Research 

would be staffed by 92 persons, mostly photo interpreters, 

organized, save for the addition of an.Administrative Staff, 

in the saroo major carponents as the 44-man T/O, except that 

each of the operating branches "VDuld nt:1N be called a division. 

The OCR Infonnation Register would consist of 53 posi ti.ans 

in three branches, Support, Technical, and Infcmnation. Thirty-

three of the 145 posi ti.ans in HTA "VDuld be transferred fran 

the ORR T/O,** and the remaining ll2 'WOuld be in addition to 

the current ceiling authorized for the DOI. 

It was expected that the financial requirements for the 

proposed operation would be approximately for the 

rana.i.nder of FY 56. Of ~s total, about ~----_jwa.s for 

personal services and the rest mostly for equii:ment. The 

DOI indicated that he was prepared to absorb the aJ:x:>Ve am::>unt 

in the FY 56 allocation to the DOI area. 194/ 

Approval of the augmented PI capability envisaged in the 

foresoing proposal, with one major and a few minor changes, 

25X1 

*This proposal was drafted byL____ of OCR. 25X1 
**The difference between the 33 positions and the existing 44-man · 
D/GP T/O represented. the 11 positions whose disposition the DDI 
left in the hands of Gut.he, who chose to freeze them in the D/GP 
T/O. 
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was obtained on 21 January 1956 (Figure 7). The major change 

involved rejection of the proposal to elevate the division to 

office level. D/GP it \-JOuld remain, at least for the present, 

and the proposed operating divisions \>.Uuld still be branches. 195/ 

Several circumstances doubtlessly oontributed to the scaling 

down of the proposed hierarchical position of the PI oooponent. 

Most obvious was uncertainty as to the initial success or ulti

mate duration of the u-2 program. Another was the doubtful 

wisdcm of vaulting a highly pranising but small operation, 

consisting of only 14 Agency photo interpreters at the tiire 

of the proposal, to office status before it had even attained 

the no:cnial size of other GRA di visions. Moroover, the problem 

of thus ra10ving D/GP fran under control of b.O echelons of 

managenent and declaring it the organizational equal of ORR 

and other offices \>.Uuld, under the circumstances, have been 

a challenging coup to execute. In spite of the revisions, 

however, the proposal succeeded in dramatizing the inp:)rtance 

and pranise of the new operation and, perhaps most of all, 

the high degree of confidence that Arrory placed in the value 

of photo interpretation in general, an:i in Lundahl and his 

staff in particular. 

Though the exact date when U-2 operational photography 

might arrive was, to say the least, uncertain, there was one 

thing about which there was no :room for doubt. The pace of 
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recrui t:m:m.t and of new arrivals 'WOuld have to be increased 

if D/GP were to be ready to cope with the caiplex tasks 

involved in handling, processing and exploiting U-2 materials. 

Fortunately, the pace did quicken. 

Although there ~e only 17 professionals in D/GP on 

31 December 1955, including one military liaison officer, the 

number increased to 41, including! , by the end of FY 
L--····-' 

56. ~· A new military liaison officer, 

____________ poineci the organization during this time and 

played an i.nportant role in research and developnent during 

the HTA and PIC years.* 

Incidentally, as preparations for exploitation of AQUA'l'ONE 

materials becalm nore critical, the small D/GP task force, con-

sisting ____ ----·-----·-····· • lt.t'hich suj;>ported 
-·--·-··-~------····--; 

AQUA'IONE, was dissolved, andL . . . ii:urn~ to ·····-

full-time work in preparation for Hr.A. 197 /- ~l--······--···
Who had been on the AQUA'lONE T/O, becalTe deeply involved in 
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planning for utilization of spaoe in the Steuart building and 

transferred. to the D/GP table of or9anization.* 198/ 

'l'he PI element was not alone in having its proposed 

hierarchical position scaled downward. The proposed o::R 

Infor.rnation Register, with its three branches, sufferec:1 a 

similar fate. It e.n:erged. as the Statistical Branch, Special 

Register, cx:R, and its proposed three branches becarre sections. 199/ 

To a much greater degree than in the PI element, hoWever, grades 

of key positions in the Statistical Branch were revised down-

ward. 200/ As in the case of the PI element, there was no 

change in the proposed number of positions, 53. 201/ 

Though personnel in the Statistical Branch remained under 

the administrative control of cx:R throughout HTA }'ears, it is 

interesting to note soroo;thing of the organization and· the people 

involved because of their close working relations with HTA and 

their operational identity with it. Indeed, it would be diffi

cult to overemphasize the ir.p::>rtance of the relationship or 

the ramifications of its influence on the evolution of photo 

interpretation in the Agency and, ultimately, in the Intelli

gence Camuni.ty. 

Most imfortant, as far as I-lrA was concerned, was the 

role played by the InfOJ:Ination Section, headed by Dino Brugion.i, 

*~fi.ition of space i.ri the Steuart buildinq is discussed on pages 
173 ana 174. · 
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in making possible the developoont of an all-source photo 

exploitation capability. Ever since the establishment of 

D/GP, great enphasis had been placed on the need. in the 

hJenc:t for photographic int.elligence as opposed to photo

graphic interpretation data. One of the cardinal points in 

this oonnection had been the definitive ilrportance ascribed 

to COMINT as a collateral source of information for photo 

intez:preters. Until HrA, however, the attainn-ent of an all

source capability had proven extremely elusive, and only 

limited progress tCMard it had been realized. 

In another major sense the Statistical Branch left its 

mark on its host, which thenceforth would never be the same. 

With the exception of editorial work; which was still only 

a. gleam in the eye of D/~, and graphies WJrk, which existed 

in only a ru:liment:az:y fo:cm, * the Statistical Branch was 

the vehicle for il1plenent.i:nq the concept of specialized non-PI 

support for photo interpreters and photograrrmetrists. li:>t 

only was this reflected ·in collateral support provided by the 

*At this early date, there 'Wlare no editors in D/GP, and the 
only hint for the future was the inclusion of slots for two 
GS-13 editors, one each in the Industrial and Geographic 
divisions, in the 2 Deceil"OOr 1955 proposal for llrA. 'J.be 
limited graphics capability existing in the division at 
this time consisted of occasional jobs done by the PI• s 
themselves - or those anons the PI's who were able to do 
them. In the 2 December 1955 proposal, provision was made 
!or four draftsmen in the 11Specia.l Projects Division.'* 202/ 
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Information Section, but it also appeared in the fonn of 

the photo lab, of info:rmation storage and retrieval, and. of 

printing supp::>rt, as \Vell as in services provided for the 

oontrolling and filing of film and the control and dissemi

nation of PI docunents. 

Though only a beginning, the establisl'lrent of a large 

organization to support the PI's was a step that had critical 

long-range implications. It would be incorrect to assurre 

that this decision was based primarily on the assurrption that 

it was best to relieve tile PI's of as many non-interpretative 

tasks as possible, even at the risk of ultimately causing them 

to be far outnumbered by support personnel. Most basic of all. 

factors, and one over which D/GP managers had no control, was 
. . 

the highly sensitive nature of U-2 materials and the rigid 

c:xmpa.rtm:mtation to which they were subjected. This alone 

required separate control and storage of film, a separate p."loto

graphi.c l.al:oratory, and separate reproduction and dissemination 

facilities. 

Less inportant at the outset, but of increasing i.mJ?ortance 

as~ went on, was the speed with which the operation was 

overtaken by onrushing technological develop:nents. At first 

it was only .Minicard, but before long it w::>uld be microstereo

scopes, cooiparators, cx:mplterS, and a whole host of sophisticated 

equiprent ha:r:dly appropriate far developing and/or servicinq by 
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photo .interpreters. Whatever the personal preferences of 

those resJ?Ollsible for the planning and functioning of D/GP, 

whether they .behaved as technical innovaters, prudent managers, 

or only as harried taxpayers, they were locked .into a system 

that derranded a large measure of supp:::>rt for the photo analysts. 

Their latitu:ie of choice was decidedly limited, and by no neans 

admitted of substantially reducing support services by a.Cim:inis

trative fiat at such future tirre as they might be deemed. to 

have becone too burdensane. 

In calling the support element the Statistical Branch, 

as opp::>sed to D/GP, which would remain a division, as well as 

in downgrading key positions in the Statistical Branch, another 

precedent was set. Photo interpreters and those who supervised 

them and managed the PI operation were Clearly j\Xiged ·to merit 

higher grades than their OOWlterparts in supporting elements. 

Insofar as this was a reflection of the pr:ima iJrportance of 

photo .interpretation in the organization, and, especially in 

the early unconpli.cated days, of the lesser skills involved in 

the oontrol and handling of film and documents, the distinction 

was not only realistic but just. In the future, h:::Mever, when 

sace support functions would bea:nne quite sophisticated and 

.involve the developnent of skills and expertise xoughtly equal 

to or even exceeding those of the photo .interpreter, the dis

tinction would prove troublesare. Most difficult of all would 
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be the problem of utilizing fairly, and with best advantage· 

to the organization as a whole, the talents of first-rate 

managers developed in support areas who were stigmatized by 

the imprint of the support canponent with which they were 

associated. Although this problem was neither as critical 

nor as seemingly insoluble as that of keeping a tight rein 

on support services, it was to be many years before a :non-PI 

advanced to occupy a key position in a PI elenent. 

Staffing up the Statistical Branch seem::id to present 

relatively little difficulty, though a few of the m:xe tech

nically denandinq positions, such as in t.'ie photo lab and in 

MinicaJ:d, created. minor problems. The quality, capability, 

ar..d dedication of key people assigned. to the Statistical Branch 

was noteworthy. For th.i:S, LWldal'll. save great credit to Dr. 

Jarres M. Andre.ws, Chief, Office of Central P.eference, who, 

according to the forner, quickly rec:x)gni.zed the overriding 

importance of the U-2 program ani i.Imediately decided to assign 

sate Of his best people to support D/GP in Project lII:AU'l0.\2\T. 203/ 

L"'lCluded were such stalwarts who 

served as Chief, Statistical Branch; 204/ 

who was Chief, Technical Section and doubled as deputy branch 

chief during the early m::mths of BTA; ani Dino A. Brugioni, who 

was Chief, Info.rmatial Section. 
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C. Teachers and Students. 

During FY 56, training involving D/GP personnel consisted 

primarily of t\VO types, narrely, training in photo interpretation 

given by experienced D/GP photo analysts and routine orientation 

given by OTR to the rapidly rrounti.n; number of PI recruits.* 

Though the division in principle did not abandon the provision 

of other training, such as advanced exploitation teclmiques, 

languages, supervision and the like, the pressure of project 

"WDrk plus the final push to get the organization, the people, 

arid the new quarters ready for receipt of U-2 materials pre

clude.1 all but the nest urgent ancillary activities. 

Tne series of photo interpretation courses offered by 

D/GP was, by far, the nost tine consuming and. significant as

pect of division training during this Period. EVer since the 

founding of D/GP, one of the important assunptions had been 

that econcmic analysts and, insofar as possible, those fran 

other off ices 'lo.10uld be trained to do much of the routine photo 

interpretation needed in the acoorrplishrnent of their daily 

tasks. Though one course for analysts had been given in the 

fall of 1953, further plans for offering others had been de-

ferred, primarily because of the pressure of other 'lo.10rk. With 

*The D/GP photo interpretation course was offered in cooi:dina
ti.on with the Office of Training. 
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the prospect of a huge influx of high resolution current 

photography covering sare of the highest priority Soviet 

targets, as well as the predictable future preoccupation of 

D/GP with the exploitation of U-2 materials, a new atterrpt 

was nade to get the long deferred PI course under way again. 

Though the validity of sane of the earlier assunptions con

ceJ:.'l'ling the practicability of having intelligence analysts 

do rrost of their own photo intetpretation was, l:>y nt::M, highly 

SUS:JeCt, eight offerings of the course were Ira.de during FY 

56 to a total of approximately 125 students. 205/ 

The first offering of the new course, en.titled the 

"Ir.D.ustri.al Photographic Intelligence Course," ran fra:n 12 

July through 5 August 1955. It mat on Tuesday and T'nursciay 

Imn'lings from 0845 to 1200 hours in Roe.in 1128-32 M Build.i.ng; 

on Friday, 5 August, the class took an all-day field trip to 

the Esso petroleum refi.neJ:Y in Baltin-ore. 206/ Total class 

tim::, exclusive of a 15-mi.nute coffee break each day, was, 

thus, 32 hours. The student body canprised 12 fran ORR and 

6 from the CCD Iniustrial Register. 

The title of the course and the oonp:>sition of the class, 

which, incidentally, had bothj ____ land his Special Assistant 
--··--- _, ______ .J 

as auditors, 207/ reflected past ccmni.tnents to train econani.c 

analysts in the fundarcentals of photo inte:rpretation as \ell 

as the preoccupation with serv.i.ng, first of all, the needs of 
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the parent office, ORR. L==---=:J Chief of the D/GP · 

Industrial Branch, was in charge of organizing the course 

and managing the first offering. Other D/GP PI' s assisted 

by giving class presentations in their fields of special 

corrpetence. The choice ofl __ ]was certainly appropriate. 

Most of the students were functional analysts whose chief 

interests and responsibilities were in the industrial field. 

Moreover, for years before caning to CIA[ ___ l had been 

Chief of the Training Depa:rtmmt at Navy PIC. 

The announced purpose of the course· was threefold: 

(a) to teach functional analysts to do basic interpretation 

of iniustrial installations imaged on photography; (b) to 

denonstrate the capabilities and limitations of photography 

as a source of intelligence; and (c) to' acquaint functional 

analysts with the types of services available in the Photo 

Intelligence Division. 208/ These objectives oontinued with

out change during the ranainder of the pre-l!XA period. 

Conpared with the basic photo interpretation course 

offered in the fall of 1953, this one provided 60 percent 

rrore class time plus an 8-hour field trip at the end. The 

latter, in one fonn or another, was to beoooe an alnost 

standard feature of D/GP PI courses, sil'lce it afforded stu

dents an opportunity to see first hand one or ncre types of 

targets that they were learning to interpret on aerial photo;-. 
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raphy. Essentially all the additional class hours were 

devotOO. to an elaboration of photographic services and PI 

techniques far beyoni those offerOO. in the earlier course. 

There were also sore changes in the i.rdustries studied as 

well as in the tine allocated to industries carmon to both 

courses. Thus, aircraft and ships, and industrial plants 

producing them, were added to the July 1955 course, and che-

mical explosives were dropped. There was also a SO percent 

increase in tine allocated to study of t."'le coke, iron and 

steel, and petroleum industries. In spite of the strong 

reca.-rmendation in 1953 that nore class ti.ma be spent inter

preting photography, most of the increase in class tine was 

allocated to ancillary subjects, such as photo intelligence 

services in CIA and DoU, .and to PI-related tasks, sucli as 

map reading and the plotting of photo coverage. Doubtlessly 

the course changes reflected the philosophy and past experience 

of who had brought many teaching aids with him fran 25X1 
~--~ 

Navy PIC and could lxlrrCM additional needed materials fran 

his old associates. 209/ 

Reactions £ran those attending the oourse were very 

favorable, and interest in a conparable one geared to sarrewhat 

different needs was reported fran OSI and DDP. 210/ Indeed, 

the planning of a PI course for other than econanic analysts 

was given serious oonsideration. 211/ In Sept.ember ______ ] 
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who had briefly replaced[_ as the principal instructor· 

during the sumner; was, in turn, e>..-pected to be replaced by 

Walker so thatl_ could carmance developing a course on 

"geographic" photo intelligence. 212/ Pressure of regular work 

in the division, however, made impracticable allocation of the 

time necessary to offer the "geographic" course, and no such 

course was offered at this time. The fact that the prospective 

students would be drawn largely from outside ORR doubtlessly 

also entered into the decision. 

In spite of the earnest atte:npt to teach functional 

analysts to do their own interpretation, there is no indication 

that the course succeeded in any substantial Irea.Sure in attain-

ing this objective. To dabble in the interpretation of excel-

lent, relatively large-s.cale coverage of targets of high in-

terast to the analyst was aarnittedly fascinating. When it 

can..a to getting the answers to critically .inqxlrtant questions 

based on photography and to docur.enting them, fascination 

apparently turned to uncertainty and, in many cases, boredan. 

It was undeniably exciting, for exarcple, to see what appeared 

to be a~ fraire oonponents in a plant yard, but what were their 

dimensions - on oblique photography of only fair-to-good 

quality? And could they be identified, from their dimensions 

and the details of their configuration, with the Mod I or the 

Mod II version of the aircraft? Or w:::iuld the details, as 
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revealed by ari.alysis of the photography, suggest the first 

evidence of the Mod III? Then, too, given repetitive coverage, 

there was always the question of when they first appeared. 

This ol.Niouslyinvolved a search of past coverage and pains

t:aki.ng cori:parison with the nost recent photography. At sane 

point very early in the prcx:::ess, most functional analysts 

ap~ently - and with goo::i reason - reached the conclusion 

that either (a) they needed help, or (b) there were other 

tasks much better suited. to their talents, or (c) both. 

If the course failed substantially to attain its chief 

obj.::ctive, it did succeed in t.1.e other two. T'nough fairly 

superficial, the course was adequate to introduce functional 

analysts to same of the IDX'e obvious capabilities and limita

tior.iS of the photographic source. .tvt.oreover, in these ·~ 

~' when few functio."'lal. analysts had any familiarity with 

the interpretation of photograp.'ly - particularly aerial photog-

raphy - much less the nnre sophisticated techniques for 

analyzing it, the importance of such an introduction to the 

subject was probably greater than nost persons realized. The 

arrival of U-2 photography ~uld project these same analysts 

into a position of levying requi.re.mants for infox:mation and, 

once they got it, of using it astutely. To do so without 

creating chaos de.manded same slight experience factor in 

dealing with aerial photography. T'nen, too, photo analysts 
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and functional analysts \\Ould have to \\Ork together procluc

ti vely. The reservoir of functional analysts who had taken 

the PI Course promised sane SirOOthing of problems at this 

interface. 

In the sama maasure, kna.-/ledge of the types of services 

available from the Photo Intelligence Division also helped. 

This was particularly true in approaching the solution of the 

more difficult tedmical problems, such as those associated 

with mensuration, er the exploitation p:>tential of photography 

having va:r:ying degrees of obliquity or image degradation. 

Though D/GP oontinuad to offer the photo interpretation 

course in one form or another for a few nore years, these 

eight offerings in FY 56 represented the high-water mark of 

such activity by D/GP. f?he pmp:>sition that functional analysts 

should learn to do nost of the photo interpretation needed in 

their daily \'.'Ork. soon l:lecame a dead issue, except for occasional 

resurrection by senior managers as a possible solution to coordi-

nation or staffing problems. As for the analysts, m::>st of them 

opted out. 

D. Pl.lblications in Transition. 

In July 1955, 
1 

the Chief, Geographic 

Area, initiated an examination of photo intelligence reporting 

by D/GP to develop reoonmendations that \'.'Ould result in ". • • 
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greater oannumity utilization of the PI product by essentially 

changing it fran a custo..'n made job in answer to a specific 

request to reports that are usable by other consumers as well." 213/ 

The conflict of objectives implicit in this statement was, inci-

dentally, to be a recurring phenoi:renon in later years. T'.ne ten

dency for photo interpreters to see only the need to c.o."llmlnicate 

with t."ie requester, with whose interest and preferences they 

were usually int.i.Jrately acquainted through working-level contacts, 

would by. no neans be solved once and for all at this tine. Like

wi.sa, t.'le terrptation to use technical jargon in PI reporting 

would triunph on many future occasions, though the struggle to 

serve the generalist as well as the specialist 'WOuld also con-

whether ma.jar or minor, was based on the existence of a problem 

or a prevailing practice susceptible to improvement. In many 

cases, what was called for was only a unifo:rm application of 

solutions or conventions already in use in the division, since 

und.er prevail.i.ng' practices each individual was either privileged 

or obliged to exercise his own julgm:mt in many matters relating 
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to the preparation for publication of the results of his 

analysis. This was not surprising, since the division had 

neither editors nor approved style guidelines. 

Am:>ng her specific points,!-. ---lqu.estioned the con

sistency in usage of the ubiquitous PI terms "possible" and 

"probable" and attempte:i to relate them to other qualifiers. 

Improvement in this area was initially very limited, and it 

was to be several years l::efore preparation of a glossary of 

PI t:exms, carpiled by the National Photographic Interpretation 

Center, would set the stage for the achievement of :rreasurable 

progress in the consistent use of such terms for nedging inter-

pretations. 

One of the rec:on1rendations was for the establishl:'lent of 

two distinct publication~ foxmats, one fdr a "canplete" GP/I 

and the other for a one-page mem:> that siirply reported receipt 

of a requirement and its fulfillnent. The latter type of 

report was very camion in ·the case of DDP projects, where the 

detailed data an:i results went only in one original copy to 

the requester. It was also c::::c::mron, for record pw:poses, in 

rei;orting on highly classified. or o::>nfidential jobs done for 

other requesters. The "carplete" GP/I, as defined by the terms 

of reference in the rec:x::moomations, catprised all ot.'ier PI 

reports. 
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A.'iOthar rccom:rendation dealt with covers. Up to this 

tirf.:;:, so.i:e GP /I' s had oovers, sa:e did not. Moreover, there 

wer.e several varieties of covers, all hand-made as regards 

titling and any other o:>ver information. For the future, 

unifo:r.n front covers were suggested, together with "b.'o types 

of back covers, one the o:>nventional type, the other a folding 

o:;,ver. The latter was intended to acoonm:x:late the incorporation 

of large photographs in PI reports. In addition, the numbering 

of individual oopies was proposed, as well as the initiation 

of distribution lists for each publication with a record of 

whic.;, copy, by number, went to each recipient. 

Awng the more detailed re~tions were several 

pertaining to graphics, especially in regard to the presenta

bility and readability of annotated photo9raphs. Wit.;,· guidance 

fro:n~~··~··-===-~-··~·] of the cartography Division, the report 

ur9eci the cropping of photographs to elmdnate areas of no 

interest and enla:rqement of the rest; the use of ad-type paper* 

for photographs l::>la.m up to dimensions exceeding these of the 

report for.mat, so as to permit fold.ing; the use of stick-up** 

*Ad-type photographic paper has a matte (dull) finish and can 
be folded without damaging the ima<,;Je • 

. **Stick-up cansists of .lettering or sy:ml:.:ols printed on trans
parent material and l:ackecl by a beeswax adhesive that sticks 
to the graphic after burnishing. 
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rather than Leroy lettering* for neater annotations; and the 

renoval of legend boxes from the image area of the photograph. 

Offset reproduction was also suggested for photographs. Detailed. 

caments were made on the presentation of the text. Most of 

these dealt with consistency and the application of the rules 

given in the GPO Style .Manual. 

Generally speaking, an examination of D/GP publications 

subsequent to theLJreco."m"Jeildations fails to reveal much 

evidence that they had Mt:/ imnediate effect. Probably I the 

basic similarity of requirements handled and PI reports pro

duced prior to the activation of HTA eliminated any canpellinq 

cause for change. Moreover, key personnel in the division al

nost certainly were far IrDre urgently concexnec1 over prepara

tions for the receipt ar!d exploitation o'f. U-2 :rra.terials than 

they were over inprovement of existing publications. The 

m::lSt significant contribution of theL_J survey was its 

critical assessnent of D/GP publications just a few m:mths 

prior to the time When the need· for publishing photo intelli

gence fran u-2 materials 'Ylt>uld make a fresh approach inperative. 

*I£:roy lettering is done with the aid of a tenplate and specially 
designed pen. 
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E. P~ioto L&tcrpr;;tation P::-ojccts. 

The Photo Intelligence Division had served the Agency 

well during t.11e spring of 1955, and there was no subsequent 

letdown. It was as though D/GP was at last comrencing to 

srrell big business. The di vision chief was a dynamic and 

persuasive leader. A cadre of experienced PI' s had been 

painstakingly assembled and wcll oriented in the work of the 

division, and every man in D/GP was a believer in the power 

of p!ioto interpretation. Recent successes in support of current 

intelligence in the Far East had by no means exhausted that 

vein of material. Guided missiles intelligence, which had 

until now eluded the grasp of the PI' s, was about to come on 

stream. Standing apart from and towering above the ongoing 

project work was support.to Project AQUAToNE and plans for 

the exploite.tion of U-2 photography. In the latter area, the 

pace was increasing and work was enterin] nore urgent and 

exciting phases. Moreover, as the nonths went by, the cur

tain was being carefully parted, slightly at first, to reveal 

to division PI's sare glimpses of their challenging future. 

Arcong the infonna.tian disseminated by D/GP in the spring 

of 1955 was a snall item on possible railroad construction in 

the Nan-ping area of China. A one-page photo intelligence 

IreICCrandum published in May cautiously :re:ported evidence of 

survey 'nOrk and right-of-way clearing along the northeast 
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bank of the Sha Chi (River) • 216/ No such evidence was pre

sent on the next earlier photography, dated December 1953. 

On the basis of the pattern of earth scars, this PI lml'l'Orandum 

further sugsested that, if a rail.road were beins constructed, 

it might split southwest of Nan-ping, with one branch going to 

Foochcw and the other to 'PJroy. Thpugh this initial :roorrcrandum · 

was couched in terms that sugsested considerable uncertainty 

about the interpretation, there was none in the mind of[ ___ I 25X1 

who made the discovery. The caution reflected in 
•----·--

the reporting was partly in deference to area analysts who 

were not ready to accept an interpretation obvious to an 

experienced PI, and parily a hedge by the division to elimi

nate the slightest risk that an interpretation based on fairly 

skimpy evidence might pro.ve to be wrons. · 217 / 

and other division photo analysts continued to 
~-·····~~· 

watch developnants for JrOre than a year. Six weeks after the 

orig'inal me.zrcrandum, another photo intelligence memxandum 

reported that, on the basis of 8 June 1955 photography, the 

rail.road construction was confirmad.. 218/ This nore extensive 

aerial coverase revealed survey lines, right-of-way clearance, 

and prellminaJ:y grading for a distance of 65 miles, nearly 

twice that observed on the 28 April photography. It was 

further suggested that the line might extend north to I<:ueichi, 

on the Chekiang....;Kiangsi rail line, though it was admitted that 
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lack of photo coverage precluded ca.-'lf il::mation of this specu-

lation. 

These early reports begot further photo coverage of key 

areas. D/GP continued to watch. In September, the division 

reporte:l evidence, on photography of ll and 14 August, of 175 

miles of survey and construction \'.'Ork, nearly tripling the 

previous figure. A large part of this increase resulted from 

new coverage north of Nan-ping, which confinred the earlier 

hypothesis that the new line v.oilld, indee:l, join with the 

Chekiang-Kiangsi rail line, thus creating a cormection between 

the latter rail line and hroy via Nan-ping (Figure 8). Con-

struction on the segment north of Nan-ping, which. was supported 

by at least eight construction camps, was nore advanced than 

elsewhere I and included Wf'lat appeared to be tunneling at three 

points. 219/ 

The first evidence of construction on the predicted Nan-

ping -- Fu-c.'lou rail line was reported by D/GP in April 1956. 220/ 

A few weeks later another 9.5 miles of survey traces along the 

o6urse of this same rail line, as well as many details of right

of-way and construction at the Airoy end of the Ying-tan - 'Nroy 

rail line, were reported. 221/ Photo coverage of 8 June 1956 

shaved rapid progress on all rezra.ining inc:cirplete sections of 

the latter rail line. 222/ 
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This analysis and reporting on railroad co."'lStruction 

in southern China, opposite the island of Forxrosa, was not 

only a considerable substa.."'l.tiva contribution but, even rrore, 

it was a dem:mstration to all conce.rned of the value of an 

imaginative and sustained effort directed by carpetent photo 

analysts to the solution of an intelli9ence problem. The 

initial evidence was only a fragment. Nevertheless, the 

photo analyst not only identified it as something worth his 

attention, but he also related it to a cultural feature, 

railroad construction, with which he was familiar. Few per

sons r.ot versed in photo interpretation would have been able 

to :make such an association, however tentative. In this case, 

the early hypothesis alx>ut the ultimate goals of those first 

35 miles of survey l~ and clearing prOved to be a stunning 

success. 

The manner in which the story unfolded was also a lesson 

i.p. photo anal.ysis techniqUes. Upon discovering the construe-

ti.on, ·the PI attenpted to detel:mine approximately when it 

camencea.. He did this by examining earlier photography of 

the sane area and establishinq a "negation date, .. the date 

of t."i.e nost recent coverage which revealed no such activity. 

Obviously, construction would have begun sane time between 

the "negation date" and the date of the photography on which 

it first appeared. The infozmed speculation of the p!-.oto 
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analyst about the supposed destination of the apparent rail 

line was produc'""...ive in tv.c ways: (a) it alerted the functional 

analyst to the possible significance of the discovery; and 

(b) it helped set in m::>tion ar..d direct further prcxiuctive 

collection efforts. Finally, the persistent atterrpt to dis-

cover the missing pieces and to ironitor progress in oonstruc-

tion work already observed denonstrated the ability of photo 

analysts to search out the evidence and bring it to bear on 

the solution to the energing p:=oblem. Successes such as this 

could not fail to attract attention and to oonvince other 

intelligence officers that there was sarething nore to photo 

interpretation than the mare identification and positioning 

of potential bombing targets. 

The fall of 1955 al~ saw a breakthrough in the appli

cation of photography to the prcxiuction of intelligence on 

Soviet guided missile installations. Heretofore, little 

success had been realized in this aspect of photo intelli

gence, primarily because of lack of suitable photographic 

coverage. Projects identified as MAN.ANA and NA.NANA II had 

been established in D/GP, the first in February 1954 and the 

second in June 1954, to provide such support;. The nost sig

nificant of the early aocanplishrrents resulting from ~rk on 

these projects was a the::>retical paper stating min:iltulm scales 

needed for (a) identification, and (b) technical description 
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of cc.11p0nents of a guided missile test range imaged on 

photography of optimum quality. Bearing the title, Operation 

CABBAGE PATCH (MANANA), this photo intelligence m::;m:)randurn 

was issued. in August 1954. 223/ 

A year later, circumstances were changing rapidly. Ac

quisition of photography oovering certain of the defensive 

missile sites west and southwest of Moscow, on air routes into 

the city, provided D/GP the opi;ortunity to show CIA and the 

Intelligence Community what D/GP p."loto analysts oould do. A 

small team. of PI 1 s oonsisting of Chief, Industrial 
·····~~~-~ 

Brar.ch and to provide.· 

mansuration support, tackled the problem. 'None was expert in 

the interpretation of aerial photography of missile sites, 

for there were as yet nq experts in that' field. Indeed, they 

were starting alm::>st frcm scratch. There were no PI keys to 

the subject, no earlier landmark PI reports. 224/ 

Lacking specialized expertise or precedent, they had 

one invaluable asset - their deter.mination to succeed. Fol-

laNing the well established D/GP policy of using all available 

sources of info:cmation, the team made a trip to Dayton, Ohio, 

to review what tecl:mi.cal infonnation was there on the guided 

missile installations around Mosoow. 225/ In Washington, a 

limited arrount of oollateral infm:mation, based primarily on 

ground observations, was made available to the team by missile 
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analysts and by OCR collateral researchers, 226/ with whan 

division personnel were establishing ever closer 'Werking 

relations. 

The job was not an easy one. Most of the photographic 

prints were fro.11 negatives copied fran other prints. All 

prints were enlarge."Ilents, ar.d on irost. of them cropping had 

eliminated the horizon trace. Even on those where the hori

zon was present, quality was so poor as to preclude its accu

rate detel'mi.nation. FocaLlength of the ca:rera used was .un

known, and the enlal:gement factor for the prints was uncertain. 

Finally, not all prints covering the area surrounding the in

stallations themselves were included in the photographic in

puts available to D/GP. 

The first photogr'?-phy was received in August 1955, and 

the re."'!lai.nder trickled in intennittently as \\Ork progressed. 

The report, entitled Missite Launching Sites in the MosaOl.J 

Area, 227/ was issued on 28 October 1955. Considering the 

cn-nprehensive nature of the job and the fo:cnidable interpre-

tation and rrensuration problems involved, this must have set 

a record for speed of publication for a PI report consisting 

of 13 legal-size pages of text and six appendixes, including 

maps, line drawings, and perspective sketches.* 

*T'nis report was published at the Top ~t level and con-
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The report pointed out (1) that the seven launch sites 

covered. by the photography fell on arcs of two concentric 

circles centered. approximately on the Kremlin and at distances 

of approximately 30 and 50 statute miles £ran 11-bscow; (2) that 

each launch o::mplex consisted. of a launch site, a Yo-Yo* bunker, 

and a barracks area; (3) that the Yo-Yo bunker was always lo-

cated on the Moscow side of the launch site, and that an imagi-

nary line dra-wn along the center road of the launch site would 

pass through the Yo-Yo and on through V.oscow; and (4) that the 

launch bays were always on the Mosoow side of the transverse 

roads serving the launch points. It pointed. out that each 

launch site probably had 60 launch points. The report further 

pred.icted. that, on the basis of spacing observed. between the 

four contiguous sites in,the southern ~ant of the outer 

ring and the three contiguous sites in the same quadrant of 

the inner ring, there were approximately 60 missile sites 

trolle:i within the SENSINT system. c=-==ihas vivid recol
lections of the bizarre circumstances connected with repro
duc:tion of the report. Material for duplication was carried 
b}r --······ ! to the reproduction facility in another 

l - --------- - ----------- ___ ,,, 

building under ariited guard. All personnel in J:b~ area where 
,_it.was_ to be reproduced were cleared. out, and:__~~ J and 
_ Jpersonally duplicated the materials. They then re-
turned., with their armed guard, t.o D/GP quarters in Que Buil.ding, 
where they assanbled copies of the publication. 228/ 
*It is believed that . ~ name Yo-Yo was first applied in D/GP. 229/ 
According t.o jrecollection, the c:cnfiguration of this 
radar reminded division phot.o analysts of a Yo-Yo. 
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deployed around l-bscow, 24 sites on the inner ring and 30 on 

the outer ring. 230/ 

The impact of this prediction was electrifying. With 

the prospect of something like 60 missile sites having 3600 

launch points clustered around the Soviet capital, cheek by 

jowl and in two rows, contingent plans for massed air attack, 

even with high-flying jet J::o.'!lbers, had to be reconsidered. 

This PI report, the irost ccmprehensive and thought-provoking 

to that date on the Moscow defense systan, established the ere-

dentials of D/GP as a leading producer of photo intelligence 

in the field of guided missiles. 

Participation by the Photo Intelligence Division in 

Project GENEI'RIX was another activity worthy of note during 

this period. GENETRIX was the name of ari Air Farce piogram 

designed to collect aerial photography, primarily over the 

Soviet Union and Ccmnunist China, by use of balloons. Huge 

plastic balloons released ·in Scotland, No:rway, Gel:many, and 

Turkey 231/ were expected to transit the USSR and/or China. 

carried by prevailing westerly air currents in the upper 

troposphere. Though they were instrunented to parachute their 

loads to earth whenever they dropped belcM 30, 000 feet, it 

was believed that a majority of them would succeed in reaching 

the Pacific, where they oould be captured in the air, using 

a line and hook with which each payload was equipped, or by 
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retrieval from the ocean. A-:ong other instruments, the 

ba.lloons carried cameras* with a nominal focal length of 

si..x inches. At an average expect.eel altitude of 45,000 

feet, the photography would have a scale of about 1:90,000. 

Iii.di vidual fram=s w:>uld measure 9 by 9 inches, a fo:x::mat 

co.'mOn to many aerial cameras of the day. 233/ 

Designed pr.ilriarily as a system t:o ex>llect infox:nati.on 

for targeting and the prcxluction of naps and charts, initial 

GENETRIX exploitation ·was carried out at the Aeronautical 

Chart and Lif0-""T.1ation Center in St. Louis,· Nissourip During 

the previous several years, r.owever, the Central Intelligence 

Ager.cy road COOfierated with tr.e Air Force in brir.gi.ng the 

collection system t:o operatio."lal readiness.** Accordingly, 

the Agen...-y was invited t:o participate in 'exploitation· of the 

photography, an invitation that was accepted with alacrity. 235/ 

From the D/GP :paint of view, this w:>uld not only ensure access 

t:o this new and exciting photography, but it w:>uld also provide 

an opportunity for nost, if not all, division PI's to tl:y their 

*As regards several features incorporated in the optical 
design, these ca:rreras were forerunners of the ones used several 
years later in the l\H-4 system, 232/ the first An>2rican satellite 
photo rec~.:-.:.-.aissance system. . Plans for retrieving parachuting 
GE.:."\il:.""T.iUX µyloads also foreshadov.'a::l. recovery of the photographic 
~ckages parachuted from satellites. *L===-- ·~ ]DAD/Collection, Office of Scie.'i.tific Int.elli-
9ence, was the author of an excellent sum:nary of :Al;Jer.:::y parti
cipation in the development of the GENET.RIX system. 234/ 
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hand at interpreting it. CIA proposed that one man be 

assigned full time, beginning with the organizational phase 

of the work, to provide oontinuity of CIA participation, and 

that others be sent to St. Iouis on a rotational basis, the 

timing a.'10. num'!:ler · to be determined by the success of the 

oollection effort and the duration and am::>unt of the resulting 

exploitation work. 236/ 

the man chosen by D/GP for continuous 

service. He arrived in St. Louis on 6 December 1955, ac:::c.orn-

par.ied who introduced 

US.l\F, the Director of Project JACKPCfr. * 237/ All D/GP profes-

sion.als except •were included on the roster of those 

available to participate, 239/ though only a few, nest notably 

saw,much service on 'rotation. 

~···-··~~-····- and other D/GP participants were assigned to 

the photo interpretation unit, 

D/GP PI's contributed to the three types of reports issued by 

ACIC: an initial PI report (IPlR) primarily tailored to the 

needs of SFIC; a periodic report which summarized inf0Illl2ltion 

contained in IPIR's for a given pericx:l and a:cranged it by 

jet-navigation-chart areas; and a geographic position report 

c=----··~-- I had been in St. Iouis several weeks earlier 
to be briefed On-diitailS Of Project JACKPC/r I the naI1e given the 
exploitation phase of GENETRIX oonducted at ACIC. 238/ 
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intended to satisfy require.."'tle.."1.ts for imnediate location 

data on coverage by each mission. 24.0/ D/GP participants 

\<JOrked shoulder-to-shoulder with PI's from the military 

·services, but were free to forward directly any information 

judged to be of particular interest to CIA. 241/ Back in 

Washington, D/GP issued me.m::>randa consisting of mission

coverage information keyeO. to maps of Asia and surrounding 

areas for use by h;Jer.cy analysts in levying requirements. 242/ 

The brevity of the progra.'ll, coupled with its distinctly 

liz11ited success in covering installations of strategic interest -

with the exception of airfields -- led to the teJ:mination of 

D/GP par-...i.cipation at St. Louis in just a few m:mths.* GENETRIX 

pl".otography continued to be exploited within D/GP and the 

later h'TA, 1'.owever. It was in this phase that sa:re of the 

most significant D/GP contributions were made. Probably the 

most important of these, and certainly the one having the most 

far-reaching influence as well as the most durable value, . was 

*The project ended early in 1956 following a blizzard of pro
tests over the balloons from numerous nations in the Soviet 
Bloc.:. US claims that the balloons were being ertl?loyed in 
neteorological research seemed disingenuous in the face of 
the kind of hardware, including cameras with exposed film, that 
dropped out of the skies all the way from Fastern Europe to 
Japan. Newspapers and news magazines of the period carried 
numerous items and interpretive reports on the US "meteorological 
research" balloons and the barrage of carplaints they evoked 
from countries whose airspace they entereO.. 
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a P::iotograp..uc Intelligence ~~rar..::lum entitled, SpeciaZ. 

Ins~aZ.Z.ation Nea:r Krasnoyarsk, USSR (Dodonovo CompZ.ezJ. 243/ 

Based primarily on GEt€l'RIX photography of 1 January 

1956, this publication, the work of the 

Industrial Division, reports"! in great detail the o:Jn\POilell.ts 

of a vast industrial canplex that stretched for sane 18 miles 

along the Yenisey River, 28 r.iiles north.east of Krasnoyarsk 

(Figure 9). Though the function of the installation, which was 

still in the process of development, was not specified, it was 

suspected to be an atomic e.."lergy ccmplex. Even with the passing 

of years, the function of t.'-le installation, row generally tagged 

with t."le Basic Encyclopedia name "Dodonovo Atomic Energy Ccmplex" 

is still a matter of dispute. 1"'.oreover, in 1971, after soae 

100 photographic coverages, the 1956 GENErro:x p."'lotogiaphy is 

still used by NPIC PI' s for base-line reporting, i.e., the 

starting point from which the continuing changes and expansion 

of the installation are detel:mi:ned. Indeed, som= Center PI 1 s 

rate the interpretahiJity of the GENEI'RIX photography better than 

KH-4 

F. Preparations for Exploiting U-2 ¥;ate.rials. 

During FY 1956, D/Gl? becarce increasingly ccmnitted. to 

preparations for the exploitation of U-2 photography_ This 

involved. much more than a new table of organization, additional 
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PI's, and a proportional increase in space to house the.'n. 

T'ne HTA operatia."l would be a whole new ball game. The photo

graphy and products resulting from its exploitation would 

be verJ closely held. In fo:rmat, scale, and resolution, the 

photography would be significantly different fra:n that to 

which D/GP photo analysts had becane accustorred. Relations 

between D/GP and other compone."ltS in the Intelligence Can

munity would be expanded. Instead of deferentially seeking 

out photography to use in answering Agericy requirements, 

D/GP had to prepare to beco:r.; the prime recipient of the 

hottest aerial coverage yet obtained and, under the guise 

of HTAL'TC..~, to do first-phase reporting for the entire 

Intelligence carmunity. 

The Il'Ost basic chan.ge was in the sensitivity of"the 

ma.terial to ba handled. Indeed, a whole new security syste.-n, 

the TA!a"T system, was devised to ensure the desired degree 

of compartrnentation. All' U-2 photography and the products 

derived from it, whether in D/GP or elsewhere in the Intel

ligence Canm.mi ty, \l!Ould be handled. within the TALENT control 

system. 244/ 

The creation of the new security system hll.d profound 

ramifications for D/GP planners. Possession of a TALENT 

clearance became a prerequisite for division employees and 

all future recruits. Space was also a problem. The question. 
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was not ~ely to find spac<:: for 145 people, but how to do 

so without attracting undesirable atte..'1.tion fran curious 

observa-s. Once with.in suitable quarters, t."'1e division 

faced the problem of providing secure handling- for massive 

qua."ltities of highly visible graphic 11'.aterials, particularly 

pr.otograp.""ly. Whe..1. the solutio:-i to that prol:Jle."t\ was found, 

there was the painstaking d...-u.::'lgery of devising and writing 

seemingly er.dless procedures for inte.."'Tlal. utilization as well 

as for dissemination outside t.11e building of everything fran 

inca:ni."lg photography to outgoing intelligence products.* 

Clearing division personnel, though a matter of internal 

interest, was, of course, r.ot the responsibility of the divi-

sio."l. The other ma.t:.ters involved D/GP nore directly. 

Space was found ~ the Steuart Motors building at 5th 

St. and New 'llork Ave., N.W. Here, on the upper floors of a 

sha.b}:)y edifice situated just three blocks from the Gospel 

Mission, the operation was far rerroved fran kl'lavledgeable 

intellectuals who might, without benefit of proper clearance, 

come uncomfortably close to divining what was keeping so 

many people l:Jusy around the clock. Moreover, the 55, 000 square 

*Of the many manuals and procedural papers prepared for internal 
operations, copies of only a few are still extant. 'I.\..o that are 
still available serve as examples of these papers and, inciden
tally, reveal the fine details of certain aspects of the pro
jected HTA. operation. 245/ 
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feet of floor space provided roo.'n for expansion for the 

foreseeable future. Secure handli.."1g and storage of material 

was facilitated by vaulting PI \\Ork areas. Though denizens 

of the neighlx>rhocxi were unlikely to speculate info.tma.tively 

al:x>ut the type of work going on in the upper floors of the 

building, the wir.dows there with NYr tape on them were 

repeatedly the object of ~t by local residents and 

businessmen. 

The characteristics of the photography also differed 

fro.I\ those of materials with wluc.1. D/GP photo analysts were 

familiar. Photographic inputs ~e expected to be taken at 

an altitude of app:roxirnately 70,000 feet with a lens having 

a nominal focal length of two feet.* The resulting scale 

on vertical exposures would, thus, be a.bOut 1:35,000." Tnis 

was, for the time, exceedingly srr.all-scale material fro."n 

whic.;. to attempt to extract technical details of military 

installations and developments at Soviet R&D centers. There 

was one mitigating circumstance. Even though the scale was 

small, the ground resolution was expected to be high, 

*This was the A-2 ca.Llera oonfiguration which featured three 
cameras in a fixed-fan nount. One camera -was vertical, another 
had 370 left tilt, and the third 31° right tilt. 246/ 
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Trading off scale for .resolution introd.uced ot.'ler 

problems, however. Viewing equip.-rent wit.h improved magni-

fication and .better optics than t.'lose afforded by the fold-

ir.g pocket stereosoope 'WOul<l ultimately .be needed to study 

the p."iotography, whether as prints or transparencies. Repro

duction of installations ar.::l objects of special interest for 

reporting purposes, either as briefing boards or illustrations 

in reports, w::::iuld require the .best obtainable e.ilargers and 

printers. .Metric analysis of this small-scale, high-resolu

tion p.'1.otograp.11.y would not only r~-uire precise data on the 

location and attitude of the collection platfonn in space at 

the time of eac.~ photograph, .but also new high-precision 

instt"Umantation to realize the potential of the photography 

to the fullest extent possible. 1".oreovei, new teclmiciues 

w::>uld have to be developed to do the mensuration, and, in 

the process of developing them, many additional problems 

w:>uld have to be solved. 

Photography expoot:ed fran U-2 caneras, exclusive of the 

tracker, w::>uld have a 9 by 18 inch fonnat. * Most aerial photog-

*The fonnat of l:x:>th the A-2 camera, and the B camera, which was not 
scheduled for use during early phases of the U-2 program, was 9 by 
18 inches. The tracker (charting) camera had a focal length of 
three inches, utilized 70 millimeter film, and yielded an exposure 
size of approximately 2-1/4 by 10 inches. 248/ Tracker photography, 
which was extremely small scale, was used prlinarily for charting 
the course of the mission rather than for intelligence purposes. 
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raphy used by the di vision i..-p to this time had been 9 by 9 

inch. Thus each frame would be twice as long. This meant 

that viewing equir;xnent used in scanning the photography and 

plotting the coverage of targets would need to cover a greater 

area in order for PI's to co:npre.l-iend the spatial relationships 

of objects imaged on the pr..otography. For viewing .roll film, 

primarily in the fo:cn of duplicate positive transparencies, 

a technique that foresighted planners realized was al.nost 

certain to be used in the not too distant future, larger 

light tables would be required. Moreover, as prime recipient 

of U-2 photography, h"'TA w:>uld be exp_"'Cted to provide to orga

nizations in the Intellige."1.Ce Cc:n:riunity, for their use in 

levying requirements, plots of the.areas covered by each 

mission and an index to targets judged 'bj> be of intelligence 

interest. The latter indexes were known as mission J;"eview 

rep:>rts. 

T'nough preparations for and problems associated with 

the exploitation of this radically new photography ~e \Ul

doubtedly of greatest personal interest to D/GP photo analysts, 

a bigger problem for the division, at least in te:r.ms of noney 

and the need for decisions, was the procurement of equipmnt. 

The hottest debate in this field was over Minica.rd. 

Minicard was a system developed by F.astrran I<odak to 

ci:inbine many of the desirable features of both microfilm 
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ar..d puncheci cards. Each Minicard fra.~, or exposure, was 

a .small film chip measuring 32 by 16 millixr.eters and having 

on it space for imaging whateva.r docurrentary or other material 

was to be preserved, plus coded data that would permit manip

ulation and retrieval of th2 chip from the file. Assuming 

the feasibility and effective \'.Orking of the retrieval aspect 

of I1L"1icard -- an assurrption that was op:m to some question 

in view of tt..e newness of the systei."n -- no unsolvable problems 

were involved in p.'1-iotographir.g in miniature and subsequently 

enlarging documsnts consistir.g of line WJrk or text. The 

prospect of performing the sarr.e manipulation on U-2 photoq

raphy was a different proposition, however. 

D/GP was extremaly reluctant to adopt Minicard for the 

storage and repro:iuction of U-2 p."lotogra?hy to :be used sub

sequently by photo analysts and photograxrmetrists. The primary 

consideration was loss of quality. Quite apart from the prob

lem of providing a lens suitable for copying photography, . as 

opposed to line 'lf~rk, there was the inescapable progressive 

loss in definition that acx::anpa.n.ied each successive generation 

of material. There was also concern for the danger inherent in 

allowing the whole HrA operation, exploitation as well as docu

nent storage and retrieval, to be carpletely dependent on an 

as yet unproven syst.em. 
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After several m:::mths of strained consideration, Lundahl 

recomnended to Bissell, on the basis of a D/GP-CCR study, 

that the Minicard system not be adopted, but rather that the 

storage, retrieval, and duplication of film be done in the 

conventional manner while developnemt of Minicard was carried 

forward as a parallel operation. 249/ Herbert Miller, who 

served as an expediter for Bissell, was personally ccmnitted 

to the integration of all aspects of the HTA operation with 

the Minicard system. Bissell ruled in favor of the Lundahl 

+eccmnendation, much to the relief of D/GP planners. 

Minicard was not a dead issue, however. Moption of 

the Lundahl reoc:mnendation led to the funding, on a m::>re m:xlest 

scale, of a pilot system in Rochester. The cost of this develop

mental work was bome ~approximately eQuaJ. amounts.by Project 

AQUATONE and HTAt.J'lQ1AT. 250/ Though joint work by Eastman and 

HTA on use of Minica.rd for the storage and rep:rod.uction of u-2 

photography oontinueC!. for several years, and though HTA did 

subsequently obtain Minicard ~p:nent, it was applied primarily 

to documents and photo m:::>saics for reference purposes. 

Minicard procurem:mt activity by Project AQUATONE personnel 

in the sumner of 1955 led, incidentally, to the briefing on a 

limited basis· of the first OCR personnel made witting of Project 

AQUATONE. On 26 August 1955, James A. CUnningham, Administrative 

Officer for PCS/OCI, reported to Bissell that the logistics 
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und.ergroun:i had learned of visits by ACPAWNE personnel to 

Eastman to see the Mi.nicaJ:d. Cunningham informad Bissell that 

Ivrory intEll'ld.00 to propose briefing_·----·-- ~~lwho had been 

w::>rking on procu:rercent of the same systan for CCR for over a 

year, on AQUA'IONE interest in Minicard so as to qet the be.tie-

fit of his ju:lgment. was given a limited AQU.M.'ONE brief-

inq on 25 August 1955 ~ this was soon followed by a &eCOl'ld brief-

25X1 

25X1 

:-·-·-··-··-·-1 

ing that included! i of CCR. ~ 25X1 
L..__·--~-·---·-~----·--

As if the whc>le host of technical problems related to 

the exploitation of U-2 photography -were net erx:>ugh, the new 

mission for HTA provided for the continuation of all previous 

D/GP functions, plus the addition of important responsibilities 

for serving all those organizations arxl o:xq;xments in the Intelli

gence Camunity authorize:l to receive TM.ENT material.S. 252/ 

Thus, HrA w::>uld be expected to coomunicate to the camunity the 

results of its exploitation of U-2 photography arxl to erqage in 

national reporting. It W:>uld plot the photography arxl provide 

mission plots for other users, thereby establishing a precedent 

for providirq supp:>rt services to other PI organizations in the 

Intelligen::e Coomunity. It would be the chief repository of 

U-2 photography, arxl WJUl.d provide storage arxl retrieval facil

ities net only for its own internal use l::ut also as an adjunet 

to service to be provided other users outside the Al:Jen:;y. It 

w:>uld also prepare data on intelliqerice tarqets for acquisition 
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of additional photographic coverage, and, in this way, play 

a role in mission planning. Preparation for all these new 

roles was a major activity during late 1955 and early 1956. 

Two :functions that were already becamin:; significant 

features of D/GP operations were not covered, however, in the 

2 December 1955 proposal to create HrAU'l'CM\.T. One was the 

support being given Project ACUATQNE, especially in the develop

nmt and testing phases of the program. This would taper off 

substantially, but not end, once the program became qperational. 

The other was technical supp:lrt. to operations, such as evalu

ation of film to identify imperfections and, working with 

operational and contractor personnel, to explain and rerredy 

problems before additional missions were flown. 

The extensive and,intensive preparations carried out by 

D/GP during FY 56 in anticipation of 'its DEM responsibilities 

fell WleqUally upon those in the division. Prinarily, it was 

a matter of clearances, though[ ···~····~ who had a legendary 

capacity for work, never hesitated to take on any and all kinds 

of tasks, either in support of ACUATONE or in planni.ng for 

urAIJIQ."'11\T. The brunt of the work fell on the task farce, but 

other D/GP personnel were gradually introduced to plans for 

~ and geared :into preparations for it. 

In December 1955 Lundahl gave a l.irnited briefing ~ 

Project ~ to certain D/GP branch chiefs and staff 
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assistants who had had w previous official \«>rd on AOJA'l'ONE 

or HrAl1.l'OMt\T. It is significant to note that he referred to 

this as an "~T" briefing, rather than one on ACUA'IONE, as 

such. Those briefed 

The resune of the briefing which accanpan:ied the 

list of those cleared in:iicated that it consisted entirely of 

information concern.in; the HI'Atl'l.0:•1AT organization whose creation 

had been prol,X)sed by PJ:rory on 2 December. 253/ Clearly, it was 

intemed for administrative planning. 

In .April 1956, Lundahl gave awther briefing for D/GP 

personnel., this one covering ccmera configurations and photog

raphy. 254/ Am::mg those briefed were the superviso:ry personnel 

first introduced to HI'A in December plus several others, nostly 

w::>rki.n; PI's and photograimetrists, a total of 14 per$ons. In 

add:i tion, three OCR personnel who were expected to occupy key 

positions in support of ~were given a separate briefing 

so as to equip OCR planne:t-s to anticipate p:coblems that \'\t>uld 

be faced by their personnel in connection with the HI'A operation. 

The briefing for the D/GP personnel cama just as the first 

donestic U-2 missions were being flavm. There were eight of 

these between 10 and 14 April 1956; 
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the U-2's covered installations as far east as Birmingham and 

Nashville. 255/ These were used to familiarize selected division 

PI's with U-2 photography and with US irxiustrial and military 

analogues of high-priority Soviet installations. In exploiting 

the 27,000 feet of film obtained from the Ck:xtestic missions, 

D/GP photo analysts had their first real crack at exploiting 

U-2 photography.* They also 1099ed 283 hours of overtine in 

the process. 257/ 

While most D/GP photo analysts were only slc::Mly and 

sparingly inUoduced to U-2 photography and operational plans 

for ~, those in the task force under/ ___ were 

deeply involved not only in support of AQUAXONE but also in 

planni.nq for exploitation· of the resulting photography. At a 

tirre when full operational cleara.noes in'D/GP were feW and 

when the heavy cloak of secrecy surrounding the project demanded. 

explicit justification for the revelation of every small seg

ment of new information tO those not already witting, the path 

of least resistance in getting a job aone lay in the direction 

of assigning it to those already cleared to ao it. Indeed, there 

25X1 

L-~·····---- ·····-.·~ 25X1 
*For several m::>nths the D/GP task force had done t.eclmical 
evaluations 256/ of test photography in support of ACQAm.""m. 
In no sense, hcMever, could this be considered an indcctrination 
of division PI's in the exploitat.U>n of U-2 materials. 
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were many who felt that[~--~··-was not above usin] this 

convenient circumstance to restrain further diffusion of 

ope.rational information in the division and to consolidate 

his CMn position. · 

In the fall of 1955, the task force mved, along with 

other AQUA.TONE personnel, f.ran 2210 E Street to Wings A and C, 

Quarters Eye. 258/ There was no change in D/GP personnel at 

this tine. who, since the approval of 

the 44-man T/O, were, in effect, the D/GP Special Projects 

Branch, 259/ still of the AQUA'roNE project 
---··--·---··----

worki.ng with them. They were, hcMever, enlarging the scope of 

their work as the success and m:mmtum of the project increased. 

Though heaVuy involved in Minicard during the fall of 1955, 

they had a host of otneJ: things to stimu1.ate their interest and 

test their endurance. 

For exalti?le, there were trips -·----··--·--···----·--- ---···----
···-·--·-·------

a:mfer with project contractors, oonsultants, and 

operations personnel about the cameras and their functioninq, or 

the resulti.D:J prcxiuct and its suitability for interpretation. 

At the sail2 tine, there were problems to be handled concerning 

coordination among Hycon, the camera manufacturer, Eastman, the 

vendor and processor of the film, and operations personnel.. 260/ 

Task force personnel made numerous trips to Eastman :Kodak. 

in Rochester to represent Bi.s&ell and Lundahl in discussions 
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about many aspects of their joint participation in the pro

ject. For instance, at a very early stage in the discussions, 

of Eastrran Kodak served notice on D/GP 

representatives that one or DDre PI's \tJOuld he needed during 

processing of mission inputs to edit the film and authorize 

elimination fxom the duplication cycle of large quantities 

of useless film, such as frames on which nothing b'ut clouds 

were imaged. 261/ Then, too, there wexe questions to he 

settled about the handling and shiprent of processed film and 

photographic prints. 262/ There was also an evaluation of the 

operational status and current capability of the processing 

facility for the Project Operations Officer. 263/ 

By winter and early spring, this type of activity was 

beginning to reflect the, initial success of the test phase 

and the accelerated preparations for operational readiness. 

ProcUrerrent of viewing and rectification equiprent began to 

assurre greater inportance·in thinking and plarming, 264/ though 

little of it was actually available at the start of H'm opera

tions. Titling of the film becane a high-priority concern 265/ 

and led to no little friction bet\een D/GP representatives and 

[ _____ ·--·-· __ jlf Eastman JCodak, a farttm' Amey Colonel with a 

dani.neering mien and a proclivity for issuing cxmna.nds and maJdnq 

arbitrcu:y decisions. 266/ The high interest of the Photo Intelli

gence Division in this matter stenlned, of course, frcm the need 
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to provide photo data to exploitation personnel in a ooaplete 

and easily accessible form. There was also growing consideration 

of the respective responsibilities and roles of F.astman and HrA 

in providing film and/or photographic prints to custoners other 

than major users who would receive the few oatplete oopies of 

material fran each mission. 267/ If HI'A were to assun-e responsi

bility for filling requests for photography of selected instal

lations, it would require extra funding for the purchase of 

lal;x)rat:ary equiprent. * It was apparent by late spring, despite 

valiant efforts to have the photo lab ready for full production 

by the opening of HTAIJTCMAT, that BTA would not i.m.rodiately be 

able to supply photographic prints to the Army and Navy. l\t::cQJ:d

i.ngly, terrp::>rary arrangenents -were nade to have ~ a&litional 

sets of prints for each mission pxodu::ed 'by F.astman far selective 

use by the 'ArlCf:I and Navy. 268/ 
r---·-··---

Early in 1956, the initial task force underl~ ___ was 

augnented by the arrival first of Dino A. Brugioni, and then of 

all fran CCR. 'I'heir basic 

task was to assEl'l'll:>le a small working library of maps and collateral 

*By early 1956, in all such matters affecting supp:>rt services 
~be orovi~_underj;.he _~ of the CCR Statistical Branch, 
·------·~.. . . . .... ·-··--~joined in the search for 
equipnent and in delibe.ratlon8 leading to dec:i:si.an making. 
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material to support the PI's at such ti.Ire as the U-2 w::>uld 

becxJ:re operational and exploitation of the resulting photog

raphy 'WOuld ocmnence. Very quickly, however, Bruqioni also 

be9an to provide close support to[_== in the selection 

of targets for missions, both danestic and foreign. This 

introduction of collateral support personnel. in mission 

planning helped fill the very considerable intelligence gaps 

in the backgrowxl of the more technically oriented people in 

the D/GP Special Projects Branch and in the~ project. 

It was, indeed, the beginning of a relationship that became 

an intx>rtant characteristic of HrA. 

With the phasing out of "WOrk on Project GENE.TRIX, 

l _ _ ___ _J returned fran st. Louis and was assigned to the 

Special Projects Branch,,where he became the unofficial deputy 

L---- --------J Soon he was joined by sate of the newer D/GP 

recruits, incl\.m.ngl- -- ---------1 
The OCR contingent was augmented 

by the transfer ofC_-____ _J 269/ On or about 17 

April 1956, before the augmentation was oanplete, ~~---~ 
group, which had out:tJre>Wn its 'WOrk.ing space, was m::wed to Wing 

G, ~s Eye. 270/ This was their hane -:.mtil they joined 

their fell.aw HTA workers in the Steuart l:uj ldi.ng a ffM nonths 

later. 

'l'he am:>unt of w::1rk aooonplished by the small group under. 
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-·------~ -·1 

·~··--.........Jduring the year prior to the m:::>ve into the steuart 

buildi.nq was little short of astoW"ldi.rq, in terms of both 

sc:cpe of covera9e and sheer volune. This group, aware of the 

historical inportance of the w::>rk in which they were enga9ed, 

protected by a heavy security blanket, supervised by a drivilv; 

taslaraster, and insulated fran bureaucratic:: wrangling and inces

sant ooordiriation, achieved a level of productivity seldam known 

in larger organizations. 

While =-~~~===]and his t.ask force were laboring under the 

gun of prospective U-2 inputs, Lundahl was doing the same in a 

different arena. Though he was in frequent cxmtact with 
-·--··-·-··' 

so as to keep coqnizant of task force work, Lundahl was prima.rily 

involved with a gro,.rl.ng network of oontacts with upper-echelon 
. . 

mana9ers in the lv:Jenq, as 'Well as with AQUATONE participants 

outside CIA. At first I.undahl' s rreet.in;Js 'Were directed primarily 

to planning, but as the project m:::>ved into the teSt. phase and 

produced its first live photography, the tenpo of activity in

creased and the scope of the cxmtacts widened. 

In late September 1955, Lundahl was one of a group of key 

the f li9ht-test operation then UD:lerway and to familiarize thenr-

54;1 ves with its problems and with the performance of the system. 

The group, which also i.ncluied the DOCI, Lieut.enant General Cabell, 

and Richaxd Bissell, the Special Assistant to the OCI for Pl.a.nnix¥iJ 
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and Cooxdination, 'Wtlo headed Project ~, left washingtori 

bY Agen:::y plane on SUnday, 25 September, on a flight t.o San 

Bernal:dino and thence, via a I.oclcheed oanpa.ny aircraftL_ __ _ 

~------------·- _JT.he next day Lundahl had his first qlinpse 

of the u-2. He saw it take off and land, talked to the pilots, 

and examined the placerrent of the cameras in the plane. He 

ioot Kelly Johnson of I.ockheed, 'Wtlo designed the u-2. He also 

net 1 of Perkin El.mar, who was the chief photo 
' ·-·-··-·--·-------

engineer on the project, and spent considerable time with him 

in the field laboratory examining the photography, which LurKia.hl 

prooounced good. The travelers returned to washington at mid

night on 28 September. The next afternoon there was a long 

neeting in cabell's office to assess the results of the trip 

and to relate them to anµcipated future 'cievelopnents; '!!JI 

'B'J ~, activity had picked up still further. On 

Friday afternoon, 18 November, Lundahl and hrory went t.o the 

office of the DCI, Allen Dulles, where they had a long and 

involved discussion concerning the potential of U-2 photography, 

the kinds of details that might be discerned, and .the volume of 

the expected information. 272/ This was the first tine that 

Luridahl had net with Dulles since he was briefed into the 

AQtmlUNE system the previous December but, considering his 

rank as a mare division chief, it was a rather CJ:XXi re<::x:>J:d 

at that. 
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November was also marked by conferences with 
~·-·-----

Administrative Assistant to the DDI, and others 

ooncerning plans for the nEM central interpretation unit which 

were subsequently to be translated into the proposal to create 

Hl2W'.l"CH\.T. There were questions of organizational structure, 

of slots ~ grades, of funding 1 and of the relationship of 

all these things to Project AC,UMONE. 273/ In view of the 

heavy cost of sane of the equip;nent, particularly Minica.rd, 

ne.eded. by the new central int:m:pretation unit, the possibility 

of sane joint fund.in;J by Project ACPA'IONE appeared very attrac-

tive. 

25X1 

25X1 

Towaxd the close of the year, introduced 25X1 

Lundahl to For several m::mths previous, 25X1 

Lw"dahl had been interested in finding a aynamic young man with 

sane familiarity with photo interpretation and good managerial 

potential to serve as ~tive Officer in the new organiZa.tion. 

ThouqhCJhad no plx>to interpretation experience, he had many 

other qualities that appealed to Lundahl. He was a strapping 

young we-Marine, with a good reoom in the Aqe:nc:J and at Dart

nr;:iuth College, where he hai worked in the Office of the Dean 

of Men prior to coming to CIA. As a manager and administrator, 
I 

he was nuch st:J:Qnger than Furthexm:lre, in the 

haza.l:dous environment typical of any new organization under.-

goinq explosive grcMt1l in a cxmpeti.tive field,! had the 
~-~ 
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p:::>litical aCUl'lell needed for self-preservation and for helping 

LurXlahl guide the new organization. wb:l had been serving 
"--~~--------~ 

as a Special Assistant in the Off ice of the Deputy Director 

for SUpport since June 1955, oc:mnenced ~rki.ng with LuOO.ahl 

and D/GP in Novent>er 1955, 274/ though he was not officially 

transferred to the Photo Intelligence Division as Administrative 

Officer until 12 August 1956. 275/ The arrival of : rounded 
··--··-

out the team of senior division managers primarily responsible 

for conceiving, planning, and inpl.enenting changes that ultimately 

resulted in the transfonnation of D/GP into a :national PI center 

staffed by m::>re than a thousand CIA and DoD mpl.oyees. 

LUildahl and his assistants also began to cxmduc:t briefing's 

for representatives fr:an the military services and to confer 

with AC(lATtH:-cleared mill t:ary personnel. ' One typical briefing 

of Amr:!, Navy, and Air Force representatives was held in the 

IX:I's canferenoe roan an l Februal:y 1956; it dealt with AI1IQIIJ+:r -

its organization, its staffing, and its new quarters in the 

Steuart building. 'I'he persons in att:endanoe were largely those 

involved. in the preparation of requirements for A(J.'IA'.lONE col

lection. 276/ The milita:ry services \ere interested not anly 

fran the point of view of participating in the preparation and 

ordering of requirements, they were also interested in how they 

lolOuld fare in sharing and exploiting u-2 photography in carpeti

tion with CIA. 
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The eventual outoane was that the Air Force decided to 

ranain aloof fran H'I'At.m:M\T and the Navy decided to participate 

only on a decidedly limited. basis. The Aney, on the other hand, 

chose to join HrA in force, sending both personnel and equipnent, 

much of which would be used jointly with that of the Aqency. The 

options chosen were not surprising. The Air Force, which had 

lost the struggle to control the U-2 program several rronths after 

its conception, had several photo interpretation organizations 

and could afford the luxury of qoinq its own way. The Navy had 

fewer facilities and Pr's, but these included an excellent organi-

za.tion in the U.S. Navy Photographic Interpretation Center. The 

Al:my, which had established its photo interpretation facility 

at Fort Holabird in BaltinDre just a year earlier, regard.ed the 

prospect of a oooperativ,e effort nost faV'orably. The. resulting' 

joint operation, involving both Al:my and Navy, was the first step 

in settinq the staqe for creation of the National Photographic 

Interpretation Center four and a half years later. 

Security provisions for protectinq the expandinq ~ 

activities were also shaping up. On 15 Februa:cy 1956, Lundahl, 

attended a meeting at which they were first 

introduced, by~·····-------··--····-----·-----····----- the Office 

of Security, to the oc:x1e'f«>rd TALENT. 277/ The informal but 

nevertheless effective arrangements used up until then to guaro 

project naterials and activities fran unauthorized exposure would 
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no longer be deemed acceptable in view of the forthcaning sharp 

increase in the number of persons and voluma of materials involved. 

Though necessary because of the vastly :increased opi;:ort:unities for 

accidental disclosure, the i.nposition of TALENl' controls inevi

tably saddled all aspects of project w:>rk with a new bureaucracy 

and a huge record-keeping operation. 

Lundahl visited NSA on 15 March 1956. The relations between 

CCMINr, on the one hand, and AQUA.TONE operations and the exploitation 

of U-2 photography, on the other, were due to be extremely close. 

They w:>uld, indeed, be vital to the success of U-2 missions as well 

as to realization of the full i;:ot:enti.al of the photography. 278/ 

This was but the ccmnenoerrent of a long and increasingly close 

relationship bet-ween NSA and HrA and its successors, a relationship 

that was to prove m.itualf.y profitable beyon:l all early expectations. 

Though the procurement of equipnent had repeatedly re:;i,uired 

Lundahl' s attention during previous nonths, such deinands becama 

especially heavy in April· 1956. The tine when U-2 photography 

covering tarqets in denied areas "'10Uld begin to arrive was 9etting 

close. Whereas questions and problems up until then had primarily 

involved decisions on the desiqn of fJltM equipnent or the selection 

of shelf items, together with the setting of target dates for 

delivery, by April the questions began to revolve about what w:>uld 

actually be ava:i l able when the first operational inputs arrived, 

whether or not it w:>uld suffice, and, if not, how to in'provise 
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until delivery was made. M:::>reover, these new and urgent concerns 

-were not cxmfined to those in HTA. The military services, who 

would also exploit u-2 photography to satisfy their own depart

m:mtal needs, were equally anxious. 

On 6 April 1956 I Lundahl I r-----------·-jmade a trip to 

Offutt Air Force Base near Onaha., Nebraska, to brief representa

tives of SAC, the major expected user of U-2 photography outside 

the Washington, D.C. area, on equipoont on order or under develop

m:mt. As a result, it appeared for a time that HrA procuremant 

for its a#ll needs might be ovei:whellred by the equipnent demands 

of this large and well-heeled CCll'patitor on the decideclly limited 

production capacity of the manufacturers. Hclwever, Lurdahl and 

the Aqericy had the problem well under control and, in spit.e of 

sane jockeying with seryice elements for delivery aaf.es of .indi

vidual pieces· of equiptent, procurenent proceeded in an orderly 

manner. 279/ 

By May it was apparent that receipt of 0-2 photography would 

not be long delayed and that one of the main questions, as far as 

HTA was ooncer:ned, was whether or not D/GP and OCR personnel and 

their equipient would be in place in the Steuart building 'When 

the first inputs arrived. In any event, it was already clear that 

a small group of D/GP photo analysts w:>uld remain behind, to be 

organized as a branch later called the Central Branch after the 

l:Jui.lcling in which they were housed. Tho.lgh all veteran D/GP photo 
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analysts in this bran::h. w::>uld be TALENT and SI cleared, the si?ace 

occupied by the bran::h. -would not be secured for handling' these 

materials. The raison d'etre for this branch was to serve those 

elem:mts in the AqeIIC'J, particularly DDP, not :routinely involved 

in work that required TALENT and CCMINr clearances. It would also 

provide a place where exploitation of phot:og:raphy covering the Far 

Fast, m::>St of· 'Which was classified no higher than sa::m:r, could be 

carried on with:>ut interfering with w::>rk in the Steuart bujlcling. 

Finally, it could function as a convenient half-way house to the 

Steuart J::uild:i.ng for new recruits 'Who had their Aqency TOP sa::REl' 

clearance but had not yet been briefed into the CCMINI' systan -

a step that was sanetirres delayed as much as a few ~. 

G. U-2' s over Faste:m Euro;pe. 

The first U-2 mission was flown on 20 June 1956: it was 

foll~ by two more on 2 July. These missions oovered European 

Satellites fran Polani through the Balkan Peninsula. N:me pe.ne-

t:rated Soviet air space. The first mission over the Soviet .Union 

was flown on 4 July 1956. It covered the Baltic States and. the 

ext.rate western part of Russia, including leni.n;rad. A day later 

the first U-2 ooverage of Moscow was obtained. 

Between the ·flying of the mission and the interpretation of 

the photography there was a lapse of a few to several days while 

the film was flown to Rochester for processing. 'rhe first u-2 film 
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was delivered to D/GP on 22 June. It was the original negative 

am a duplicate positive from the tracker carrera on the 20 June 

mission over the Satellites. The prints for the 24-inch carrera 

f:r:om the sane mission did not arrive until 29 June. The next 

U-2 material delivered was the original negative arxi a duplicate 

positive of the tracker film for lx>th the 4 July and 5 July pene

tration missions. These were logged into D/GP on SUnclay, 8 July, 280/ 

a day before the nove into the Steuart building. 281/ Thus, prep

aration for HrA am the nove into the Steuart Wilding -were success

fully accarplished before the receipt by H'm of the larger-scale 

photography fran the first b.o missions flown over the USSR. 

Meanwhile, Lundahl had been planning an ambitious trip abroad, 

together with[ - - Their departure date was contingent, ~er, 

on the arrival of the f~st u-2 film and c::arpletion of the m:>ve 

into the Steuart building. There were, nevertheless, ~lling 

reasons for Lundahl to get off to Europe as soon as practicable. 

For one thing, the U-2's were flyin;J out of a U.S. Air Force base 

near Wiesbaden, Gexmany. The exposed film from the first flights 

was flown to Rochester for processing and to washington for exploi

tation, but it was deemed necessary within the Aqercy to set up a 

film processin; and exploitation facility at the base, at least 

on a standby basis. 282/ It was felt that such a facility w:>uld 

be needed to supply current intelligence should arrJ international 

crisis develop within flying range of Wiesb:Wen. Lundahl was _ 
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scheduled to visit Wiesbaden to assist in planning for the 

secure·and satisfactory processinq of valuable U-2 material 

ani because the exploitation operation would rccst likely have 

to be staffed by HTA personnel. 
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25X1 

The high point of Lundahl• s trip would be the VIIIth Int:et

national Congress of Photogranmatry to be held in Stockhclm. There 

he would have an opportWlity to rerBll acxp.iai.ntances with many for

eign photogramnet:rists and phot.o inteJ:preters and to learn first

hand. '1.'hat fOreigners ware do.inq in these fields. At the exposi ti.on 

of equiprent displayed at the Congress, Lundahl a.riii[ ___ rn' 'WOuld be 25X1 

able to see and manipulate the instruments, to ask questions, and. 

to gather panphlets and bl:ochures about the latest i.nstnmentation 

available, incl\Xlinq that of European manufacturers. After the 

congress, he, and especiallyL____plannSd to follow lip these 

o::>ntacts with visits to key European manufacturing establishments, 

mapping agencies, and t:ra.ini.ng schools. 

The first week in July was particularly rushed. The first 

U-2 flights ware made and the first penetrations of the Soviet 

Union were undertaken; plans for the move into the Steuart huiJdjng 

were in their final stage and the actual irove was onl~ a few days 

away; and high level neetings were being held on requirements for 

future U-2 missions. On Friday nx:>ming, 6 July, Lundahl gave 

IVrory a final briefing on the status of exploitation of the U-2 

materials already on hand. and on the latest plans for the move • 
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By evening he had left behind the pressures of preparing for 

the missions an:i exploiting and reporting the results, and taken 

off for EUmpe with DDP. 25X1 

r 
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FIGURE 1 

Proposed Table of Organization, July 1952. Note planned 
phasing in the staffing. (This table was included as part 
of Annex "C" to the 17 July 1952 staff study.) 
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FIGURE 2 

Production statistics for the Photo Intelligence Division for 
April 1953, with a summary of the number of e.11 projects 
initiated up to that date. In effect, this constitutes an 
accounting of division production at the close of the pre
Lundahl period. (Included as Appendix A to the Photo 
Intelligence Division contribution to the Progress Report 
for Geographic Area, ORR, April 1953) 
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PRODUCTION STATISTICS-APRIL 1953 

PREVIOUSLY APRIL TOTAL 
INITIATED COMPLETED INITIATED COMPLETED INITIATED COMPLETED 

14 3 2 0 16 
4 2 0 0 4 

3 2 2 1 5 
1 0 0 1 

7 6 2 2 9 

3 0 2 0 5 

32 14 e 3 4o 

APPENDIX B ·PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MAN-HOURS, APRIL 

Projects 
Consultation and Coordination 
General Research 
Administration, Development and 

Planning 

77 percent 
3 percent 
7 percent 

13 percent 

100 percent 

APPENDIX C ·DISTRIBUTION OF PROJECT TIME, APRIL 

ORR - Industrial 
ORR - Geographic 
OSI 
DOP 
Self-Initiated 
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FIGURE 3 

Arthur Charles Lundahl, Chief of the Photo Intelligence 
Division and leader of Agency and National photo interpre
tation activities. Photograph c. 1954. 
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FIGURE 4 

Sketch of certain buildings in the Vodochody jet aircraft 
plant, Czechoslovakia, as it appeared in GP/I-59, dated 18 
February 1955. This perspective sketch was based entirely 
on four series of ground photographs taken by military 
attaches between 1952 and 1954. Incompleteness of the lay
out resulted from lack of :f'u1l coverage of the plant area. 
Measurements were accurate only to plus or minus 10 percent 
because of lack of technical data, such as type of camera, 
focal length of the lens, and location of the camera stations. 
Scale was approximated by using the wing span of a MIG-15 
and the height of men imaged on the photography. Information 
obtained from these poor quality ground photographs resulted, 
nevertheless, in a 50 percent increase in the previously known 
figure for floor space of this factory and in a consequent 
increase in the estimated MIG production. 
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FIGURE 5 

Folding pocket stereoscope, tube magnifier, PI scale, and 
PI slide rule, four basic pieces of PI equipment during 
early D/GP years. The stereoscope provided magnification 
and facilitated three-dimensional viewing of suitably 
exposed pairs of photographs. The tube magnifier had 
reticles inscribed on it for measuring distances. The PI 
scale was graduated in thousandths of a foot so as to be 
compatible with measurements of distances and altitudes, 
both of which were usually expressed in feet. The PI slide 
rule provided the interpreter with a nomographic device for 
the speedy solution of simple photogrammetric problems. 
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FIGURE 6 

The augmented Table of Organization approved by the DDS on 
1 July 1955. 
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FIGURE 7 

Table of Organization approved on 21 January 1956. 
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FIGURE 8 

Railroad construction in Fukien Province, China, as revealed 
on photography of 11 and 14 August 1955. Note the developing 
pattern of construction with relation to the Chekiang-Kiangsi 
rail line and to the port city of Amoy. Note also the spur 
to Nan-ping and its location with respect to Foochow. This 
illustration, which appeared in GP/I-25, 21 September 1955, 
is an example of a type of sketch map used to illustrate 
reports on targets of current intelligence interest a.hd 
thereby speed up the production process. 
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FIGURE 9 

Layout and components of the several functional areas in the 
Dodonovo Complex as interpreted from January 1956 GENETRIX 
photography. 
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a Aug 

1952 

ll Apr 

l Jul 

17 Jul 

25 Jul 

4 Aug 

1953 
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Appendix B 

Chronology: 1950-1956 

Initial sal made by .to propo ~---···--····---
establish the photo inteJ:pretation function in 
CIA. 

~-··-- submits results of his survey of the need for 
photo intelligence in CIA; reoomnends hiring[==- , 
c:===--- -·-=-1 
,.---------ienters on duty as an Intelligence Officer 
. slot~in the Office of the Assistant Director I ORR. 

Robert Airory, Jr. , the AD/RR, forwards a proposal to 
the PJ::oject Review carmittee for establishment of a 
Photo Intelligen::e Division. 

PJ::oject Review Ccmni.ttee, chaired by Allen W. Dulles, 
approves proposal to establish the Photo Intelliqence 
Division. 

waiter Bede.ll Snith, the DCI, approves establishmant 
of the Pb:>to Intelligence Division (D/GP). 

Foll'IBl establishnent of the CIA Photo Intelligence 
Division. 

11 May Arthur c. Lundahl reports for duty in CIA as Chief, 
Photo Intelligence Division. 

30 JUn D/GP noves f:com BW.lding 11 to F.ooln 1337 M Building. 

5 Q:t Proposal for issuance of fcmnal PI publications by 
D/GP foxwarded f:com Gut.he to Assistant Director for 
Intel.li.qence Coo:cdination • 
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16 Dec 

1954 

June 

29 N;)V 

13 Dec 

1955 

lB Jan 
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GP/I-1, Rumanian/Ukrainian-Moldavian Boreder Study, 
the first fox:mal PI pul:>l.ication issued by D/GP. 

camences first IG survey of D/GP. 

D/GP provides PI supp::>rt for the operation to 
overthrow the carmunist-domi.natei government in 
GJa.temUa. 

CIA hosts first meeting of Ccmnitt:ee for Coordination 
and Stan:la:cdization of Intellic}ence GJ:ound Photographic 
P.t:ocedures and .Bd:Uitmmt. 

Iundah1 first introdu::ed t.o Project~' the 
U-2 Project. 

Small task force under ~------·-··-···=]established 
at 2210 E Street to supJprt Pmject AQOA1t>NE. 

Feb-Jun crash effort by D/GP in support of CX:I and ORR w:>rk 

13 May 

31 May 

l Jul 

on the Fm:nosa Strait crisis. · 

D/GP m:wes fran M Buil.ding to Roans 1009, 1134, and 
1142 ()le :Snfldinq. 

Proposal made to reorganize and increase the level 
of staf finq in the Photo Intelligence Division. 

P.o'bert l!Irory, the DOI, briefed into Project~. 

Reorganization and increase in level of staffin:J 
approved. 

Jul orders survey of D/GP publications. 

5 Jul c--====] the first milita:ey liaison officer 
assigned to D/GP, enters on duty. 

12 Jul D/GP r~s training of int:ell.i<JenCe officers in 
the art of photo interpretation. 
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Sep-Oct Task force underl_ ____ jnoves from 2210 E Street 
to Wings A and C, Q.Jarters Eye. . • 

28 Oct D/GP issues report entitled Nissil.e Launching Sites 
in the MosaoUJ Area, predicting the deployrcent of 
surface-to-air missile sites in 'blO rings atoW'ld 
the Soviet capital. 

Nov Otto E. Guthe, the AD/RR, briefed into Pmject 
AQUA'l'ONE. 

2 Dec Arcory forwaxds p.i:oposal to establish HrAl.lTCMAT 
to the DDS. 

21 Jan P:roposal for establishm::mt of H'I2W'lXM\T approved, 
with revisions. 

Feb First cx::R personnel join thel ____ l task force 

Apr 

Apr 

Apr 

20 Jun 

22 Jun 

29 JWl 

4 Jul 

in Quarters Eye. ·-··--·' 

L:--. -· · ·-J the Chief, GRA., briefed into 
--Pi:O)ec~~ 

D/GP photo' interpreters introduced to u-2 photography 
of us installations. · 

Task force umJ~· -·- _JnDveS ~ Wings A and C 
to Wing G, Quarters Eye. 

First U-2 photographic mission over the European 
satellites. 

D/GP receives first operational U-2 tracker photog
raphy in Q.Jarters Eye. 

D/GP receives first large-scale operational U-2 
photography in QJarters Eye. 

First U-2 photographic mission over the soviet union. 
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Appen;lix C 

source References* 

1. Interview, Frederick A. Voigt with author, 24 Nov 69. TS 
CCDEW:>RD. 

2. [_==----=~~=~The Operation of High Leve'l Photo 
Interpretation, 8 Aug SO. TS CCDJ:H>RD. 

3. Letter, Voigt toi=:=J 26 June 51, sub:[-_ -_- -1 Proposal 
for Establisment of a Photo Intetpretation Unit in CIA. U. 

4. Man:>, ~~o~ Smith( 20 .Mar 52, sub: Approval of Consultant 
Action,L_ _______ - ____ _J TS CCDEN:>RD. 
Maro, Ancry for SmithJ~----±~ ___ 52,_sub: Approval of Consultant 
Action, Attacl:.mmt t-4:= _____ ---J• 

5. Mem:>L --to JmrJry, 11 Apr 52, sub: use of Pmto Interpre-
tation a.IilP.h::>to Intelligence by CIA 1 TS 
CCDEH>RD. 

6. Meno, Gut.he for hrory, 7 May 52, sub: SUgqestion· for Ph::>to
Intelligence Facility. s. 

7. Meno, N:rory fo~ j 26 JWl 52, sub: Revision of Table of 
Organization of Office of Research am. Reports. s. 

B. .Meno, '/fJrory for Project Review camd.ttee, 17 Jul 52, sub: 
Staffing for Photo-Intelligence within ORR, ER 3-1091. s. 

9. o~. _____ The Offiae of Researah and Reports, 'l963-Z.q~si- --=~] 
[-- ~--.=J 2nd draft) , 1962, p. 124. S. 

'Pl'ogress Report f o:r Geographic Area, ORR, (hereafter 'Pztogrese 
Report), Jul 52, p. 4. s. 

10. CIA, Office of Personnel. Official Personnel FileL ___ J 
- 1 (Available fi:an CIA RecoXds Center-;J -

*Unless irxli.cated othel:wise, all source references are available in 
the NPIC Historical Collection mused in the NPIC Library. 
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u. Reconi of Action, 25 Jul 52, sub: Staffing for Photo
Intelligence within ORR, Recording Secretaxy, PRC. s. 

U. Meno, Air:ory foxl~ 4 Aug 52, sub: Project Review can
mittee Record of Action, sub: Staffing for Photo Intelli
gen:::::e within ORR, 25 Jul 52. S. 

13. CIA, HS. Chrono'Logy Z.946-65 .. Vol\Jlre 1, 1946-55, Jun 70, 
p. 51. S CIA Internal Use Only. (Available fran CIA 
Historical Staff.) 

14. Op. cit ... (8, above),Annex"B". 

15. MaJ~~-·- -~- __j 3 Mar 53, sub: T/O - Phot.o Intelli-
gence Division. s. · 

16. Progress Report .. Mar 53, p. 6. s. 

17. ORR. Office Notice Rl7-53, 23 Feb 53, sub: Designations of 
ORR Calp:ments and Respective Officer in Charge. S. 

18. Op. cit ... (8, above), Annex ''A", p. 2. 

19. Progress Report .. Jul 52, p. 8. S. 
, 

20. Progress Report,, Apr 53, p. 10. s. 

21. Op. cit.,, (16, above), p. 9. 

22. Project Proposal Matorand1.il__ ______ , for Project Review 
Ccmnittee, GRA, 13 l".ay 53, sub: Polish-Lithuanian SSR Bonier 
Stmy. s. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

PJtogress Report, Sep 52, p. a. 
Progress Report, Dec 52, p. 9. 
Progress Report,, Mar 53, p. l. 

'Progress Report, Oct 52, p. 9. 

Progress Report, Dec 52, P• 6. 

'Progress Report, Jul 52, P• a. 
'Pro(JZ'BSB Repo:rt, Sep 52, p. a. 
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28. Progress Report,, Oct 52, p; 9. s. 
Progress Report,, Nov 52, p. 10. s. 
'Progress Report,, Dec 52, p. 9. S. 

29. 'Progress Report,, Nov 52, p. 10. s. 

30. 'Progress R8port,, Jan 53, p. 9. S. 

31. Progress Report,, Apr 53, p. 10. s. 
Progress Report,, May 53, p. 11. S. 

32. Progz'ess Report,, Mar 53, p. 9. S. 

33. Loe, cit.,, {26, above). 

34. Progress Report,, Feb 53, p_!__.!b_~·-
Project Review Mem::lrandumL_ •for POC, GRA, 13 May 
53, sub: Location, Identification and Description of Specified 
Installations, USSR, Engaged in Biolcqical Research. S. 

35. Me.fro~,·_____,-~-- , 18 Mar 53, sub; Infornation to Aid 
I Project. s-. --

36. Project Proposal MemorandumJ--~ for Project Review 
Ccmnittee, GRA, 13 May 53, sub: Photogrannetric Techniques 
for Relief Sketch Maps fran Oblique Photographs (Pilot Study). 
s. 

37. Progress Report.. Apr 53, Appendix A. S. 

38. Progress Report,, Aug 52, p. 4. S. 

39. .Mem:>,c---==1 for All Panel Members, 26 sep 52, sub: 
z.".eeting of Intelligence Developnent Planning Team (Project 
HOPE CHES!'). U. 

40. Progress Report,, Oct 52, p. 5. s. 

41. .Memo, Reber for Deputy Chief Of Staff, Oevelop:rent, USAF, 
18 1-Jov 52, sub: Preliminary Statem:mt of CIA Air Photo 
Reconnaissan::e Requirem:mts for Project lDPE CHES!'. S. 

42. · Meno, Guthe for Arr.cry, 27 Jul 53, sub: Status of ORR Work 
Relative to Project HOPE CHESr. S. 
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43. Interview, Arthur c. Lundahl with author, 1 Oct 70, pp. 4,5. 
TS CCDEWORD. 

44. Loe. cit., (24, above). 

45. Maro, Guthe for Oi\D/RR, 5 Aug 52, sub: Proposed ORR Internal 
Training in Map Intelligence and Geography. S. 

46. Maro,1-.. - ··3or AD/RR, 29 Apr 53, sub: Request for Exemption 
fran Baslc Intelligence Training. s. 

47. Progress Report,, Jan 53, p. 10. s. 

48. Progress Report,, Feb 53, p. 7. s. 

49. Progress Report,, Mar 53, p. 7. s. 

25X1 

SO. Mem:>,l for Chief, AC3/0RR, 23 Apr S3, sub: Justification 25X1 
for SI Clearances. s. 

51. Progress Report,, Jul 52, p. 4. S. 

S2. Progress Report,, Aug 52, p. 4. s. 
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231. ORR, D/GP. Statistics on~ (Conf) Photography, n.d. 
s. 

232. Interview, Art:lu:lr c. Lundahl with author, 1 Jul 70, p. 7. 'l'S. 

233. Loe. cit.,, (231, above). 

234. .Mero:>, Strang for Arrory, . 15 Feb 56 , sub: Project GENE'l'RlX 
'- t an:l attachm.mt entitled "Project GENJ;!'l'RDC: CIA 
Connections with Project" ! ~==] TS. 

23S. .Menu, Arr:ory for Director of Intelligence, USAF, 8 Jun js, .···.·---
sub: Part:icipation in (Confidential) Project GRAYlW:K ····-·~·-! 
TS. 

236. Mem::>, Guthe for Carmal'lder, N;IC, St. Iouis, Missouri, 29 Nov 
5S, sub: CIA Participation in Project (C) GENE'l'RIX. C. 

,-~-~~ .... -.--~ 

237. Mem:>,L ]for :wndahl., 12 Dec SS, sub: Trip Report to 
the· Aeronautical Chart an:l Information Center, St. Iouis, 
Missouri, Concerning Project JH:.KIK1l. No classification 
9iven. 

238. Mem:>,I !for Guthe, 16 Nov SS, sub: Trip Report of 
r·· ··· · ·--itD Aeronautical Chart and 
1 
InfOma.tlon Center (llCIC) in~. Iouis, Missouri, with 
Details Concerning Project JACY.ror. S. 

239. Loa. cit.,, (236, above). 
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240. .v.erno[-- ·-lfor Lundahl, 28 Feb 56, sub: Participation 
in ProJect ~. s. 

241. Loe. cit., (237, above). 

242. ORR, D/GP. GP/I-157, GP/I-161, GP/I-163, Feb-Apr 56, Genetri:t 
Photography. S CIA Internal Use Only Special Handling. 

243. ORR, D/GP. GP/I-200, 26 Mar 57, Special. Installation NefD' 
Krasnoyarsk, USSR (Dodonovo Compl.e:t). S NOFORN CIA Internal 
Use Only Continued Control. 

244. CIA. The TALENT Control System Manual, 1956. S CCDEH:>RD. 

245. ORR, D/GP. Special Projects Bl'anch Opel'ating Manual, 9 May 
56. s. 
HI'A, SB. Film Hand.Ung, l Jun 56. S. 

246. MatoL_....... ·····----·····--J ls Nov ss, sub: Aerial 
Photographic Film Requirements, Training and Operational 
Phases ...... ~ TS. 

247. Mem:>) . . . . .. . .. . J for Deputy Director, NPIC, 15 Jul 68, sub: 
Camera. Teclull.cai.Da.tal ____ l• TS CODEH:>~. 

··-.. -------~ 

248. Loe. cit., (246, above). 

249. Op. cit., (123, above),· p. 15. 

25X1 

25X1 

25X1 

25X1 
25X1 

250. Meno, Bissell for~j 8 Nov 55, sub: Minicard F.quipnent 25X1 
(SAPC 2428) • s. L ____ , 

Mem:>L. . .. _-~_J for hror:y, 20 Oct 55, sub: Exploitation 25X1 
of AQUA'IONE Intelligence Infcn::mation, pp. 2, 3 (Draft). TS. 

2
Sl. =.;t of the BriefingSOfJ :i:s:c~:l.b .J ~P~L_E!Ub:p~ 

Project AQUA'IONE by Photo Intelligence Personnel (SAPC-1774). 
s. 

252. Op. cit., (194, above), Tab B. 

253. Mem:>, Lundahl for Bissell, 7 Dec 55, sub: Clearance of D/GP 
Branch Chiefs and Staff Assistants to Project AtnaiJAT (SAPC 
2781). s. 
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254. Meno, Lundahl. for Bissell, 6 Apr 56, sub: Request for 
Permission for Technical Briefings liTAU'll'.l'4AT Personnel re 
Type arxl Quality Of Materials. S. 

255. W:>rking Notes. Lundahl for briefing hrory, 18 Apr 56. No 
classification given. 

256. .Merro, for Bissell, 14 Dec 55, sub: Preliminacy 
E.Valuat:i,on_of ~:l.~~ho!::Ography (SAPC 2948). s. 
Mano,1. .. . . ... . I 30 Mar 56, sub: Trip Report of the 
14-17 March Visit to the F.a.stman Kodak'Prooessing Plant by 

(SAPC 4884). s. 

257. Loe. cit., (255, above). 

258. Meno. ·==- l (J?CS/OCI) for the Record, 14 Sep 55 1 sub: 
Project AQUMONE Move Fran 2210 E. St. to Quarters Eye, 
(SAPC-1825). S. 

259. Op. cit.~ (171, above), p. l. 

25X1 

25X1 

25X1 

25X1 

260. Maroc __ -.-;Jfor Lundahl, 2 Aug 55, sub: Test Site Support. 25X1 
No crassifJ.c.atioo aiven. 

I 
Maro~··--···-- .... ___ ! for the Recol:d, 3 Apr 56, sub: 25X1 
Report of Visit to Fastman Kodak (SAPC 4932) • S •. 

261. Me.m:>L····--·-----··--ifor Lundahl.t._9 A~· SS, sub: Trip ?SX1 

to Fastmm Kodak, ROChester, New York i f p. 3. TS. 25X1 

262. Mem:>,i--·--··· ····--·] 30 Aug 55, sub: Film Requiz:em:mts, 25X1 
(SAIC~l736-f: S. 

263. Meno 
1 

for Project Operations Officer, 20 ~6, sub_:_ 
Visitti:.>~l".astman l<cdak Processing Plant b.YI 
(10-17 April), SAPC 5582. s. I 

264. Memo~==] for Bissell, l5 Dec 55, sub: Trip Report of 
8 Dec 55 to cambridge, Mass. s. 
Merro,[===- ~or Lundahl, 23 Apr 55, sub: St:andal:d Width
Aerial Film Projectors. s. 
Meno, Lundahl for Bissell, 3 May 56, sub: 70 MM Film Viewing 
Tables. s. 
Mano, Lundahl for Bissell, 18 Jun 56, sub: Request for Feasi
bility Studies on Construction of Rectifiers for 70 m Photog
raphy and Ionq Focal Length POOtography. S EXES WLY. 
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265. Merro,C·-~for ~~, 15 Mar 56, sub: Revision of 
Titling~System r-- ___ J . TS. 
Meno, lmldahl for Bissell .. 

1

1 May 56, sub: Film Titling 
Recomrendations I • TS. 
1'1'..em::>, Lundahl for Bissell, 13 Jun 56, sub: Clarification of 
11ajuirenents for Titling, Spooling of Film and Packaqing of 
Prints (Hl'AOC-1). S EYES OOLY. 

266. Meno, L_ _J for Bissell, 5 Jun 56, sub: Trip to Eastna.n 
Kodak June 1, 1956, p. 2. s. 

267. Meno,[_=- . for Bissell, 30 Jan 56, sub: Reprcxluction 
Responsibilities of the DD/I Photo Intelligen::e Photographic 
laboratory (SAFC 3606). s. 
Iv'at0, Bissell for Lundahl, 3 Feb 56, sub: Reproduction 
Responsibilities of the DD/I Photo Intelligence Photographic 
Lahoratozy (Sl\PC 3575). s. · 

268. Meno, Luniahl for Bissell, 8 May 56, sub: Initial Requirement 
for .Mdit.ional Photographic Prints. s. 

269. Interview, D.A. Brugioni with author, 2 Mar 1971, PP• 4, 7. 
TS CODEK>RD. 

270. ~..em::>, Luniahl for Chief, Spac::e, Maintenance and Facilities 
Branch, 13 Apr 56, sub: Request for Internal Move of F.quipnent 
in Quarters Eye. No classification given. 

271. Interview, Arthur c. Lundahl with author, 2 Nov 70, pp. 10, ll. 
TS CODEl\ORD. 

272. Ibid., p. 20. 

273. Ibid., P• 18. 

274. 

275. 

Memo, . . . for Director of Pg!;~~, 20 Jun 56, 
sub: Fitness Report fe>r[ ......... . . j S. 

DDS. Office of Personnel, 12 Aug 56, Notification of 
Personnel Action. u. (Available in personnel file for 

CIA Records Center.) 

276. Interview, Arthur c. Lundahl with author, 5 Nov 70, P• 7. 'l'S 
CX>DEWORD. 
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277 0 Ibid,I P• 9. 

278. Ibid.I P• 14. 

279. Ibid.I P• 17. 

280. CIA, NPIC. Mission Folders for; 

A 2003, 20 Jun 56 TS CCD:&X)RD 
A 2009, 2 Jul 56 TS COJ.)EW)RD 

. A 2010, 2 Jul 56 TS CODEliORD 
A 201.3, 4 Jul 56 TS aDl:l'DRD 
A 2014 I 5 Jul 56 TS COOEK>RD 
(Filed in P.rodu:::tion Services Group, NPIC) 

281. MetrD, Lu:ndahl for Director of security, 20 Nov 56, sub: 
. -~---·----! (carmendation), HTA-OC-17. C. 

282. Interview, Arthur c. LUndahl with author, 12 Nov 70, P• 27. 
'l'S COOEH:>RD. 

283. Meroc>. Guthe fo:--~~-J 14 Feb 56. sub: PmoQsed Foreign 
Travel for Arthur c. lJ.lndahl arx'll ___ ~ ___ _J (D:mft). s. 

284. Loo. ci.t. 1 (88, abOV,e). · 
Atp:>in.tment calendar A.C. Lu:ndahl, entry for 6 July 1956. 
lib classification 9iven. (Ava.:i lahle from Office of the 

. Dil::ect:or, NPIC.) 
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